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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops the mathematical relationships necessary to implement
alternating tripod gaits on the hexapod underwater walking machine, AquaRobot. Analysis
of documentation and application of Denavit-Hartenberg kinematic modeling techniques
determine the fundamental vehicle parameters. Smooth leg motion models following
elliptical and cycloidal trajectories are devised. Gait planning algorithms, using the
e~lI".'• smooth leg motion model, are developea for both discrete and continuous body
motion. Statically stable, alternating tripod gait simulations are implemented in the C'
progranmning language. A stick figure graphics display allows examination and testing of
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I. INTRODUJCTION
Most of us are familiar with the development and widespread use of wheeled
locomotion. Prepared surfaces, in the form of roadways and railways, provide the means
for wheeled vehicles to efficiently transport people and property over long distances.
Wheeled vehicles, however, are significantly less efficient over irregular, unprepared
terrain. Even tracked vehicles, whose tracks are simply elongated wheels, have difficulty
traversing irregular terrain. Wheeled and tracked vehicles, then, require special terrain.
Legged locomotion, on the other hand, offers several potential advantages over
wheels or tracks when traversing natural terrain. First, and foremost, legs allow the
flexibility to select and place supporting feet. Flexible foot placement provides
opportunities to test the terrain prior to attempting vehicle support and extends vehicle
mobility beyond prepared surfaces. Legged vehicles can move on more general terrain.
Another advantage is enhanced traction in pliable soil. Wheeled and tracked vehicles,
as an inherent part of their design, make a depression in any non-supporting surface and
then constantly try to climb out of that depression. Legged vehicles typically generate
distinct footprints and use any material pushed up behind the foot to improve traction.
[MCG85]
Additional potential advantages of legged locomotion over wheeled or tracked
locomotion include greater speed, less power consumption, and relatively small footprint.
Finally, adoption of legged locomotion offers the unique advantage of integrating the
locomotion function with a terrain measurement function. Specifically, legged locomotion
allows simultaneous vehicle support, propulsion, and measurement of terrain height or
depth.
Legged locomotion advantages are not lost in an underwater environment. Of the
vehicles capable of submersible operation, 90 percent are of the tethered or untethered
free swimming type. Although these vehicles effectively use their three-dimensional
maneuverability, they have difficulty generating significant forces and have trouble
maintaining stationary position and direction. The underwater wheeled or tracked
(crawling) vehicles have poor maneuverability, but are capable of exerting very large
working forces. As in the non-aquatic case, underwater wheeled or tracked locomotion is
limited to relatively hard and flat sea bottom. Additionally, wheeled or crawling vehicles
make the water so muddy that optical viewing devices or television cameras are rendered
useless. Even in an underwater environment, legged locomotion overcomes many of the
disadvantages of wheeled, tracked, or free swimming type locomotion. Legged vehicles
can walk on uneven terrain with minimal disturbance of the surface, can provide a
maneuverable, yet stable, platform for observation purposes, and can use appendages for
accurate measurement. [ISH83]
A. AQUAROBOT UNDERWATER WALKING MACHINE
In the early 1980's, the Japanese Port and Harbor Research Institute (PHRI) was
tasked with finding an alternative method of carrying out inspection of underwater
construction sites. They determined a robot was needed because of increased risks to and
lower working efficiency of port construction workers at deeper sea areas and also
because of a shortage of divers. Additionally, the PHRI decided the ten centimeter
horizontal and five centimeter vertical accuracy requirements and average working depth
of 50 meters were best achieved by mechanical means.
The AquaRobot project started in 1984. AquaRobot was originally designed with two
primary functions: 1) measurement of the flatness of rock foundation mounds for tsunami
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breakwaters using the motion of its six walking legs, and 2) observation and supervision of
underwater construction using its on-board television camera. An experimental model and
a prototype model were constructed. The experimental model was developed for above
water research and testing. Based on the results of testing the experimental model, a
watertight prototype model was subsequently developed.
AquaRobot (Figure 1-1) is a six-legged, "insect type" robot. The body is hexagonal
and the legs are installed on the sides of the hexagonal frame. Each of its six legs has three
articulated joints driven by DC motors. Each leg includes a touch sensor on the foot.
AquaRobot is currently controlled by a 16 bit 80286-based microcomputer. Additional
geometrical detail of AquaRobot is provided in Chapter III. A more complete overview
and history is found in Appendix A. [AK189]
B. MOTIVATION FOR AQUAROBOT GAIT PLANNING
This thesis is a direct outgrowth of a cooperative research effort between the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) and the Japanese PHRI to enhance the hardware and software
capabilities of the AquaRobot underwater walking robot. The National Science
Foundation (NSF) is providing support to the NPS, while the Japanese Science and
Technology Agency (STA) is supporting the PHRI.
The PHRI originally developed AquaRobot to replace hard-hat divers constructing
tsunami barriers in the hazardous underwater environment off Japan's coast. Although
AquaRobot has demonstrated significant ability as the first hexapod underwater walking
machine, it is still unable to perform its designed task more efficiently or less costly than
human divers. AquaRobot speed and agility enhancements derived from gait planning
algorithms in this thesis will result in a more efficient and less costly machine. This
translates directly into reduced risk of human injury and decreased construction costs.
3
Figure 1-1. The Hexapod Underwater Walking Machine AquaRobot.
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Although walking machine research and construction is extensive, AquaRobot is the
first walking robot with a practical use. As such, improvements to AquaRobot directly
result in concept fulfillment and favorably demonstrate the usefulness of robots, and
walking robots in particular.
C. LITERATURE SURVEY
Obviously, the most reviewed literature was that generated at the PHI- by Akizono
[AK189] and Iwasaki [IWA87], [IWA88a], [IWA88b], and [IWA90]. These papers
provided AquaRobot-specific development and implementation information. Craig's
textbook [CRA86] yielded the fundamental robotics techniques for solutions of
kinematics, inverse kinematics, coordinate transformations, and workspace problems.
Some information found in Hirose's seminal series of papers on gait algorithms for
quadruped vehicles [HIR84], [HIR86a], [HIR86b], and [H[R88] proved transferable to
hexapod vehicles. Two of McGee's papers [MCG85], [MCG79] were consulted for their
insight into hexapod walking issues.
Although several walking robot textbooks were reviewed, specific walking theory
was best presented in Song's textbook [SON89], while general walking theory was
covered quite well in Toad',: textbook [TOD85].
Lyman's thesis [LYM87], along with papers by Kwak [KWA90], Lee (LEE88a] and
[LEE88b], and Waldron [WAL84] provided analysis of gait control for the Adaptive
Suspension Vehicle, a hexapod walking machine with bilateral symmetry.
Davidson's [DAV93] and Grim's [GR193] theses provided baseline graphics code
development information. Kanayama's manuscript on spatial reasoning [KAN92] proved
the best source for efficient motion planning algorithms.
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D. THESIS ORGANIZATION
The final part of this chapter is devoted to outlining the thesis organization. Chapter
II provides the setting for the remainder of the thesis. A brief history of walking machines
is presented, along with a survey of previous work and an introduction to walking theory.
A physical description of the AquaRobot underwater walking robot is the emphasis of
Chapter III. Geometrical features and system parameters are defined. Some aspects of
AquaRobot are idealized for simplification. A detailed problem statement is included in
this chapter.
Existing AquaRobot documentation is sparse and most detailed information is written
in Japanese. Therefore, Chapter IV develops fundamental vehicle parameters through
analysis of written reports, review of construction blueprints, and application of Denavit-
Hartenberg kinematic modeling techniques, Inverse kinematic equations and relations are
presented and necessary coordinate transformations are developed. Workspace volumes
are determined, appropriate workspace constraints identified, and the strategy for
workspace use is presented.
Chapter V introduces the stability model used throughout this thesis. AquaRobot's
center-of-body and center-of-gravity relations are defined. The issue of static versus
dynamic stability is addressed.
AquaRobot currently uses rectangular leg motions for all gaits. Curved leg motions
result in smoother gaits. In Chapter VI, two smooth leg motion models are developed.
Elliptical and cycloidal leg motion curves are generated for use in the AquaRobot
simulator.
Statically stable tripod gait are planned and implemented in Chapter VII. To ease
initial gait implementation, flat terrain, fixed body height, fixed body orientation, and
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straight line path constraints are placed on the vehicle. Some constraints are lifted as the
thesis progresses. Ultimately, a continuous omnidirectional tripod gait is developed.
Chapter VIII presents the AquaRobot simulation program. The simulation features
and program organization are described. The final chapter summarizes the contributions of
this thesis. Future research areas are also outlined. Appendix A contains an overview and
history of the AquaRobot. Appendices B and C contain program code. Appendix D is an
AquaRobot Simulator User's Manual that is separable from the thesis.
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IL SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK
Three aspects of practical walking machine design are considered crucial: control of
legged vehicles, actuator and leg design, and gait study. Vehicle control is considered the
most crucial because of its inherent complexity. Many researchers are currently devoting
extensive efforts to this research area. Only a few walking machines have sophisticated leg
designs. Serious study has only recently been given to improving leg efficiency through
better designs of legs and actuators. Finally, previous gait study has been concentrated on
straight line motion over flat terrain. This thesis provides the foundation to extend gait
study in AquaRobot beyond these motion and terrain constraints. [TOD85]
A A BRIEF HISTORY OF WALKING MACHINES
Walking machines have been constructed with from one to eight legs, and possibly
more. An even number of legs is almost universal as this allows efficient gaits for
progression in a straight line. More legs were typically used in the past for heavily loaded,
but slower vehicles, while bipeds and quadrupeds were generally faster and more agile. Six
legs is a magic number because it allows two alternating tripods. Two legs is another
popular number because it allows emulation of human walking. Some of the many
properties to consider when selecting the number of legs are: 1) stability, 2) energetic
efficiency, 3) redundancy (using fewer legs to walk if some are unavailable), 4) joint
control requirements, 5) cost, 6) weight, 7) desired complexity of sensing, and 8) possible
gaits. [TOD85]
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Two of the earliest examples of inventors' attempts to design walking machines are
Rygg's mechanical horse in 1893 and Bechtolsheim's four-legged machine in 1913. There
is no indication that either machine actually walked. [SON89]
In the mid 1950's, numerous research groups began to systematically study walking
machines [SON89]. Then, in the 1960's, the Space General Corporation designed and
constructed a six-legged machine and an eight-legged machine to investigate their
applicability as lunar explorers. These two machines met their design goals, but exhibited
poor terrain adaptability because of too few degrees of fieedom. [TOD851
In 1966, Frank and McGhee developed the first autonomous legged vehicle to walk
under computer control. They called their walking machine the "Phoney Pony". This four-
legged machine was powered externally via a cable and only walked in a straight line. In
1968, the General Electric Corporation built another quadruped, a 3000 pound vehicle
with 12 degrees of freedom and a human rider-operator. The General Electric quadruped
was successful at obstacle climbing and possessed good mobility in difficult terrain.
Because its operation was highly complex and demanding, however, only a few people
ever learned how to operate it. The General Electric quadruped proved the necessity for
computer control of multi-degree-of-freedom vehicles. [TOD85]
In the 1970's, several walking machines were constructed. A pneumatically powered
and analog computer controlled biped was successfully operated in Yugoslavia. A series
of bipeds was developed in Japan, with walking speeds ranging from 90 seconds per step
to the speed of a slow human walk. From 1974 through 1979, Russia developed and
operated two six-legged walking machines of the insect body type. Finally, in 1977,
McGhee and his associates at the Ohio State University (OSU) first got the OSU Hexapod
to walk. [TOD85]
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With the progress in microcomputer technology, computer-aided design, and
computer simulation, the 1980's ushered in the development of several new walking
machines. In 1980, Hirose and Umetani, at the Tokyo Institute of Technology, built the
four-legged Perambulating Vehicle II (PVII). The PVII was promising because of its
sophisticated pantograph leg design. Hirose, in 1984, constructed an enlarged version of
the PVII, called TITAN III. In 1982, the Ohio State University developed monopod and
six-legged walking machines as part of the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle (ASV) project.
[TOD85]
More recently, Brooks, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has designed
and built several insectoid walking robots, one named Atilla, to demonistrate his theories
on subsumption. Additionally, the Carnaegie-Mellon University is working on a walking
machine, the Ambler, designed to explore the surface of Mars. Finally, research continues
on AquaRobot at the Naval Postgraduate School and the Japanese PHRI.
B. SURVEY OF HEXAPOD VEHICLES
Many hexapod vehicles have oeen designed and built to advance research in walking
control, leg and actuator design, and gait planning. Six legs is a good compromise
between speed (shown in the next section), stability (generally improved with a larger
number of legs), and simplicity [WAL84]. The incremental stability gain is smaller when
going from six legs to eight legs than when going from four legs to six legs [WAL84]. So,
although there is a marked advantage to using hexapod vehicles over quadruped vehicles,
the increasing mechanical and computational complexity of eight-i~gged vehicles offsets
their minimal stability advantages.
One of the first successful hexapod walking machines was that constructed at the
University of Rome in 1972. This machine was simply a six-legged version of the Phoney
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Pony. Then, as mentioned in the previous section, the OSU Hexapod walked in 1977. In
1983, Odetics, Incorporated constructed the ODEX I, a six-legged walking machine with
some climbing ability. ODEX II, also a hexapod machine, has since been designed for use
in nuclear power plants [ODE86]. In 1985, the design and construction of a large, man-
carrying hexapod called the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle was completed at OSU
[MCG86]. The ASV is a self-contained walking machine designed to traverse natural
terrain. Each of the hexapods discussed has made a great contribution to the study of
walking control, leg and actuator design, and gait planning. However, of all the known
hexapods, only AquaRobot has moved beyond the research phase into practical use.
C. INTRODUCTION TO WALKING THEORY
The basic definitions and theorems for hexapod tripod gait planning used in this paper
are introduced in this section. A gait is a method of locomotion distinguished by a specific
pattern of lifting and placing of the feet. Gaits are often described using McGhee's and
Jain's event sequence notation [MCG72]. In such a notation, the integer i corresponds to
the event of placing foot i on the ground. Integer i+n, where n equals the number of legs,
represents lifting the same foot. AquaRobot's legs are numbered sequentially in a
clockwise direction from one through six.
The transfer phase of a leg is that time period when the foot is not touching the
ground. The transfer phase is also known as the recovery time t or the return stroke
[TOD85]. The supportphase t, of a leg, then, is simply the opposite of the transfer phase:
the time period when the foot is touching the ground. The cycle time T is the time required
for a complete cycle of leg locomotion of a periodic gait. The cycle time includes the
transfer and support phases of the leg. Aperiodic gait is one in which every limb operates
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with the same cycle time. Otherwise, the gait is non-periodic. The duty factor fl, is the
fraction of the cycle time in which leg i is in the support phase. [SON89] Thus,
A, = time of support phase of leg i _ t_• (2.1)
cycle time of leg i T(
A periodic gait is singular if there is a simultaneous occurrence of two or more
events during a locomotion cycle. Conversely, a periodic gait is nonsingular if no two of
its events occur simultaneously [MCG68a]. A gait is considered regular if all legs have the
same duty factor, as when
A =lj j6 i, j (2.2,..,
= in is the leg number (2.2)
The leg stride is a complete cycle of leg movements from a particular leg movement
to the next occurrence of the same leg movement [TOD85]. The stride frequencyf is the
number of strides in unit time [TOD851. The stride length X is the distance the center of
gravity of the body travels during one stride [TOD85]. The leg stroke R is the distance the
foot travels, relative to the body, during the support phase [SON89]. A step is defined as
the interval from the time a leg is placed until the time the next leg is placed [HIR84].
A working volume is associated with each leg. This volume is a subset of the three-
dimensional space, defined relative to the body, consisting of the points which the foot can
reach [KWA90]. The support pattern of a walking machine is defined as "the two
dimensional point set in a horizontal plane consisting of the convex hull of the vertical
projection of all foot points in the support phase" [SON89]. Generally, the contact point
between the foot and the ground is idealized to have no slip. Further, although the actual
foot contact may be distributed over some small surface area, the center of pressure may
be chosen as the foot contact point. Afoothold is described as a point on a piece of terrain
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[KWA90]. When a foot is placed on the terrain, its foothold becomes the support point of
the leg [-KWA90]. A foothold can be assigned to a leg while it is still in the transfer phase.
There are four important definitions related to stability. First, stability margin S. for
an arbitrary support pattern, is the shortest distance from the vertical projection of the
center of gravity to any point on the boundary of the support pattern in the horizontal
plane [KWA90]. Then, the front stability margin and the rear stability margin describe
distances from the vertical projection of the center of gravity to the forward and rearward
boundaries of the support pattern, respectively [SON89]. The front and rear stability
margins are measured along the direction of motion. Finally, the longitudinal stability
margin S, is defined as the shortest distance from the body's center of gravity to the
boundary of the support pattern, measured in the direction of travel [MCG86]. From the
definition of longitudinal stability margin, a gait is deemed statically stable if S, > 0.
Otherwise, it is deemed statically unstable.
With some fundamental gait definitions explained, we can now show that vehicle
speed increases as the number of legs increases. Waldron et al. [WAL84] and Todd
[TOD85] agree that the major limitation on speed of legged locomotion is the time
required to return the leg through the air to its starting position. For any legged vehicle,
there is a minimum time for a leg to be in this transfer phase. Additionally, there is a
minimum duty factor for statically stable systems: flq.3 d,.,pd=0.75 for quadrupeds,
fl,,=0.5 for hexapods, and ,8,,ght-kg,=0.375 for eight legs. Finally, if the leg stroke R
return stroke T and cycle time T are presumed constant, the duty factor f3 causes the speed
J to change as
V = R (2.3)
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From previous definitions,
T =tsuppor,,h + tt•,aferpha =ts + T. (2.4)
Then, using equation 2.1
t_, T,8(2.5)
Combining equations 2.4 and 2.5
T= Tfl+ r. (2.6)
Then, for a fixed t,
T= "" (2.7)1-13
Finally, combining equations 2.3 and 2.7 yields
v= R(1;flf). (2.8)
Substituting f.d,,,d into equation 2.8 yields
v= R. (2.9)
3r
Using 8hp,,d in equation 2.8 yields
V =R- (2.10)
Lastly, using /,.ht-kg, in equation 2.8 provides
V 5R (2.11)
3,r
From these relations, there is obviously a speed increase as the number of legs
increases from four to eight. However, as previously noted, the speed increase from four
legs to six legs is threefold, whereas the speed increase from six legs to eight legs is only
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two-thirds. Herein lies one reason hexapod walking machines are so prevalent over other
walking machines.
D. SUMMARY
This chapter provides background and introductory information helpful for
understanding the gait planning research undertaken in this study. A general history of
walking machines is followed v. ith a more specific survey of hexapod walking machines.
Terminology and methods typical of the gait planning problem are defined. Other, more
specific, definitions are presented as material develops throughout the thesis.
The following chapter contains descriptions of AquaRobot, the model used to
simulate AquaRobot, and the gait chosen for development in this thesis.
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Em]. ROBOT DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION MODEL
This chapter is intended as a description of the geometrical features of AquaRobot, a
description of the AquaRobot model adopted for this study, and a discussion of the
constraints employed to limit the scope of this study. Additionally, this chapter describes
the specific gait planning and simulation issues undertaken in this thesis.
A. AQUAROBOT DESCRIPTION
As mentioned previously, AquaRobot is a six-legged, insect-type robot. The body is
hexagonal and the legs are installed on the sides of the hexagonal frame. Figure 3-1 shows
the major dimensions and sensor locations of AquaRobot. In this figure, the camera
manipulator is shown positioned between legs one and two, with leg one pointing directly
to the reader's right.
Figure 3-2 is a detailed plan view of AquaRobot. In this figure, the individual leg
numbers are shown. The legs are placed at 600 increments about the body. This figure also
includes a detail of the underwater TV camera, ultrasonic ranging device, and lights fitted
to the manipulator boom mounted on top of the robot's body. The manipulator boom has
three articulations similar to those found in the legs. The first articulation revolves about a
vertical axis through the centerline of the robot's body. The next two articulations revolve
about horizontal axes. Altogether, these three articulations give the camera three degrees
of freedom.
Figure 3-3 presents a detailed side view of AquaRobot. Legs one and four are shown
with dimensions representative of all six legs. The manipulator boom is shown fully
extended with its maximum reach of 155 centimeters. This figure also shows leg
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articulations representative of all six legs. The first articulation is located at the
intersection of the legs and the body. This articulation rotates about a vertical axis and is
also referred to as articulation one, joint one, the azimuth joint, or the HIP, depending on
the reference. The typical HIP joint, then, is located 37.5 centimeters outboard from the
center of the body at 00, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, and 300' increments. The second
articulation is 20 centimeters outboard of the HIP. It rotates about a horizontal axis and is
also known as articulation two, joint two, the elevation joint, or KNEEl. The third
ariiculation, also known as articulation three, joint three, the knee joint, or KNEE2, is 50
lineal centimeters outboard of KNEE1 and also rotates about a horizontal axis. The
fourth, and final, articulation is known as articulation four or joint four. It is a passive ball-
and-socket joint that attaches the foot to the leg and is 100 centimeters from KNEE2.
Figure 3-4 is a detailed view representing a typical leg's structure. In this figure, joint
rotational configurations are shown. For the HIP, a positive angle represents a clockwise
(CW) rotation of the joint. For the KNEEl and KNEE2 joints, a positive angle represents
lifting the leg segment. Although the foot is not actively (motor) controlled, it is allowed
to rotate passively within ± 45 degrees about joint four. Figure 3-4 also shows cutaway
views of the previously mentioned harmonic gears, bevel gears, DC motors, and motor
encoders.
Table 3-1 provides a synopsis some of AquaRobot's more relevant characteristics.
AquaRobot, with its present walking and control algorithms, can achieve a maximum
speed of 7.75 meters/minute when walking on flat surface terrain using a rectangular
alternating tripod gait. The rectangular terminology refers to the way the foot is moved: 1)
first the foot is lifted directly upward, 2) then the foot is moved horizontally in the
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Figure 3-1. Major Dimensions and Sensors (After [IWA90]).
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Figure 3-3. Side View of AquaRobot.
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Figure 3-4. Leg Structure (After [AK1891).
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4 joints per leg
joint 1: active, vertical axis, revolute
JOINT TYPE joint 2: active, horizontal axis, revolute
joint 3: active, horizontal axis, revolute
joint 4: passive, ball-and-socket
JOINT DRIVE METHOD semi-direct drive, DC servo motor
CONTROL METHOD 80286-based microcomputer
controllin hardware via software algorithms
MAXIMUM WALKING SPEED 7.75 meters/minute (flat land)
MAXIMUM ROTATING RATE 445 degrees/minute (flat land)
MAIN MATERIAL USED anti-corrosive aluminum
VEHICLE WEIGHT 870 kgf (in air), 440 kgf (in water)
6 tactile sensors
SENSORS 2 inclinometers
1 flux gate gyrocompass
1 pressure sensor
MANIPULATOR TV camera end-effector with
-CHARACTERISTICS ultrasonic range finding capability
MAXIMUM TERRAIN ROUGHNESS ±35 centimeters
MINIMUM TERRAIN ROUGHNESS ± 5 centimeters
WATERTIGHT DEPTH 50 meters
100 foot length
42 millimeter diameter
TETHER CHARACTERISTICS 18 metal wire conductors
optical fiber link
1500 kgf tensile strength
man-machine interface (XYZ inputs)
NAVIGATION dead reckoning
transponder system
measure flatness of rubble mound
PURPOSES observe underwater structures
supervise underwater construction
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terrain. The foot motion trace, or imaginary path drawn in the air (or water) by the foot,
would describe three sides of a rectangle.
AquaRobot can rotate on its vertical centerline in a CW or counter clockwise (CCW)
direction if desired. The maximum rotating rate achieved is 445 degrees/minute.
AquaRobot was designed to walk in terrain with a maximum roughness of ± 35
centimeters, representative of a typical unleveled rubble mound. A typical leveled rubble
mound has a maximum roughness of± 5 centimeters.
B. SIMULATION MODEL
The hexapod vehicle simulation model used in this thesis is the prototype AquaRobot
presently under test at the Japanese PHRI. Figure 3-5 shows plan and side views of the
simulation model of AquaRobot with the earth- and body-fixed coordinate systems. In this
study, the earth-fixed coordinate system is known as the world (xwYw ,zn,) while the
body-fixed coordinate system is known as the body (x,,yB',z,). The body coordinate
system is fixed at the center of the plane defined by the HIPs of all six legs. The x5 -axis
lies along the line joining the HIPs of legs one and four and passing through the center of
the body. Positive x is in the direction of leg one. The yE-axis is perpendicular to the
xE-axis at the center of the body and passes between legs two and three and legs five and
six. Positive y is in the direction between legs two and three. The zB-axis lies orthogonal
to the xE and yE axes with positive z following the right-hand rule convention: positive zE
is down.
Figure 3-6 shows the relationship between the physical and modeled walking
machine. A representative side view that includes legs one and four is shown. Leg four
(LEG4) is a scale drawing of an actual AquaRobot leg. Leg one (LEGI) is depicted in
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Figure 3-6. Relationship Between the Physical and Modeled Robot.
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with joint zero (JOINTO) located at the robot's center-of-body. Links are numbered
following the inboard joint. Therefore, link zero (LINKO) is between JOINT0 and joint
one (JOINT1), link one (LINK1) is between JOINT1 and joint two (JOINT2), etc. The
action of joint four (JOINT4) is not modeled in this study. Instead of modeling JOINT4
and the entire foot pad, a point foot is used where the junction of link three (LINK3)
would meet JOINT4.
At the outset of this study, AquaRobot simulation system parameters were adopted to
ensure come consistency in program development. The system is described in equations
3.1 through 3.6. Table 3-2 then lists the variables used in the system description and their
meaning. The System is defined as a state vector that includes the states of the legs and
body e and the warning flags F. Then,
System = 0 (3.1)
and
k 2,s,• = (2,,g"1. (3.2)
The leg states 9, are further subdivided into position, velocity, and acceleration vectors
X, = (Ai ,A,, Ai), ,A6,i6,16), and (3.3)
X, = (kl,.e,, ,Al, Pl2,.6))
The body states Xb are then
Xb = (xE,YEZE, I , 1 , 0 V,u,v,w,p,q,r). (3.4)
The flag vectors P provide warnings of foot contacts with the terrain and of joint
limits reached. Therefore,
IF = (FC.oc,,ý FL,•, ) = (Fc, ýFL), (3.5)
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The flag vectors are also subdivided into foot contact and joint limit sub-vectors
Pc =(c,,..,C6), and (3.6)
F'L = ( Lk, 2Lg , La•,._.,Lk6),L#•L6) I3.6)
These system state vectors allow code from several authors to wor: together without
significant problems. Each author may still refer to parameters using terminology that best
describes the use of that parameter. For example, this author refers to joint one as the
HIP, joint two as KNEE 1, and joint three as KNEE3.
TABLE 3-2. SIMULATION SYSTEM VARIABLE DEscRIpTloNs.
13 , Joint Angular Displacement
kl,...,k6 Knee joint (KNEE2), legs 1 thrcugh 6
el,...,e 6  Elevation joint (KNEEl), legs 1 through 6
a3,...,a 6  Azimuth oint (RIP), I through 6
X. or xw North
YEor yw East




u Body velocity with respect to earth in
v body coordinates (principal axes).
w
p
q Body angular rate in body coordinates.
r
C1,..., C6 Foot contact flag, legs I through 6
L Joint limit flag, all 18 joints
Many simplifying assumptions were made within this model of AquaRobot. The
simplifications were made primarily to speed development of the gait planning algorithms
and graphics routines. However, each program was devised with future expansion in mind.
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Whenever possible, program code was modularized for future expansion. Specific
simplifications are addressed in the following paragraphs.
1. Flat Terrain
The first simplifications concern the vehicle's operating environment. Although
the actual AquaRobot was designed to operate in uneven terrain, the simulation model
initially developed included only flat terrain with no obstacles. The flat terrain is
graphically displayed using a checkerboard design. The simulation process does allow
feedback of foot contacts with the flat terrain. Expansion to allow foot contact feedback
when the foot encounters unstructured terrain is present.
2. Fixed Body Height
Because the terrain is flat, the robot's body height and horizontal body angle are
fixed arbitrarily at the outset of the program. AquaRobot has both selectable body height
and terrain following capability. Neither of these features is necessary to implement a
tripod gait. Selectable body height is a feature of the simulation. Terrain following
capability can easily be added as a code module if future research warrants its use.
3. Straight Line Path
Again, for ease in initial program development, a straight line path oriented with
leg one following the positive x,-axis was adopted. When turning is considered, straight
line paths between two points is still used. However, the robot is not required to rotate to
have LEGI align with the desired direction of travel. Some smooth path-following
techniques were implemented as part of this thesis.
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4. Constrained Workspace
Because of its leg design, AquaRobot has the ability to step into or on its own
feet or legs. Although this feature allows much greater freedom when determining
footholds, it is not beneficial at the outset of program design. Therefore, the workspace of
AquaRobot was constrained so no leg or foot overlap was allowed. Other workspace
constraints, or none at all, are possible by modifying the existing program.
5. Dynamics
Finally, the effects of dynamics and hydrodynamics on gait operation are not
covered. This model encompasses only the kinematic features of AquaRobot. This means
the model imposes no limits on vehicle acceleration. Similarly, although the manipulator
boom, tether, lifting lines, and transponder systems were cursorily described, they are not
modeled nor considered in this thesis.
C. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This thesis concentrates on designing an improved alternating tripod gait for
AquaRobot. Simulation of the improved design is an inherent design goal. Other specific
design goals include:
* smooth leg motion,
* omnidirectional body movement,
* cominuous body motion, and
* limited path following capability.
The laboratory director from Japan's PHRI agreed that implementing these improvements
in an alternating tripod gait design would provide immediate increased effectiveness over
the existing design [TAK93].
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The selection of a gait is a very difficu't problem. McGhee (MCG68a] showed that
39,916,800 possible nonsingular periodic hexapod gaits exist. Further, McGhee [MCG85]
suggests the total number of hexapod gaits is actually a larger, unknown number. This
thesis, however, is restricted to a single type of gait sequence known as the tripod gait.
The tripod gait is a singular gait because three legs (hence, the term tripod) are placed
simultaneously. The gait alternates between sets of three legs. LEGs (1, 3, 5) are
considered tripod zero (TRIPODO) and LEGs (2, 4, 6) are considered tripod one
(TRIPOD 1). This zero and one terminology is in keeping with C and C++ programming
conventions.
The alternating tripod gait described above is particularly important for walking
machines, and is another reason for the prevalence of hexapod vehicles [TOD85]. Six legs
always allows a supporting tripod, even when half the legs are in the transfer phase.
Therefore, it allows reasonable walking speed while always maintaining static stability.
D. SUMMARY
This chapter outlined the geometrical features, physical constraints, and model
simplifications of the AquaRobot underwater walking robot. Next, the scope of the work
this thesis undertakes was described. The following chapter contains the development and
implementation of the kinematic and kinematics-related concerns of the AquaRobot when
applied to an alternating tripod gait design.
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IV. KINEMATICS
In this chapter, we consider the kinematics problem of computing the position and
orientation of AquaRobot's foot, relative to the center of the body, given the joint angles
for the HIP, KNEEl, and KNEE2. Next, we investigate the more difficult inverse
kinematics problem: given the desired position and orientation of the foot relative to the
body center, compute the set of joint angles which will achieve that result. Then a method
of transforming between the world and body coordinate systems is derived. Next, the
concept of workspace and its effects on walking is investigated. Kinematics, inverse
kinematics, coordinate transformation, and workspace discussions are all developed using
methods from Craig [CRA86]. The chapter ends with a discussion of the various body
postures used in this thesis.
A. H IM ATICS
A typical manipulator, in this case a leg for AquaRobot, is actually a set of bodies
connected in a chain by joints. The bodies are called links. For the purposes of kinematics,
links are considered only as rigid bodies which define the relationship between two
neighboring joint axes. Joints, then, form the connection between neighboring links. Joints
are typically classed as either revolute or prismatic. Revolution about some axis describes
a revolute joint. Sliding action along some axis describes a prismatic joint. All of
AquaRobot's joints are revolute. [CRA86]
At the end of the chain of links that make up the manipulator is the end-effector. In
our case, the end-effector is the foot at the end of the leg. Specifically, an end-effector for
AquaRobot is a point foot at the end of LINK3 on each leg. The position of the foot with
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respect to the center of the body is described by defining a foot {FOOT} frame relative to
the center-of-body {CB} frame. A frame is the set of four vectors giving position and
orientation information. Three of the vectors are typically unit vectors defining the
principal axes of the frame. The other vector locates the origin of the frame with respect
to some other frame, including the origin of the world {W) frame. [CRA86]
Four quantities are required to kinematically describe a manipulator. Of these, two
describe the link and two describe the link's connection between adjoining links. For
revolute joints, 0, is known as the joint variable and the other three quantities are known
as link parameters. Mechanisms defined with these conventions are typically described
using Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) notation (DEN55]. There are many related conventions
that ascribe to the name Denavit-Hartenberg. In this thesis, frame {i} is attached to link i
and has its origin lying on joint axis i. In other words, link i follows inboard joint i.
[CRA86]
Figure 4-1 is a kinematic detail of a typical leg from the center-of-body to the foot.
Leg frames are defined according to their respective joints. The {CB} frame corresponds
to an imaginary frame zero {0). Frame {0} does not move and is considered the reference
frame for AquaRobot. Frame { 1 } is not actually a frame; however, for ease of performing
the kinematics, each leg is treated as if it were a rotation of 600 about JOINTO. Therefore,
LEG1 is at 00, LEG2 is at 600, LEG3 is at 1200, etc. With this in mind, Figure 4-1 shows
the progression of frames from inboard outward as {CB}, {0}, {HIP}, {KNEE1},
{KNEE2}, and {FOOT}. Recall that JOINT4 and the entire foot is not used.
The leg itself is referenced to two other frames. First is the center-of-gravity {CG}
frame. This frame locates the center of gravity of AquaRobot, which is not necessarily the
same point as the center of body. For our purposes, {CG} is set equal to {CB}. Then
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Figure 4-1. Kinematic Detail of Leg.
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{CG} is referenced to (W). The {CG} and {W) frames are shown only for perspective
and are not used in the derivation of leg kinematics. Transformations between {W} and
{CB}, however, are examined later in this chapter.
The general form of the transformation that relates the frames attached to
neighboring links using the joint variable and link parameters previously defined is
sinO cosa,_ cosOcosa,_, -sin a,_ -sin a,-d,
sin O, sin a 1, cosO sin a,_ cosa,_1  cosa,_'d,-- (4.1)
0 0 0 1
where
a,-, is the angle between Z,_• and Z, measured positive about X,-.,
a,-, is the distance from Z,_. to Z, measured along X,-1,
d, is the distance from X,-_ to X, measured along Z,, and
6, is the angle between X,-_ and X, measured about Z1 .
Table 4-1 lists the link parameters for a representative leg. Once the link frames are
defined and the corresponding link parameters found, values from Table 4-1 are used in
equation 4.1 to compute the transformations for each link. The {CB} to {0}
transformation results in
SoCo - o 0 0
OT=0 0 10(42
[ 0  0  0 01
where Co represents cos0 0 and So represents sin 00. Note that the distance a-, between
{CB} and (0} is zero centimeters because these two frames overlap. The {0} to (1}
transformation results in
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o S= C, (4.3)
0 0 1 0
C0 0 0 1
where ao is the distance between {0} and { 1, 37.5 centimeters.
TABLE 4-1. LNK PARAMETERS FoRAQuAROBOT.
i a_1  a,_, d, A Range
(degrees) (cm) (cm) (cm)
-1 awo0 ._ awo __.D dwo_._ Owo____
0 0 0 0 0o 60 =0°,60-,120-, 180W,240,300-
1 0 ao 0 01 a 0 = 37.5, -60-_< 01 _5 60
0
2 -90 a, 0 02 a= 20.0, -106.60 < 02 _< 73.40
3 0 a 2  0 03 02= 50.0, -156.4 < 03 _< 23.60
4 0 a3  0 04 a3 =100.0, -450:5 04<5 450
The other transformations follow the same pattern:
C2 0 } (4.4)2T=-$2 -C2 0 '
0 0 01
ý= S3 C3 0 0(4.5)350 1 0
0 0 01
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C4 -S4 0 a3]
3T= S4 C4 (4.6
and 40 C 0 (4.6)
S 0 o01
Because the entire foot is not used, we are not concerned with the action of JOINT4.
Therefore, setting 04= 0 produces a substitution for equation 4.6:
[1 0 0 a341
3 0 1 0
4T=0 01 0J (4.7)
L0 0 J
which provides the necessary transformation from KNEE2 to the FOOT. The final matrix
used to determine the transformation from {CB} to (4) :T is found by multiplying each
of the individual transformation matrices together:
cjT=coT 1T 'T 2 3T  (4.8)0T 2T 3T 4.
The derivation of the final transformation matrix, including intermediate results, is
shown in equations 4.9 through 4.12.
Col -Co, 0 aoCo
CBT OTB Sol Sol 0 a0SojOBT"= CT 0T=Soi 0 0 So0 0a°°0 (4.9)
CoC 2  -CoIS 2  -So, aoCo +a,Co, 1
CBT ST C ] o 2  -So S Co, a0S0 +a1 S0, 41 2 
-S2  -C 2  o 
-a 2 S. '
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[C0 C23 -CsIS23 -S01 a0C0+C0I(aI+a2C2)]
cB T°T o T T: 0 2 SOIC 23  -S° 1S23 C°o a0S0 +Sol (a, +a2C2 )
2 L -s23 -c.3 0 -a2S2  J 41
0 0 0 1
and cý=TO T2
CoIC23 -CoS,23 -Sol a3CoIC23 +a0Co +Col (a. +aC2)
_SOIC2 -S01SJ'2 C0l a3S01C23 +a0S0 +Sol (a, + a.C.2) (.2
-S3 C23 0 -a3S3- a2S2  , (.2
where
C' = CosO,
S, = sin 0,,
c, = C C, -SS, =0o 0, + 00),
and•S, = Sc, -c,s, =sin(k, +00.
Two Matlab programs were written to verify the derivation of the kinematics
transformations. Program jcoord.m uses equation 4.12 to compute the (x, y, z) coordinates
of the HIP, KNEEl, KNEE2, and FOOT from joint angles the user inputs. The Matlab
program kin.m is a function that provides a similar output to the c3.m program when
called. These two code modules are included in Appendix B.
B. INVERSE KINEMATICS
In the first section of this chapter, we focused on the direct kinematics of the leg.
That is, we computed the position and orientation of (4) with respect to {CB}. In this
section, we focus on the inverse kinematics of the leg. Our goal here is to find the
required set of joint angles (0, 01, 02, 03) to place the foot, relative to the center of the
body, when the desired foot position and orientation are known. There are two
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approaches to solving the inverse kinematics problem. The algebraic approach is basically
one of manipulating the link parameters into kinematic equations of a form for which a
solution is known. The geometric approach is to try to decompose the spatial geometry of
the leg into several lesser plane geometry problems. The geometric approach is the
method used here. Figure 4-2 shows the plane geometry associated with AquaRobot.
[CRA86]
First, consider the triangle formed by the CB, HIP, and FOOT of representative
LEG2 and shown in the plan view of Figure 4-2. We can apply the Law of Cosines to
solve for 01:
p. + p, =a' +b2 -2aob1 co(180*-0 1) =a 2 +b,2+2aob COS0,. (4.13)
The foot position is given in body-fixed coordinates (P.. ,,y, P' .). Then, we have
22 -bJ2
cosel = C' = p. + pY2 _a° ,(4.14)2a-b,
where
b, = ((p aCOSo)2+(P., _aosin 0)2. ,J. 15)
Finally, we use the two-argument arctangent (Atan2) to find
01 = Atan2(+•fi-CC,). (4.16)
Now we consider the triangle formed by the KNEE1, KNEE2, and FOOT joints as








and .8= Atan2(p:,b2 ), (4.19)
where
b2 =b, -a,. (4.20)
Applying the Law of Cosines again to find W:
a,' =a2 +b,-2a2 b cos y/. (4.21)
Then, we have
a,' +b32 -a'2
Cos v= 3(4.22)COS~II 2a 2b3
and sin V , -cos 2 V, (4.23)
where
b3 = 1b2+ . (4.24)
Now, substituting equations 4.18, 4.22, and 4.23 into equation 4.17 yields
0 = ,(4.25)
and 02= Atan2(±_1- cos2 y/, cos /) - Atan2(p,,b 2). (4.26)
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Finally, we again apply the Law of Cosines to the triangle formed by the KNEEl,
KNEE2, and FOOT joints to solve for 03 :
b3 a +a2 -2a 2a, cos(18O-0,) =a  +a• +2a,a3 cos0 3. (4.27)
We then have
2 _ 2_ 2
cosO9= - b -a 2 a3  (4.28)
2a2a 3
and 03= Atan2( 41 -C C3). (4.29)
Because equations 4.16, 4.26, and 4.29 include the possibility of a positive or
negative result (±), there are eight potential solutions for a single goal. Physical joint
limitations may prevent using some of the potential solutions. Of the remaining valid
solutions, the one closest to the present leg configuration is generally chosen. Still, all
chosen solutions are tested using the direct kinematics routines previously developed. If
the resulting kinematics solution yields a foot position equal to the desired foot position,
we accept the inverse kinematics solution as the real solution. We have solved for 01, 02,
and 03. The solution for 00 is already known because it is the angle that determines which
leg is selected. For example, if we know we are trying to place FOOT2, then we know 00
is at 600. This is because the HIP joints are located at constant, known angles about the
body.
C. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
The AquaRobot simulation uses two coordinate systems in its calculations: the world
(xw,yw,Zw) coordinate system and the body (x 8,y 8 ,z,) coordinate system. The world
coordinate system is used when it is necessary to specify absolute positions or velocities of
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the body center, feet, or terrain. The world coordinate system is defined with the zw-axis
positive downward, with the xw-axis positive when pointing North, and the yw-aXis
positive when pointing East.
The body coordinate system, composed of three dimensional local coordinates fixed
to the robot's body, is used to describe the coordination between the body and the legs and
to determine stability. The origin of the body coordinate system is defined as the center of
the plane defined by the HIPs of all six legs. The positive x,-axis lies along the line joining
the CB and the HIP of LEG1. The positive yB-axis is perpendicular to the x.-axis at the
center of the body and passes between LEG2 and LEG3. The zB-axis lies orthogonal to
the xB- and y,-axes with positive zB pointing downward.
The method of transforming between the body coordinate system and the world
coordinate system is defined through the use of a 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation
nidarlx, ýT [CRA86]. The matrix may be partitioned into sub matrices
where BwR is a 3 x 3 rotation matrix and wPB is a 3 x 1 position vector [LEE88a]. The
vector wP1 represents the position of the body in the world coordinate system and wR
gives the rotation of the body relative to the world coordinate system. The w1R rotation
matrix is derived using the X-Y-Z fixed angle orientation convention [CRA86]. Fixed
angles mean the rotations are specified about a non-moving reference system. For our
purposes, rotations about the x-axis are known as roll (4), rotations about the y-axis are
known as pitch or elevation (0), and rotations about the z-axis are known as yaw or
azimuth (Wj). The rotation matrix ýT then becomes
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c-cs. c*s s, cCs.c, + s's1
The ýT matrix allows transformation from body coordinates to world coordinates
using the relationship
Y =w W YB (4.32)
,,r i i
where the position vectors [xw yw zw I]r and [x, YD zB 1]i describe the same
point in space in world and body coordinates, respectively. The Matlab code module
b2wtrans.m, found in Appendix B, performs the body-to-world transformation.
To convert from world coordinates to body coordinates requires a similar
transformation. In this case, the inverse of the ýT matrix is used. Then, using the form of
equation 4.32, we find the new transformation process isEX3  XW]
Y f WT-_ Yw . (4.33)
The Matlab code module w2btrans.m, found in Appendix B, performs the world-to-body
coordinate transformation.
D. WORKSPACE
In this section, AquaRobot's workspace is computed. Workspace is that volume of
space which an end-effector, in our case, a foot, can reach [CRA86]. The workspace is
also known as the working volume The mechanical limits of the joints restrict leg motion
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and are a major factor to consider when developing control algorithms for a legged vehicle
[LEE88a]. Because each leg of AquaRobot has the same geometrical configuration and
joint limits, the working volumes of the legs are identical. The limits of the joint variables
for a representative LEG are shown in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2. REPRESENTATWVE LEG JoINT LIMrTs.
LEG Angles (LEGI - LEG6) 00 =00,60',1200,1800,240*,300*
HIP Joint Limits -600 < 01 < 600
KNEEl Joint Limits -106.60< 02 < 73.40
KNEE2 Joint Limits -156.4°< 03• 23.60
FOOT Joint Limits -45O- 04< 9 450
These joint variable limits, then, separate the reachable area from the unreachable area
[MCG79]. Reachable areas move with the body. The region included within the reachable
area is known as the unconstrained working volume (UWV).
The constrained working volume (CWV) is defined as a subset of the original
working volume, for each leg, that ensures static stability. Therefore, the CWV sets soft
limits for each leg so as to exclude points from the working volume that may lead to
instability [LEE88b]. In our case, the working volume is also constrained to prevent leg
collisions. An excluded area for AquaRobot's legs, then, is that part of the reachable area
where, if a foot were placed there, instability or leg collision might result [MCG79].
1. Unconstrained Workspace
The unconstrained horizontal workspace of AquaRobot is shown in Figure 4-3.
The reachable areas include the sections in the xy plane around the individual HIPs and
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within the mechanical joint limits. The unconstrained vertical workspace, or Z-plane
reachable area, depends on the height of the vehicle's center-of-body above the terrain and
is not shown in Figure 4-3.
To define the unconstrained vertical workspace, we must define the maximum
and minimum reach of AquaRobot. If a leg were extended to its fullest, the added lengths
of LINKO (37.5 cm), LINKI (20.0 cm), LINK2 (50.0 cm), and LINK3 (100.0 cm) would
equal 207.5 centimeters. This length does not include the diameter (25.0 cm) or the
thickness (3.5 cm) of the footpad. However, because of the 450 angle restriction on the
foot joint, the maximum reach of AquaRobot is as shown in Figure 4-4. The CB, when the
foot is at its maximum unconstrained reach of 178.2107 centimeters, is al 10.2107
centimeters off the terrain. Figure 4-4 includes an illustration of what would be the
unconstrained vertical workspace if the maximum reach were used.
If the 450 foot joint angle is used again as the restricting dimension, it is possible
for the minimum unconstrained reach of AquaRobot to become negative, in the sense that
the foot can pass completely under the CB, as shown in Figure 4-5. This range of reach
allows greater flexibility when designing a gait, but significantly increases the complexity
of the gait algorithms because leg collision avoidance must be considered. Figure 4-5
includes a drawing of what would be the unconstrained vertical workspace if the minimum
reach were used.
Three Matlab programs were written to verify the derivation of the kinematics
transformations. Program ucwlinkl.m, the results of which are shown in Figure 4-6,
calculates and plots the unconstrained workspace of LINK1, the HIP to KNEE1 link.
Figure 4-7 shows the results of program ucwlink2.m, which calculates and plots the
unconstrained workspace of LINK2, the KNEE1 to KNEE2 link. Program ucwlink3.m,






Figure 4-3. Unconstrained Horizontal Workspace.
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Figure 4-7. LINK2 Unconstrained Workspace.
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workspace of LINK3, the KNEE2 to FOOT link. These three code modules are included
in Appendix B.
2. Constrained Workspace
Now that the UWV is defined, we can define the CWV. The CWV used in this
thesis results from six basic constraints:
0 the CB height is fixed at the point where the maximum reach is achievable,
0 the maximum and minimum reach meet the 450 foot joint angle requirement,
0 the terrain is flat,
* the minimum reach is set equal to the radius the HIPs are from the CB,
* the legs are not allowed to collide or overlap, and
* the area encompassed by the footpads is included in case feet are added in future
work.
Start with the maximum reach obtained when the CB is at 70.2107 centimeters. If the CB
is then constrained to this value, the minimum reach becomes 36.79 centimeters. For
simplification, we make the minimum reach equivalent to the radius the HIPs are from the
CB: 37.5 centimeters. The resulting maximum and minimum constrained reach is shown in
Figure 4-9 and represents the constrained vertical workspace. The height that the leg can
be raised is obviously restricted when the CB height is fixed. However, this factor is not as
important, when using flat terrain, as reducing the number of variables when first
implementing a control program. Changing the CB height to allow traversal of
unstructured terrain is easily accomplished if required in future research.
Figure 4-10 shows the constrained horizontal workspace. The constrained
horizontal workspace is developed using LEG1, LEG2, and LEG6 as an example. Each
LEG is drawn with its centerline beginning at the CB and bisecting the ± 600 joint limit of
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reachable areas for the three legs exactly. The actual exclusion areas are then chosen based
on the edge of the footpad touching these separation lines. This method allows the
addition of the footpads in the future without changing the workspace algorithms. The
workspace boundaries then form the sides of a section of an annulus circumscribed about
the CB. The inner boundary of the annulus is the radius the HIPs make about the CB. The
outer boundary is the radius of the maximum reach of a LEG about the CB.
3. Strategy for Constrained Workspace Use
The primary purpose of the constrained workspace is to define the limits for
determining the possible length of the stride. If an arbitrary direction is chosen for a
representative foot to travel, that foot will intersect the edge of the constrained workspace
at some point. Determining the point of intersection requires algorithms to find the
intersection of a directed line and a line segment and the intersection of a directed line and
a section of a circle. Further, if an intersection is found, it must be the intersection at the
correct orientation of the directed line. Development and implementation of methods to
generate the required results are abstracted from Kanayama [KAN92].
First, we develop the method to determine the intersection of two directed lines.
In our case, one directed line is derived from the current foot position and desired
direction of travel. The second directed line is defined as a side of the constrained
workspace for a given leg, LEG1. Referring to Figure 4-11, we choose an arbitrary
direction of 0, for the foot to travel within the LEGI workspace. The current position of
the foot is presumed to have coordinates P. = (xB,yB), with no z, component because
only the horizontal workspace is of interest at this point. The directed line q, is then
formed using the expression
q, = {(xI,y 1), O0 j, (4.34)
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where x, = XE and yI = YB-
We know t ie endpoints of the line segments that form the sides of the
constfained workspace for LEGI. Using the known endpoints and the two-argument
arctangent (Atan2) function, it is an easy task to find the angle the line segments make
with the body-fixed coorninate system. If the angle for one side is taken as 0:, the second
directed line q2 becomes
q2 ={(x2,Y2 ), 2 }" (4.35)
If we let an intersection be (x,y), the distance between the intersection point and either of
the two directed lines is zero.
(y-y1 )cosO1-(x-xl)sine 1 =0 (4.36)
(y- y2 )cos 02 -(x-x 2)sin9 2 =0 (4.37)
Combining equations 4.36 and 4.37 ;- o matrix form:
sin0 1  -cosO9l[xi [xl sin0 1-ycos9 1 1
sin 02 -cos9 2 J[y =x 2 sin 02-y. cos 2 J(4.38)
Then, solving equations 4.36 and 4.37 simultaneously yields the intersection point
1 (x sin9 1 -ylcos90) -cos0 1
,,,-sin(0 - 0,) (x, sin 0-Y2coOS) -cosO,
(4.39)
-cos9 2(xl sin 0, -y, cos0)+cos01 (x2 sin 02 -Y 2 cos92 )
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Figure 4-11. Intersection of Directed Line and Line Segment.
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1 sine , (x, sin0 1 - y cosO0)
Ynuw - s -(2 01) 1sinO 2 (x2 sinO 2 -Y 2cosO2 )
(4.40)
sin 0,(X2 sin 02- y 2 cos0 2 )- sin 02(xl sinLI -yj coso,)
sin(0 2 - e1)
The intersection point is then tested to ensure it lies within the desired segment
of the directed line forming the boundary of the constrained workspace. Kanayama
proposes that for any three arbitrary distinct points pA = (x1,y1), p 2 = (x2,y2), and
P3 = (x3,Y3) on a directed line, p1 is upstream of p, and p2 is upstream of p 3 if and only
if
x, cosa+y1 sin a < x2 cosa+y 2 sin a < x3 cosa +y 3 sin a, (4.41)
where (x is the orientation of the directed line that includes the three points [KAN92]. The
endpoints for the line segment in question are substituted for points p, and P3 and the
intersection point is substituted for point p2 in equation 4.41. Alpha (a) then becomes the
angle associated with the directed line that makes up the side of the constrained
workspace. From these values, we determine whether the intersection point is within the
endpoints of the line segment of interest. The Matlab program segint.m, found in
Appendix B, performs the segment intersection calculations described above.
Now we turn our attention to developing the method to determine the
intersection of a directed line and a circular section. Again, a directed line is derived from
the current foot position and desired direction of travel. The circular section is defined as
either the inner or outer radius of the constrained workspace for a given leg, LEGI. In this
case, we must test for an intersection and then determine whether the intersection is within
the section of interest. Referring to Figure 4-12, we choose an arbitrary direction of oa for
the foot to travel within the workspace. The coordinates and orientation of the foot are
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Figure 4-12. Intersection of Directed Line and Arc.
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then known: p,, = {(a,b), a}. The radius and center of the circle of interest are then
defined, respectively, as r and Pc = (x,, y). From these values, we can determine the
perpendicular distance d from Pc to the directed line previously described byPF. using the
relationship
d=(yc -b)cosa-(xc -a)sin a. (4.42)
The radius r and the perpendicular distance d then make up two sides of a right
triangle with side I unknown. Side I is found using the Pythagorean Theorem:
1 = ýr2 -d . (4.43)
Next, the point p, = (x1 ,yi), where d and 1 intersect is found using
X1  xc+dco{!%-a)xc+dsina (4.44)
and
Y1 =Yc - d sin(2-a)Yc-dcosa. (4.45)
The results of equations 4.43, 4.44, and 4.45 are then used to find the intersection point of
the directed line and the circular section using
xi,,t,,r,,p = x, +I cos a (4.46)
Y,,, = yj + I sin a (4.47)
if the foot is located inside the diameter of the circle and
xmt = x1 - l cos a (4.48)
Yintercept = YI -- cos a (4.49)
if the foot is located outside the diameter of the circle.
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Because the ends of the circular sections of the constrained workspace are
known, the intersection point is then tested to ensure it lies within the section of interest
using the method described in equation 4.41. The Matlab program arcint2.m, found in
Appendix B, performs the arc intersection calculations just described.
Once the intersections of the various feet and their respective workspaces are
known, the maximum stride is determined. The maximum stride is defined as the minimum
of the maximum strides of the individual feet in a given tripod. Using the maximum stride
allows all three feet in the tripod to move the same distance in the same amount of time.
Figure 4-13 illustrates finding the maximum stride possible, given the desired direction of
travel is -45o and the tripod selected is TRIPODO (LEGs 1, 3, 5). The Matlab program
maxd25.m, found in Appendix B, determins the maximum stride.
E. TERRAIN AND POSTURES
1. Terrain Considerations
A walking machine is expected to operate in structured or unstructured terrain.
The terms structured and unstructured are too diverse to use when describing the possible
classification and description of terrain. Hirose suggests using five different types of
terrain classification, as shown in Figure 4-14. First, the 0 type terrain is a surface which
supports standard rhythmical walking. The flat terrain model used in this study is of type
0. Second, the H type terrain includes deep holes in which the legs of the walking machine
can not reach bottom. A walking machine can not choose the holes as possible footholds,
but can step over the holes. Next, the P type terrain is described as having poles or rocks
higher than the walking vehicle itself For P type terrain, the walking machine must avoid
trying to cross over the poles and rocks. HP terrain is a combination of the H and P terrain








Figure 4-13. Determination of Maximum Stride.
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H TYPE TERRAIN P TYPE TERRAIN
HP TYPE TERRAIN G TYPE TERRAIN
Figure 4-14. Terrain Classification (After [HLR86a]).
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Basically, the terrain models for AquaRobot fall within three general categories:
1) essentially flat, 0 type terrain for this study, 2) G type terrain with random irregularities
of ± 35 centimeters to simulate walking on an unfinished rubble mound, and 3) 0 type
terrain with random undulations of ± 5 centimeters to simulate completed rubble mound
walking.
2. Operational Postures
AquaRobot was designed to walk using body postures that optimize the
particular task or function it is performing. These modes of operation vary according to





* height and width change mode, and
* slim mode.
AquaRobot requires support when no electricity is supplied to its joints because
there are no brakes. Hence, AquaRobot rides on a mechanical support platform with its
legs folded so the minimum volume is used. When AquaRobot has its legs folded on the
support platform, it is in the storage mode. The storage mode posture is termed RESET in
this study. When AquaRobot is in the storage mode, the incremental encoders of the DC
motors are set to an initial position. The FOOT positions for the RESET posture, plotted
from the Matlab program reset.m, are as shown in Figure 4-15. [IWA87]
During the initialization mode of operation, AquaRobot spreads its legs, steps
off the support platform, and assumes an arbitrary START posture [IWA87]. We define
the START posture in this study based on the maximum reach and the constrained
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workspace. Therefore, the START posture allows AquaRobot to achieve the maximum
possible stride while maintaining an adequate clearance over the flat terrain. The FOOT
positions for the START posture, plotted from the Matlab program start.m, are as shown
in Figure 4-16.
The walking mode is subdivided into two modes: 1) flat terrain walking mode,
and 2) irregular terrain walking mode. Only the flat terrain walking mode is used in this
study. The height and width change mode allows changing the stance of AquaRobot based
on the type of terrain and the water speed. The tall posture is a narrower stance used for
rougher terrain. This means the control algorithm can raise the feet higher to step over
higher obstacles. The short posture is a wider stance used when the current is fast. The
short posture lowers the vehicle's center of gravity and provides more stability in these
situations. The tall and short postures are attained simply through adjusting the vehicle's
center-of-body height over the terrain. [IWA87]
The slim mode, which is not used in this study, was developed to allow
AquaRobot to pass between closely spaced objects. In the slim mode, the body width is
decreased to one-half of its original size by rotating some legs so bilateral symmetry is
achieved. AquaRobot takes on the posture of a crab and uses a slim version of the
alternating tripod gait to maneuver. [IWA87]
F. SUMMARY
The central topic of this chapter was developing and implementing kinematics and
inverse kinematics for AquaRobot. Next, coordinate transformations required to move
from body-to-world and from world-to-body coordinate systems were derived. Then, an
acceptable constrained workspace was designed. Finally, AquaRobot's postures, as applied
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One of the main considerations in walking machines is how to achieve stability, that
is, to keep from falling over [TOD85]. In this study, the static stability concept is
employed to provide a simple basis for the control of vehicle locomotion. The concept of
stability margin is known as the yardstick for measuring static stability. The value is given
in the relation between the center of gravity and the polygon of supporting legs, and is
also governed by the height of the center of gravity and compliance of the legs [HIR86a].
For simplicity, however, this study uses the longitudinal stability margin S, as the primary
approximation of stability.
In general, it is possible for the center of gravity to go outside the support pattern at
some instants during locomotion, even if the support joints are constrained to be inside the
working volumes of the legs [LEE88b]. However, there is some flexibility in changing the
position and dimensions of the CWV inside the original working volume. This flexibility is
used to increase vehicle stability [LEE88a]. In our case, the footpad of AquaRobot is
actually 25 centimeters in diameter, yet we are using a point foot representation. This
gives us an additional 12.5 centimeters of stability safety margin. As such, mild
accelerations and decelerations can be accomodated without changing the existing
algorithms.
From the previous chapter, we know how to find the maximum stride possible given
the constraints of the workspace and the mechanical joint limitations. It is possibie that the
maximum stride would allow the CG to move beyond the support pattern. Using the
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maximum stride alone, then, would result in unstable walking. Therefore, the stride and
stability calculations are compared for each increment of motion and the lesser of the two
is chosen as the distance the foot will travel. Although this method greatly reduces the
amount of motion flexibility, it ensures stability and a reasonably fast gait.
1. Center-of-Body Versus Center-of-Gravity
The center of AquaRobot's body is located at the intersection of the plane
formed by its HIPs and the vertical center of the torso. The CB remains constant during
any body or leg motion. AquaRobot's center-of-gravity, however, changes with each
incremental motion of its legs or body. Therefore, at any instant in time, the CG is not
necessarily located at the CB.
The PHRI had not completed CG calculations at the time of this thesis writing.
Because the CG is only needed for stability purposes, the CG is set equal to the CB in this
study. Once the CG calculations are complete, the CG is easily substituted for the CB in
stability algorithms.
2. Static Versus Dynamic Stability
Static and dynamic stability distinguishes the two types of walking machines that
have been the subjects of recent research. Statically stable systems resist falling down by
trying never to get in a situation where falling down is possible. Dynamically stable
systems balance to keep from falling down. Statically stable machines have at least four
legs and sometimes as many as eight, though more typically six. Dynamically stable
machines have from one to four legs. The main difference is the use of balance in the
control of body attitude in dynamically stable machine•. [DON87]
Of static and dynamic walking, static locomotion is more basic and less
complicated than dynamic locomotion in terms of control algorithms and motion analysis
[HIR86a]. It turns out that insects and other many-legged creatures walk with statically
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stable gaits [DON87]. AquaRobot is an example of an "insect type" machine. Higher
animals, like horses, cats, and people, all walk using dynamically stable gaits [DON87].
The AquaRobot simulation presented in this thesis uses a statically stable gait algorithm.
B. STABILITY MODEL
The stability mo'lel used in this study is similar to that proposed by McGhee
[MCG86]. The longitudinal stability margin S, is defined as the shortest distance from the
body's center of gravity to the boundary of the support pattern, measured in the direction
of travel. From the definition of longitudinal stability margin, a gait is deemed statically
stat'e if S, > 0. Otherwise, it is deemed statically unstable. Vehicle stability, stability
intercepts, and stability margin are determined using the known foot positions of the
supporting tripod and the known body center. All stability calculations use the body-fixed
coordinate system and substitute the CB for the CG.
Prior to planning any new leg motion, AquaRobot's stability is evaluated. The
evaluation consists simply of determining whether the vertical projection of the CB lies
within an arbitrary support pattern formed from the vertical projection of the three feet in
a selected tripod. Referring to Figure 5-1, we see the relationship of the supporting
polygon, in this case, a triangle, to the CB at a particular instant in time for TRIPODO
(LEGs 1, 3, 5) and TRIPODI (LEGs 2, 4, 6). The CB is represented by the point
p1 =(x,Y,) yad the feet are represented by the points pA =(x 2,y2 ), P3 =(x 3 ,Y3), and
p4 = (x4 ,y4 ). Point p. is always assigned to either FOOTI or FOOT2, depending on
whether TRJPODO of TRIPOD 1, respectively, is selected. Point p3 is always assigned to
either FOOT3 or FOOT4 and point p4 is always assigned to either FOOT5 or FOOT6.










Figure 5-1. Stable TRIPODs.
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Kanayama defines three modes of a triple of points: counterclockwise (CCW),
clockwise (CW), and colinear [KAN92]. A counterclockwise mode results when the order
of the points is as shown in Figure 5-2(a). A clockwise mode results when the order of the
points is as shown in Figure 5-2(b). With these definitions in mind, we can describe the
area, and thereby, the stability, of a triangle as a triple of distinct points such that
S(p , p2, p). X1  x2 x3. (5.1)
Y1 Y2 Y3
Expanding equation 5.1 yields:
S(AIPI IP2,3) =-[(X2 -- XA)y3 -- Y.)--(X3 -- Xl)yY -- y)]. (5.2)(52
The orientation of points is always chosen such that:
* if the CB is inside the supporting polygon, the order is CCW and S is positive, or
* if 'he CB is outside the supporting polygon, the order is CW and S is negative, or
• if the CB is on the supporting polygon, the order is colinear and S is zero.
If S is > zero, the tripod is considere.,d stable. Figuie 5-1 illustrates a statically stable
support pattern. If S < zero, the tripod is considered unstable. Figure 5-3 illustrates a
statically unstable support pattern. The safety margin of 12.5 centimeters discussed earlier
is not implicitly used in the evaluation of stability. The Matlab function stable.m, found in
Appendix B, performs the stability test described above. [KAN92]
Once the stability is ascertained, the stability intercepts and longitudinal stability
margin S, are found. The stability intercepts are determined using Kanayama's method for
finding the intersection of two directed lines, discussed in Chapter IV. The stability margin






Figure 5-2(a). Counterclockwise Mode of a Triple of Points (After [KAN92]).
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Figure 5-3. Unstable TRIPODs.
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direction of travel:
S, 1(YZ' + (x,..,, -cBj 2 . (5.3)
The Matlab function stabint.m, found in Appendix B, finds the stability intercepts of a
given tripod and determines the stability margin.
C. SUMMARY
This chapter described the concept of static stability as it pertains to AquaRobot. For
simplification purposes, the body center was adopted as the vehicle's center of gravity. A
method for determining static stability, including the longitudinal stability margin, was
derived. The following chapter describes AquaRobot's current rectangular leg motion
model and proposes two alternative smooth leg motion models: elliptical and cycloidal.
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VL SMOOTH FOOT MOTION
A. INTRODUCTION
Rough, jagged motion tends to cause abnormal wear of mechanical mechanisms,
vibrations resulting from excited mechanical resonances, and inefficiencies of motor
operation. Therefore, smooth motion is a desirable characteristic. A smooth motion
function is one which is continuous and which has a continuous first derivative and,
possibly, a continuous second derivative. Smooth motion for AquaRobot implies smooth
foot and smooth body motion. This chapter is concerned with developing smooth foot
motion models. Smooth foot motion, realized through smooth foot trajectories, results in
decreased wear and tear on motors, gears, and joints and increased motor efficiency. Here,
trajectories refer to the time history of position and velocity for the three degrees of
freedom of the feet. [CRA86]
To guarantee smooth trajectories for the foot, some constraints on the spatial and
temporal qualities between footholds is required. These constraints are realized through
the use of curved trajectories. There are many curves with the potential to provide smooth
leg motion. The criteria for selecting the two curves used here are:
* maintain an orientation normal to the terrain at liftoff and touchdown, and
* be continuous through the second derivative.
B. RECTANGULAR FOOT MOTION
AquaRobot presently uses a rectangular foot motion. Generally speaking, the feet are
moved upward, forward, downward, and backward along straight lines of travel








LEG4 LEG3 LEG2 LEGI
Figure 6-1. Rectangular Foot Motion.
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existing algorithm. If (x, y) is an arbitrary foot point, the new foot point is determined
using (x+dc,y+dy). The junction of the straight lines forming the rectangle indicate
points where motor speed control is discontinuous.
C. SMOOTH FOOT MOTION - ELLIPSE
An elliptical foot motion was chosen as the primary smooth leg motion model to
implement. The ellipse meets both criteria established in the introduction to the chapter.
Figure 6-2 illustrates the construction and result of an elliptical foot motion trajectory. The
parametric representation of the arbitrary foot position (x, y) begins with
x = acosO
y = bsin . (6.1)
The first derivative of equations 6.1 result in
S= -asin 0dO (6.2)
dy = bcosO
dO
A small segment ds of the ellipse is then calculated using




(cfr) + (_ )
The new foot position is then determined using
S=a cos(O+A)
y.. = bsin(O+ AO). (6.5)
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LEG4 LEG3 LEG2 LEGi
Figure 6-2. Elliptical Foot Motion.
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The positive minor axis b of the ellipse is constrained such that the fixed CB height is
retained and the joint limits are not exceeded.
D. SMOOTH FOOT MOTION - CYCLOID
A cycloidal foot motion was chosen as the alternate smooth leg motion model to
implement. The cycloid meets both criteria established in the introduction to this chapter.
Figure 6-3 illustrates the construction and result of a cycloidal foot motion trajectory. The
parametric representation of the arbitrary foot position (x, y) begins with
x = a(O- sin 0)
y = b(1- cos0). (6.6)




- = a sin
dO





The new foot position is then determined using
xI = a[(O+ AO) - sin(0+ AO)]





LEG4 LEG3 LEG2 LEGi
Figure 6-3. Cycloidal Foot Motion.
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The radius a of the circle, of which a point on its circumference traces the cycloid, is
constrained such that the fixed CB height is retained and the joint limits are not exceeded.
E. SUMMARY
In this chapter, two smooth foot motion models were developed: elliptical and
cycloidal. The next chapter describes the gait planning process for the alternating tripod




"Leg motion planning algorithms are designed to generate the foot trajectory for the
support and transfer phases and to choose the desired footholds for the transfer legs based
on the body velocity and the constrained working volume (CWV)" [LEE88a]. Leg motion
planning is sometimes decomposed into separate gait selection and gait implementation
tasks. Gait selection is generally regarded as the prior decision to use, or select, a specific
gait. This study concentrates on the alternating tripod gait because it allows reasonably
fast walking, yet maintains static stability at all times. Gait implementation, then, is the
execution of the chosen gait through foothold selection and joint angle determination.
Because there is so much interaction between the gait selection and gait implementation
tasks, we choose to combine them into one task termed gait planning.
B. RECTANGULAR TRIPOD GAIT
The fundamental walking algorithm for AquaRobot is an up, over, and down motion
of a group of three legs. As in previous analyses, we call the first group of legs TRIPODO
(LEGs 1,3,5) with body-fixed coordinates (xl,yl,zl), (x3,y3,z3), and (x5,y5,z5),
respectively. Similarly, we call the second group of legs TRIPOD1 (LEGs 2,4,6) with
body-fixed coordinates (x2,y2,z2), (x4,y4,z4), and (x6,y6,z6). We begin with all legs
touching the ground. A direction for the robot body to travel is selected. Then the distance
for the robot body to move is determined, possibly based on a desired goal point. From
this information, the new foot positions are chosen. Then, the body-fixed coordinates of a
selected group of legs are changed by the difference between the existing foot positions
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and the new foot positions. The LEGs in a group are then commanded to move dc in the
x-axis direction, dy in the y-axis direction, and dz in the z-axis direction:
(xl,yl,zl) = (xl +da,yl +dy,zl +dz), (7.1)
(x3,y3,z3)=(x3+dr,y3+dy,z3+dz), and (7.2)
(x5,y5,z5) = (xS + dx, y5 +dy, z5 + dz). (7.3)
TRIPODO is generally selected as the first group of legs to move, although this is a purely
arbitrary decision. Once the TRIPODO feet are free from the ground, the robot body is
moved along the desired direction of travel. When the TRIPODO feet are firmly planted,
calculations are begun to move TRIPOD 1, using the commanded motion derived from:
(x2,y2,z2) = (x2 +dx, y2 + dy,z2 +dz), (7.4)
(x4,y4,z4) = (x4 +dx, y4 +dy, z4 +dz), and (7.5)
(x6, y6,z6) = (x6 + dr, y6 + dy, z6 + dz). (7.6)
Alternating the groups of legs, while choosing the same direction, causes AquaRobot to
travel along a straight line with the body height held constant. [IWA88a]
We choose to call this gait the Rectangular Alternating Tripod Gait (RATG)
because the free leg trajectories describe a rectangular pattern. Figure 7-1 illustrates a
representative leg motion for the RATG. First, the three legs of the free tripod (in this
case, TRIPODO) are lifted perpendicular to the terrain until KNEE joint limits are reached.
Essentially, the free legs are lifted straight upward until the feet are at their maximum
height. Next, the body is moved in the direction of travel until HIP joint limits are reached.
Then the free legs are moved in the direction of travel, horizontal with the terrain, until the








Figure 7-1. Rectangular Tripod Gait Leg Motion.
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perpendicular to the terrain until contact sensors in each foot indicate that the leg motion
is completed.
Gaits can be expressed as functions of distance or time in gait diagrams [TOD86].
Figure 7-2 illustrates the distance traveled at ten successive time intervals, tO through t9,
when a RATG is used. A typical sequence of events for the RATG is:
* body and leg components in START posture, (tO),
* free and lift the legs of TRIPODO (LEGs 1, 3, 5), (tl),
+ move the CB in the direction of travel, (12),
* move the free legs of TRIPODO in the direction of travel, (t3),
* place the legs of TRIPODO, (Q4),
* free and lift the legs of TRIPOD1 (LEGs 2, 4, 6), (65),
* move the CB in the direction of travel, (Q6),
* move the free legs of TRIPOD 1 in the direction of travel, (t7),
* place the legs of TRIPOD 1, (t8), and then the process repeats, (t9).
In Figure 7-2, a solid dot (o) indicates the foot is touching the terrain and an empty dot (o)
indicates the foot is free from the terrain. A cross (+) indicates the position of the robot's
CB.
Figure 7-3 shows the RATG as a function of time. The motion of each major body
component (TRIPODO, CB, TRIPOD1) is illustrated using a tining diagram. In Figure 7-
3, a solid bar (-) along the upper line represents movement of the associated body
component with respect to the ground. A solid bar along the lower line indicates no
movement of that particular body component with respect to the ground. Analysis of
Figure 7-3 reveals several times when body components are not moving. For example,
during time tl neither the CB nor TRIPOD 1 are moving. These areas indicate times when
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Figure 7-3. Rectangular Gait as a Function of Time.
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(t2 or t6) for each TRIPOD cycle. These periods of discontinuous motion are inefficient,
resulting in jerky body movement and slower over-the-ground speed.
C. DISCRETE TRIPOD GAIT
The Discrete Alternating Tripod Gait (DATG) was developed as the natural next
step after the rectangular gait. For our purposes, non-continuous motion of the CB is
known as discrete motion. The DATG provides for discrete motion of AquaRobot's CB.
The distance the CB travels is constrained by workspace and stability limits. For ease of
calculation, the three feet in a tripod describe a regular triangle. This approach does not
necessarily lead to the maximum possible stride or the minimum time to cover a distance.
Nevertheless, stability is easily assured. The DATG includes an elliptical foot motion
trajectory as a means of allowing continuous foot motion between ground contact points.
A typical sequence of events for the DATG is:
* body and leg components in START posture, (tO),
* plan an elliptical path for and move TRIPODO to its destination, (tl),
• move the CB in the direction of travel until a limit is reached, (t2),
* plan an elliptical path for and move TRIPOD 1 to its destination, (t3),
* move the CB in the direction of travel until a limit is reached, (t4), and
* continue repeating the process, (t5 through t9).
Figure 7-4 shows the DATG as a function of distance. Figure 7-5 shows the DATG
as a function of time. The major difference between the rectangular and discrete gaits is
the leg motion. Except for periods when the feet are leaving or contacting the terrain, or
when only the CB is moving, the feet are in continuous motion. The leg joint motors for
the free legs in the DATG, then, are operating almost continuously. However, the CB





Figure 7-4. Discrete Gait as a Function of Distance.
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Figure 7-5. Discrete Gait as a Function of Time.
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D. CONTINUOUS TRIPOD GAIT
The Continuous Alternating Tripod Gait (CATG) was designed to allow continuous
motion of the CB, independent of the grouped leg (tripod) motions. The sequence of
events is similar to the DATG, except the CB moves continuou2!y. TRIPODs zero (0) and
one (1) still alternate and the foot trajectories are still elliptical; however, the CB is not
allowed to halt once the walking begins (unless the goal point is reached). The supporting
tripod provides the motion for the CB.
The CB motion is synchronized with the motion of the tripods. The desired foot
positions are used to generate an elliptical trajectory for the selected free tripod in the
transfer phase. Then the distance between the existing and desired foot positions is divided
into small segments. The length of these segments is then used to determine the motion
the CB makes in the direction of travel in the xy plane. The body height is held constant,
so the CB is not moved in the z plane. For every increment of free tripod foot motion in
the xy plane, the supporting tripod increments the CB motion so the CB completes one-
half the distance the free tripod travels in the same time period. The CB moves one-half
the foot distance because of workspace restrictions. Actually, the supporting tripod joints
are moving, thereby moving the CB indirectly. The increments are chosen arbitrarily small,
in our case 100, so the CB appears to move continuously. The CB moves in the direction
of travel during each tripod supporting phase and when all six legs are on the ground.
From observation of the CATG, the maximum possible stride is 146.04 centimeters.
Therefore, the maximum possible CB motion is 73.02 centimeters. The AquaRobot
simulation can be run with a default maximum stride value slightly less than 146
centimeters to compensate for the edges of the footpads touching at the extreme limits of
the workspace.
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A typical sequence of events for the CATG follows. No time steps are given because
all major body components are continuously in motion. Initially, the body and leg
components are in the START posture. The desired foot positions for each foot in one
tripod are determined using workspace and stability constraints. The stride chosen is the
minimum distance any one of the three feet in a tripod grouping can move in its individual
worksace. TRIPODO is arbitrarily selected and an elliptical path is planned to move its
feet one increment towards their new destination. For the first step, the CB is moved a
distance equal to the maximum stride. Therefore, then new location for the CB to travel to
is calculated using
CB(x,) = CB(x.) + (stride) * cos(direction), and (7.7)
CB(y.) = CB(y.) +(stride) * sin (direction). (7.8)
TRIPOD1 then moves the CB the distance required to attain the new CB
coordinates. For the next steps, the CB is moved a distance equal to one-half the
maximum stride. In this case, the new location for the CB to travel to is calculated using
CB(x.) = CB(x) + (stride) *cos(direction), and (7.9)
CB(y.) = CB(y.) +stride) sin(direction). (7.10)
After each incremcntation of the CB position, its location is compared to the goal point. If
the distance from the CB to the goal point is less than would result if the maximum stride
were used, the lessor distance is used. Then, the new stride length becomes twice the
d* ;tance from the CB to the goal point.
Figure 7-6 shows the CATG as a function of distance. The motion of the legs is the
same as the DATG. Figure 7-7 shows the CATG as a function of time. This figure
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Figure 7-7. Continuous Gait as a Function of Time.
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E. SUMMARY
In this chapter, the gait planning algorithms for the rectangular, discrete, and
continuous alternating tripod gaits were described. The next chapter implements the




In this chapter, the AquaRobot Simulator program is presented. Initially, the
simulation facilities, tools, and methods are described. Then the internal structure and flow
of the program is discussed. One part of the program is a three-dimensional (3D) stick-
figure simulation of the DATG. Another part of the program is a 3D stick-figure
simulation of the CATG. A complete listing of program code is found in Appendix C. A
separable User's Guide, with instructions on how to use the program, is included as
Appendix D.
B. SIMULATION FACILITIES
A critical part of this thesis included integrating the gait planning module design with
a previously developed graphics simulation program [DAV93]. As a result, some graphics
code required revision or augmentation. Additionally, the gait planning code modules
required some transportability between the AquaRobot control computer (NEC 486-based
Personal Computer with MS-DOS operating system) and the AquaRobot Simulator
(Silicon Graphics Personal Iris Workstation). To ensure some level of transportability
between the personal computer and the workstation, the ANSI standard C format was
adopted. The graphics code modules are specific to the Silicon Graphics Workstation.
Many portions of the gait planning algorithms were originally written and tested in
Matlab, a "C"-based development language. Appendix B contains the Matlab code. Once
the basic algorithms were verified, they were converted to the C++ language for
implementation in the AquaRobot Simulator. The C++ language was used for graphics, for
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interfacing between the gait planning and graphics modules, and whenever specific objects
(legs, body, etc.) could be defined. Appendix C contains C++ code.
C. MODULE STRUCTURE
Figure 8-1 contains a flow chart of the AquaRobot Simulator program. The
simulation is essentially one program with options for either the DATG or the CATG.
Typing aqua starts the simulation. The user then determines the distance, and thereby the
direction, the simulated AquaRobot travels at the outset of the program: the goal point, in
(x,y) coordinates, is entered from the keyboard. Any arbitrary distance (direction) is
acceptable. Once the graphics portion of the program begins, the user can select the
camera viewing angle. When the simulated AquaRobot reaches the desired goal point, it
stops. A description of each functional module follows.
The simulator files are separated into four modules. The files that comprise the
Makefile, Graphics, and Matrix Manipulation Modules are only cursorily addressed here.
The Gait Planning Module is described in more detail.
1. Makefile
The Makefile allows the make utility to intelligently compile the program. This
file includes instructions for how and when to compile the various files that comprise the
AquaRobot Simulator. The AquaRobot simulation program uses the UNIX make utility to
link together the 27 individual files with the graphics, math, and standard input-output
libraries. In this case, the Makefile generates the executable program aqua.
2. Graphics
The 3D stick-figure graphics code was originally written by Sandra Davidson
[DAV93]. The graphics files (code modules) are included in Appendix C for easier













SET DISCRETE FLAGS SET CONTINUOUS FLAGS
DISCRETE GAIT PLANNING CONTINUOUS GAIT' PLANNING
DISCRETE TRIPOD MOTION CONTINUOUS TRIPOD MOTION
GRAPHICS
Figure 8-1. AquaRobot Simulator Flow Chart.
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problems. Additionally, some graphics code was modified because of the requirements of
the gait planning code. For example, the FARCLIPPING value and the CAMvERA viewing
angles were changed in the bot.H file and the CB height was changed in the AbBody.C
file. Because the Graphics Module polls the Gait Planning Module, a suitable interface
between the two was constructed in the Kinematics.H and Kinematics.C files. The
graphics code consists of the following files:
* AbBody.HandAbBody.C;
* AbLeg.HandAbLeg.C;
* AbRigidH and AbRigid C;
* bot.H and bot. C;
* Kinematics.H and Kinematics. C;
* LinkH and Link.-C;
4 LinkO.H and LinkO. C;
# Linkl.H and Link]. C;
* Link2.H and Link2.C; and
0 Link3.H and Link3.C.
3. Matrix Manipulation
The matrix manipulation code was also originally written by Sandra Davidson
[DAV93]. It provides 4 x 4 matrix multiplication capability. This code is an essential part
of the graphics code, although it is not used in the gait planning code. The Matrix
Manipulation Module includes the following files, found in Appendix C:
• MatrixMy.H and MatrixA'y. C.
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4. Gait Planning
The Gait Planning Module (GPM) consists of the following files:
* arconst.H;
* arfunc.H and arfunc. C; and
* artpgait.H and artpgait. C
To support easier reference and maintenance, most constants are grouped together into
the file arconst.H (aquarobot constants).
The arfunc.H/C (aquarobot functions) files contain 13 functions. The min and
max functions simply return the minimum or maximum of two expressions, respectively.
The ellipse function calculates the incremental foot trajectory along an elliptical path
between the current foot position and the desired foot position. The kinematics function
performs kinematics for the Gait Planning Module. Kinematics for the Graphics Module
are performed in the Graphics Kinematics.H/C files. The invkinematics function
performs the inverse kinematics operations. The world body function provides coordinate
transformat;on from the body-fixed coordinate system to the world coordinate system.
The bodyworld function provides coordinate transformation from the world coordinate
system to the body-fixed coordinate system.
The maxdistance_25cm function determines the maximum stride for the
workspace defined by the 25 cert:meter footpad. The maxdistance_45cm function
determines the maximum stride for the workspace defined by the 45 centimeter footpad.
The arcint function calculates the intersection of a directed line and an arc segment. The
segint function calculates the intersection of a directed line and a line segment. The stable
function calculates the stability of a tripod. The staparam function determines the
longitudinal stability margin and the x and y intercepts of the directional ray originating at
the CB and terminating at the point of intersection on the selected tripod.
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The artpgait.H/C (aquarobot tripod gait) files 15 functions. The get goal
function allows the user to input the desired goal point to which the AquaRobot simulation
walks. The get-menu function allows the user to choose between the DATG or the
CATG. The getjfootchoice function allows the user to determine whether the 25
centimeter or 45 centimeter footpad is used. The gait algorithm function executes either
the DATG or the CATG gait algorithms, as previously determined by the user. The
robotmodel function initializes the joint angles for the simulation.
The disc-setflag function initializes the flags used during the DATG algorithm.
The discgaitplanning function determines the walking parameters, such as stride length
and direction, used during the DATG algorithm. The disctripod motion function
calculates and executes incremental joint motions necessary to move the AquaRobot
simulation using the DATG.
The cont setflag function initializes the flags used during the CATG algorithm.
The contgaitplanning function determines the walking parameters, such as stride length
and direction, used during the CATG algorithm. The conttripodmotion function
calculates and executes the incremental joint motions necessary to move the AquaRobot
simulation using the CATG.
Some functions in the artpgait.C file are used only for printing out the status of
joints, feet, etc. These functions include print_status, print walkpara, printgnudata,
and printjoint data.
D. SUMMARY
This chapter described the AquaRobot simulation program. A discussion of the
simulation facilities, tools, and methods followed. Then, the organization of the program




Both the DATG and CATG algorithms work successfully. Most of the coding is
shared between the two algorithms. The Gait Planning Module, of which the DATG and
CATG are a part, requires approximately 1600 total lines of C, code. Graphics code is
excluded from the line count.
Figures 9-1(a), 9-1(b), and 9-1(c) juxtapose the diagrams for the rectangular,
discrete, and continuous alternating tripod gaits. It is obvious from the figures that there is
a progression of improvement in continuous CB motion fro the RATG to the CATG.
Many areas of the RATG and DATG gait diagrams show no major body component
(TRIPODO, CB, TRIPODI) motion. These areas indicate times when joint motors are
operating discontinuously, i.e., motors are stopped. Starting and stopping the joint motors
results in rough, jagged motion. This, in turn, tends to cause abnormal wear of mechanical
mechanisms, vibrations resulting from excited mechanical resonances, and inefficiencies of
motor operation. Smoother, more continuous motion results in decreased wear and tear
on motors, gears, and joints and increased motor efficiency. The CATG, with elliptical
foot trajectory, allows these benefits to occur.
Figures 9-2 through 9-7 present the motion of the individual leg joints (HIP, KNEE 1,
and KNEE2) for the first few tripod cycles of the DATG and the CATG when walking
with LEGI along the x-axis. The upper plot in each figure (a) shows the DATG; the lower
plot in each figure (b) shows the CATG. As seen in Figures 9-2 and 9-5, there is no HIP
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Figure 9-3(a). LEG2 Joint Angle Motion for DATG.
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Figure 9-5(b). LEG4 Joint Angle Motion for CATG.
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Figure 9-7(a). LEG6 Joint Angle Motion for DATG.
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Figure 9-7(b). LEG6 Joint Angle Motion for CATG.
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TRIPOD 1. A comparison ofjoint angle motion for the two gait algorithms indicates:
* there are periods of no joint motion in the discrete gait,
• there are no such periods in the continuous gait, and
• in both gaits, there are discontinuities when the feet touch the ground.
The goals of this thesis, outlined in Chapter MI, were to provide simulation of an
improved alternating tripod gait that included:
• smooth leg motion,
* omnidirectional body movement,
* continuous body motion, and
• limited path following capability.
These goals have been met en route to the completion of this thesis.
B. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis is a direct outgrowth of a cooperative research effort between the Naval
Postgraduate School and the Japanese Port and Harbor Research Institute to enhance the
hardware and software capabilities of the AquaRobot underwater walking machine.
The PHRI originally developed AquaRobot to replace hard-hat divers constructing
tsunami barriers in the hazardous underwater environment off Japan's coast. Although
AquaRobot has demonstrated significant ability as the first hexapod underwater walking
machine, it is still unable to perform its designed task more efficiently or less costly than
human divers. AquaRobot speed and agility enhancements derived from this thesis will
result in a more efficient and less costly machine. This translates directly into reduced risk
of human injury and decreased construction costs.
Although walking machine research and construction is extensive, AquaRobot is the
first walking robot with a practical use. As such, improvements to AquaRobot directly
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result in concept fulfillment and favorably demonstrate the usefulness of robots, and
walking robots in particular.
This opportunity to work and study with the PHI- lays the foundation for future
cooperative U.S.-Japanese research activities in robotics. Even marginal headway towards
improving U.S.-Japanese electronics and robotics research efforts will represent a
significant cooperation milestone reached.
C. RESEARCH EXTENSIONS
1. Required Future Work
Towards the end of the thesis research, an opportunity to visit the PHRI in
Japan presented itself [PHR93]. During the week-long visit, three significant dimensional
changes to the AquaRobot were discovered that affect the workspace, stability, and
maximum stride results in this thesis. The dimensional changes to AquaRobot were the
result of ongoing research at the PHRI into the machine's mechanical attributes. None of
the changes impact the derivation of the kinematics, inverse kinematics, stability, stride, or
gait algorithms. However, the numerical values used in the calculations are slightly
different from those culled from papers and blueprints. The three changes were:
* the footpad diameter increased from 25 centimeters to 45 centimeters,
* the footpad angle decreased from ± 450 to + 22.5', and
• the lengths of LINK2 and LRNK3 increased 1.8 and 1.0 centimeters, respectively.
The LINK dimension changes and the footpad angle change are reflected in
Table 9-1. LINKO and LINKI were not changed. Figure 9-8 shows the reduced
workspace resulting from the dimensional changes. The original workspace for LEGI is
shown with dashed lines to emphasize the change in working area.
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The dimensional changes affect the workspace, stability, and maximum stride.
First, the new workspace is reduced from its previous size. However, the workspace is
used in the same manner as before. Next, stability is increased because the radius of the
foot pad almost doubled. Because stability is measured at the center of the footpad, the
additional radius actually imparts a greater stability safety margin. Finally, because of the
footpad angle change, the maximum stride length is reduced from 178.21 centimeters to
147.57 centimeters. The total workspace area is reduced from 10367 to 5509 square
centimeters, or approximately one-half its previous size.
TABLE 9-1. NEw LINK PARAMETERS FORAQUAROBOT.
i d, aO Range
(degrees) (cm) (cm) (cm)
-I awom..o awoP,.o dwo•.. OwoP..D
0 0 0 0 00 00 = 0°,60°,120°,180-,240-,300c-
1 0 a0  0 01 a0 = 37.5, -60'5 0 1 :5 60'
2 -90 a, 0 02 a, = 20.0, -105.60< 02 _< 74.40
3 0 a2  0 03 a2 = 51.8, -157.4 0 -9 3 •< 22.60
4 0 a3  0 04 a3 = 101.0, -22.5 0 -< 0-< 22.50
a. Unconstrained Workspace
This thesis was devcloped using a constrained workspace. The workspace
must eventually be unconstrained to determine which gaits, without sacrificing vehicle
stability and energy efficiency and while maintaining continuous body motion, result in the
fastest speeds for a hexapod underwater walking robot. This future work should primarily
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be directed towards investigating whether there is an analytical method for optimizing the
leg cycling of a walking vehicle for an arbitrary given maneuvering specification while
moving over rough terrain. Successful realization of this research would result in on-line
optimization of foot placement.
b. Six DOF Body Movement
Statically stable alternating tripod gaits were planned and implemented in this thesis. To
ease initial gait implementation, flat terrain, fixed body height, fixed body orientation, and
straight line path constraints were placed on the vehicle. Constraints must gradually be
removed to allow rough-terrain walking capability with an arbitrary orientation. Future
work should include lifting the constraints on body movement: allow the body orientation
and body height to change. If these efforts are completed, the AquaRobot simulation can
then include navigation over irregular terrain.
c. Dynamic Effects
A study of the effects of the aqueous medium, ocean currents, tether, and
camera boom loading on AquaRobot is advised. The greatest limiting effect on
AquaRobot's speed may be the effects of the aqueous medium, including the effects of
underwater currents, on the movemcnt of the body and the legs. Environmental effects
include the salt water medium itself and the approximately two knot subsurface ocean
current typical off Japan's coast. Non-ideal characteristics include the effects of the tether
and the main body camera boom on efficient walking.
2. Potential Future Work
The following paragraphs describe potential future work. The work is potential
because research has shown that alternating tripod gaits are a simple way to achieve
reasonable walking speed while maintaining static stability.
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a. Other Stable Gaits
This thesis research concentrated on statically stable alternating tripod
gaits. Additionally, only equilateral triangles (tripods) were considered. Considering
isosceles, or other irregularly shaped, triangles may result in a more efficient use of stride
and stability parameters towards increasing vehicle speed. Furthermore, because
AquaRobot's six legs are located at 60 degree intervals, at least two bilateral symmetries
are attainable. Symmetry is attained when a fore and aft pair of legs is defined or when any
three legs are distinguished from the other three legs. One potentially important question is
whether these alternative symmetries can be exploited to increase overall speed when
arbitrary vehicle motion is desired.
b. Unstable (Free) Gaits
A potential future research topic includes determining whether there are
optimality improvements when gaits are selected that result in momentary vehicle
instability. The important question here is whether the viscous effects of the aqueous
medium (especially the natural buoyancy of salt water) allows gaits which would be
unstable in air to be used in the water.
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APPENDIX A: AQUAROBOT OVERVIEW AND HISTORY
AquaRobot was conceived and designed at the Japanese Port and Harbor Research
Institute (PHRI) in 1984. Its main purpose is to replace divers in carrying out underwater
inspection work associated with various port construction projects. Specifically, the
AquaRobot project is an outgrowth of a multi-billion dollar project to construct a tsunami
barrier at the entrance to Japan's Kamaishi Bay. The primary design function of
AquaRobot is to measure the flatness of underwater rubble mounds used as foundations to
support concrete caissons that form the tsunami barrier. A secondary design function is to
provide for observation of the underwat ;r construction effort using a television camera.
Figure A-1 shows a representation of the expected underwater operation of
AquaRobot. Navigational accuracy of AquaRobot is attained using a transponder system
that allows position errors of less than ten centimeters at a distance of 300 meters
[AK189]. Every two steps, AquaRobot receives an updated navigational position from the
transponder system [IWA90]. AquaRobot is tethered to a control platform, in this case a
ship, with a 100 meter cable that includes optical fiber and metal wire links [IWA88b].
Three models of AquaRobot have been constructed to date. The first model,
completed in 1985, was an experimental version developed for concept exploration and
validation. It is used solely for overground testing. The experimental model weighs only
280 kilograms, yet can carry one person on its back. The second model, constructed in
1987, is the prototype version. The prototype is almost twice as large as the experimental
model, mainly because of the increased leg length and the addition of the camera boom
assembly, tether linkage, and lifting apparatus. The prototype is watertight to 50 meters






Figure A-1. Underwater Operation of AquaRobot (After [IWA88aJ).
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model, finished in 1989, is a fight weight version of the prototype. Its improvements over
the prototype include approximately half the weight and cable runs made inside leg
articulations. [IWA90]
The body of AquaRobot is constructed of anti-corrosive aluminum and is hexagonal
in shape. Six legs are attached at 60 degree increments about the body. Legs are numbered
beginning with leg one and proceed in a clockwise direction through leg six. Each leg has
three degrees of freedom and is constructed in a fashion similar to manufactiring
manipulators. The three degrees of freedom are attained with three articulations, or joints
per leg. The first joint rotates about a vertical axis and the next two joints rotate about
horizontal axes. The joints are semi-direct drive with DC motor actuators and combination
harmonic and bevel gears. Each of the 18 joint motors requires 70 Volt DC power,
provided from the control platform via the tether cable. Each motor includes an encoder
that produces 100 pulses per revolution. The motor control system is shown in Figure
A-2. A motor driver for each motor counts the pulses from the controller, an 8086-based
microcomputer, and from the motor encoder and drives the motor until the differential
pulse count is zero. Using this method, the motors, and thereby, the joints, are rotated to
the position the computer commands. [IWA88a]
PULSES MOTOR
ENCODER
CONTROL COMPUTER MOTOR DRIVER MOTOR
Figure A-2. Motor Control System (After [AK189]).
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Each of the six legs has an end-effector consisting of a 25 centimeter diameter, three
centimeter thick, disk that acts like a foot. This foot operates from a passive ball-and-
socket joint at the end of the leg. This passive joint constrains the motion between the
long axis of the leg and the surface of the terrain to plus or minus 45 degrees.
An additional three-degree-of-freedom manipulator is attached to the top of the body
and provides a platform for a TV camera and ultrasonic ranging device. Three lifting eyes
are mounted equidistantly around the upper body and a tether interface box completes the
top portion of the body.
AquaRobot uses four sensor types. A touch, or contact, sensor is installed near the
junction of each leg and its foot. The contact sensors have a two millimeter plunger, but
require only 0.5 millimeters of travel for activation [TAK93]. Two inclination sensors, or
inclinometers, are installed in the body to determine the angle of inclination with respect to
the terrain. A flux gate compass is also installed in the body to sense direction. Finally, a
pressure sensor is included in the base of the body to accurately measure the water depth.
[IWA88a]
AquaRobot's current control program is as shown in Figure A-3. The program
includes walking and operating algorithms compiled and assembled in the BASIC
programming language. There are essentially three sections of this program. First, there is
the Walking Algorithm Program. The main purpose of this section of the program is to
receive inputs from a human operator and convert those inputs into coordinate values for
the robot's feet. Then the Robot Language section of the program is called. The Robot
Language section includes fundamental command functions that perform operations such
as changing the speed of motion of the leg, rotating the leg joints through a given angle,
and determining whether a touch sensor has contacted the ground. The Robot Operating
System Program then performs the necessary operations to actually move the robot.
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Calculation ofjoint angles, conversion of angles to motor pulses, and providing the pulsed
output to the motors is included. Finally, the Robot Operating System Program contains
limited graphical display and simulation functions. [AK189]
WALKING ALGORITHM PROGRAM ROBOT OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAM
MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE GRAPHIC DISPLAY AND SIMULATION
PULSE OUT TO DRIVE MOTOR
DECISION OF LEG MOVEMENT'
CONVERSION OF ANGLES TO PULSES
CALL ROBOT LANGUAGE CALCULATION OF ANGLES OF JOINTS
ROBOTALANGUAGE
Figure A-3. AquaRobot Computer Control Program (After [AK189]).
The prototype AquaRobot was actually tested in the field environment in February
1990. The test area chosen was the temporary storage area for completed caissons at the
Izumi working area in the Kamaishi Port of the Iwate Prefecture. There, the sea bottom
was covered with a rubble mound leveled with the same leveling machine used on the
actual barrier site. The average depth was 24 meters. The navigational test is performed by
having AquaRobot walk from one point to another along a previously measured path.
Rectangularly shaped one-centimeter by two-centimeter steel plates are used to mark the
waypoints along the path. Table A-1 shows the results of navigation and walking speed
accuracy during the field test. Table A-I shows a maximum error of +21 centimeters. This
error includes the average navigational error of the transponder system, ± 10 centimeters.
Errors may derive from aqueous influences (such as ocean currents), tether influences, or
cumulative foot positioning offsets. From this table, it is obvious that walking speed
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depends upon step height and step length. The maximum walking speed attained was 1.43
meters per minute. [1WA90]
TABLE A-1. NAVIGATION AND WALKING SPEED ACCURACY (AFTER [IWA90]).
Step Length Step Height Commanded Measured Errur Walking
Destination Destination Speed
(cm) (cm) (cm) cm) (cm) (m/minute)
X34821 X34816 -5
15 35 Y -7251 Y -7264 -13 0.61
X 35029 X 35044 +15
20 35 Y -8232 Y -8218 +14 0.67
X 34821 X 34822 +1
15 35 Y -7251 Y -7249 +2 0.67
X 35029 X 35037 +8
20 35 Y -8232 Y -8231 +1 0.76
X32810 X32811 +1
20 25 Y -7371 Y -7350 +21 1.27
X 33000 X 32981 -19
20 25 Y -7500 Y -7504 -4 1.43
Figure A-4 shows the results of AquaRobot walking a planned path. The planned
path included start and goal points and six waypoints. The actual walking distance was 95
meters. In this case, the average walking speed was 1.32 meters per minute. [IWA90]
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Figure A-4. Field Test of Planned and Measured Path (After flWA90]).
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB PROGRAM LISTINGS
This appendix contains the high level source code used in development and testing of
the AquaRobot gait planning algorithms. The source code is in Matlab a "C"-based
development language. The Matlab code is not intended for subsequent use in either
AquaRobot or the AquaRobot Simulator.
Matlab is a registered trademark of The Math Works, Incorporated. It does not produce
stand-alone executable code, but is instead an interpretive program designed for numerical
problem solving and is especially adept at matrix manipulation. The source code in this





% Purpose: This Matlab function determnes the intersection of a ry
% and an arc sge~nt.
fuc ion.utept. dist flad - arciit(foot, dwccý cenbod, rad bn-& linyosý fimum)
% intept = (x~y) coordinates of intercept
% dig distance between foot and intercepts
% flag=- 1 if inercept found;-flag - 0Oif nointercept found
% foot - (X~y) foot comnponents
% direc - direction of interest
% cenbod - (xy) coordinates of center of body
% rad =radius of circle
% linneg/linqpos - endpoints of arc segmnat
% finum = foot 1 through 6
limit - 213; % mnaximum possible distance
flhg =0;
direc = direccpi/1SO;
% Determine if the foot falls on the arc segment
footrad = sqrt(foot(1,1)A2 + fooa1,2y'2);
if (rad -footrad)
flag -1,




perpd = ((cenbod(I.2) - foot(l,2))*cos(direc)) - ((cenbod(1,1) - foot(1,1))*sin(di-e));
if perpd <-rad
length = s,1t(rad A2 - papd A 2)
% find (x~y) at intersection of perpd and length
xperp = cenbod(1,1) + (perpd~sin(di-e));
yperp = cenbod(1,2) - prdosiec)
% test if foot is inide or outside radius
radtest = sqrt((foot(1,2) -cenbod1,2)r^2 + (foot(1,1) - cenbod(1,I)y'2);
if (radtesS > rad)
% find (x~y) at intersection of ray and arc
xint = ,iperp - (length~cos(direc));
yint = yperp, - Qength~sndirec));
intcpt = [xintyin];
else
% find (x~y) at intersection of ray and arc
uint = xpef p + (lengtcos(dire));
vim - )Tep + (legth'sin(dre)Y,
intcpt - (oint, yint];
end
00
% test if intersection is in desired direction
indir= foot(1.I)-cos(direc) I foot(1.2)-sin(direc);
outdir - xint~cos(dire) + yint~sin(direc);
if (indir <= outdir)
din= sqht( (yint - foot(1.2)"' + (xont - foot(l,1))A2)
% test if intersection is within amc segment
arcfoot =alan2( yint - cenbod(1,2)ý xint - cenbod(l, 1))
narclimi atan2( limneg(1,2).- cenbod(1,2, Iinineg(1, 1) - cenbod(1, 1))
parclim =atan2( limpos(1,2) - cenbod(1,2), linipos(., 1) - cenbod(1, 1))
if (fnum ' 1)






if (narclim < 0)
marclin - narclini + (2*pi),
end
if (parclm < 0)
parclim - parclim + (2'pi);
end
if (arcfoot < 0)
arcfoot - arcfoot + (2'pi);
end
if (arcfoot >- narclim) & (arcfoot <- perolim)
flags1
end
else % (direc< 0)
if (narcizm > 0)
narclin - narclimi - (2Spa);
end
if (parcln > 0)
parclim - parcliza - (2*pi);
end
if (arcfoot > 0)
srcfoot = arcfoot - (2rpi);
end
















% Purpose: This Matlab function determines the intersection of a directed
% ray and an arc.
funiction [xityint~dist~lag] = arint2(rxrzy~heta,xc,ycxad)
% rad -radius of circle(arc sepment)
% xc/yc - coordinates of center of circle
% rx/ry =- ry components
% rtheta = direction of interest
% xit'in = arc segmient intercepts
% dist - distance between mr~dy and xint/yint















































% Purpose: This funiction transforms body coordinates to world coordinates.
finiction [world) = b2wtrans(phi, theta, psi, grans, ytrans, ztrans, xb, yb, zb)
% phi - rotation of (B) about the Xw-axis;
% theta =rotation of (B) about the Yw-axis;
% psi = rotation of (B) about the Zw-axis;
% wman = X-axzs translation of (B) with respect to (W);
% ytans= Y-aids translation of (R) with respect to (W);
%trjans = Zaxistranslation of{(B) with respect to (W);
% xb = known Xbody coordinate;
% yb = knwnm Ybody coordinate;
% zb = kno" ZN*d coordinate,
% constuct the translation vector, the body vector, and the rotation matrix
trans = [Ars ytas ztramj;
body - txb,ybA.bT;




% bauid the body4o-wold, homopaeco" matrix
BWT -IroftatbsmO 0 0 1];,
% find the resujltant 4XI veeto of equivalant world coordinates
Tworfid - BWT'body;
% strip off the (x~yz) coordinates
world - [Twowld(1,1), Tworld(2,1). Twcrid(3,1)];
% Title: cydloid2.na
% Inputs: radius a. stride d
% Outputs:
% Purpose: This Matlab calculates a segment ofta cycloid and "ra*l it.
clear
ain-36.51;%iayutCtride: ;
dtbeta - put(ewFoot -y.
a - aWn(2'pi);
t - :a/200:2pi;
x =a*(t - sin(t)),










5 ((theta+dt) - sin(theta+dt));







% Purpose: This Matlab program calculates an elliptical foot path.




pfx-inputCEntcr present foot-X *)
pfyO; 0/oput(Enter present foot-Y: "y,
dfx-- nputC'Enter desired foot.X- )-,























% Purpose: This Matlab function calculaes an elliptical foot path using
% the known foot position and the desired amount of foot
% movenart in the X direction.
%.....S*******gesee****S*e~aee*e*ee
% x^'2/a^2 + Y"~2/bA2 -1; a > b
function [eipse aspect. inc] -ellipse(pifx, dfx)
pfy - 0;
a - (sqrt((d1f'.pfyY'2 + (dfX-Pfty'2W)2;
% set aspect
b -20; % 20cn is ,naxinuzm height. (Z) or Link3 will overlap Link2
c -sqrt(abs(a'2 - bA2)); % absolute because b>a







for p = 1:ength(inc)
y - b~sqrt( - ino(1,pM*A2/a2r






% Purpose: This Matlab function provides the inverse kinematics of the
% AquaRobot for a given foot location (px~py~pz) and a chosen
% leg number (1-6).
function [thetOd~thetald~theta2dthetad]=inkinoegpx~pypz)










































% Purpose: This Matlab pwropa checks the kinematics of the AquaRobot.
% Joints Zero, One, Two, and fThee are used.
'del c
diary c














TB 0-(coa$) -S*ngle0) 0 0;
sun~aaglo0) oos(anglec) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
T01-[cos(aaglel) .4inanglel) 0 &0;






T12=[cos(angje2) -uin(angle2) 0 al;
0 0 1 0;





T23-[coe(angle3) -sin(aqie3) 0 a2;
sin(aagie3) oos*agie3) 0 0;















% Purpose: This Matlab programn checks the kinenatics of the AquaRobot.
% Joints Zero, One, Two, and Three are used.
!del c
diary c












TBO-[co~miglO0) ..iang~v0) 0 0;
amwangws) com(angleo) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 00 11;
T~l[cs~ugll)-uinang~l) 0 so;
ain(angll) ou~angll) 0 0;






T12-[ooo(angle2) 4sio(angle2) 0 al;
0 0 1 0;





T23=(cos(angle3) -sin(an&l3) 0 a2;
sin(angle3) cosangle3) 0 0;








% Purpose: Thim Matlab program checks the kinemnatics of the AqpaaRobot.














TO1=[cosanglel) -sinanglel) 0 &0;




T12-(cos(angle2) .sinangle2) 0 &1;
0 010;





T23-[cosvangl3) .uinangle3) 0 a2;
sin(angle3) oosangkc3) 0 0;







% Purpose: This Matlab function provides the kivcnam= offth AquaRtobot
% for a given set ofjoint angles. Uses new LINK lengths.









TBO--[oos(angleO) -sin(angleO) 0 0;
sin(angleO) cos(anglO) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 00 1];
TVO1=[cos(anglel) -sin(anglel) 0*&0;
sin(mngel) cos(anglel) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 01];
H=-TB0T01l;
T12=[cos(=Wge2) -sin(angle2) 0 &1;
0 0 10;
-sin(angle2) -cos(angle2) 0 0;
0 0 01];
K1=TBO5 TOIPT12;
T23=(cos(angle3) -sin(angle3) 0 &2;
sin(angle3) cos(angle3) 0 0;














% Purpose: hus MOtMa function finds the mainnum stridee possible for
% AquaRobci, given an arbitray direction as an input.
function [mwciiat-maxdkfoot1,foot2,fot3foo4,foot5,foot6,direc~oebod~tri)
% maidist = mwamdmu foot movement an the direction requested
% otol lfoot6 - (x~y) coordinates of fet
% dime - direction of interest
% cenbod - (x~y) coordinates ofthe ounter of the body
% tri - tripod number 0 (leg; 1,3,5) or number 2 (OeM 2,4,6)
% ** MUST CONVERT Q4YZ)WORLD COORDINATES TO BODY COORDINATES HERE
% maitializations here
iawad -37.5; % inner radius
outrad - 17&.2107; % outer radius
seglpin =[36.8686,6.8524]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #1
seglpout-1 160.2049.72.0606]; %outsdeendpoint of positive sgment #1
aeglnin [ 36.868, -6.85241]; % inside endpoint of negstive, segment #1
seginout = [160.2049, -78.0606]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #1
seg2pin= [12.5, 35.3553); % inside endpoint of positve segment #2
seg2pout =[12.5, 177.77181; %outsideendpoint of positive segmnft#2
seg2nin - [24.3686,.28.50301; % inside endpoint of negative segment #2
seg2nout - [147.7049,99.71121; % outside endpoint of negative segment #2
seg3pin - [-24.3686,28.5030]; % inside endpoint. of positive segment #3
seg3pout - [-147.7049,99.71121; % outside endpoint of positive segment #3
seg3nin- [-12.5, 35.35531; % inside endpoint of negative segnmen0#
seg3nout - [-12.5, 177.7718]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #3
seg4pin - [-36.8696,-6.8524]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #4
seg4pout - 1-160.2049, -78.0606]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #4
seg4nin - [-36.8686,6.9524]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #4
seg4nout - [-160.2049, 78.0606]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #4
seg5pin - [-12.5, -35-35531; % inside endpoint of positive segment #5
seg5pout - [-12.5, -177.7718]; % outside endlpoint of positive segment #5
seg5nin - [-24.3686, -28.5030]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #5
segsnout - f-147.7049, -99.7112); % outside endpoint of negative segment #5
seg6pin = [24.3686, -28.5030]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #6
seg6pout = [147.7049, -99.71121; % outside endpoint of positive segment #6
seg6nin =[12.5, -35.35531; % inside endpoint of negative segment #6




% tea findi in log I wokimpace
At - 1;




firept, dultl, flA-Jarcist(fooil, dire, cuibod. imrad seglnin, seglim, ft),
if lag - 1)
dista - distl;
end
(intqpt distl, flag]"aguý footl. direc. segipin, aegipouY.
if (flag - 1)
dixals-distl;
end




% tes fool3 in leg 3 wokspace
ft - 3;
(intcA dia3, flagj~acin(foot3, direc, cenbod, outad, scgenout. seg3pout. ft);
if (flag - 1)
distb - dist3;
end












%test foolS in leg 5 workspace
ft= 5;




[intpl dialS, flag)rcint(foolS, dire, cenbod, =4ad seg~nin, seg5pin, 11);
if (flag - 1)
ditc=- dialS;
end
I nicpt, diaSO, &Wlag~seoclS, direc, seg~pin, seg~pout);
distc = diast;
end




maxdist - min nn(distm, dith), dub);
break-,
end % this ends tpod 0 teumig
while (tri - 2)
% test foot2 in leg 2 workspace
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ft -2;
[iwy. d&0t2, flaWJ-nArcs(&WZt2 di-, cwmbod outrad, agcaout, segepout, ft);
if (fta- 1)
disa -ds = *
and








[wtmpk diAZ2 flag]-segz~foot2, dimc, seg2nmn segonaut)
if (fiag -1)
end
% test foot4 in leg 4 workspace
ft - 4;












[iztcpt d&9t4. fligJ)-epint(foot4. direc, sg4nin, seg4nouty,
if (flag - 1)
distb - dist4;
end
% teutfoot6 in leg 6 workspace
ft - 6;
[istopt, dist6, flagJ-sarcn(io6. direc cenod, outziAd se~o-ut. seg6 pout, fl);
if (fag - 1)
distc - dist6;
and












maxdiat - m*n inudista, d394b) distc);




% Purpose: This Matlab function finds the dnumum stride possible for
% Aqu&Robot, given an arbitrary directon as an inpu
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% This function is for the 25 cm footpad.
%a~~e4.***aee~e88*eOab*b**8******~e*
function [maxdist)-ind25(footlfoot2,foot3,fot4,foot5.foot6,difreccebod~tr)
% maxdeist = mammunmm foot movemnat in the direction requested
% footi fboWt - (x~y) coordinates offeet
% direc =direction of interest
% oenbod - (x~y) coordinates of the center of the body
% tri - tripod number 0 (legs 1,3,5) or number 2 (legs 2,4,6)
%*~**** MUST CONVERT MXYZ) WORLD COORDINATES TO BODY COORDINATES H{ERE~
% nitializitioils here
inrad -37.5; % inner radius
outrad = 178.2107; %outer radius
segIpin - p6.8686, -6.95241; % inside endpoint of positive segment #1
segipout - [160.2049, -79.06061; % outside endpoint of positive segment #1
segInin = [36.9696,6.95241; % inside endpoint of negative segment #1
seglnout - [160.2049,72.06061; % outside endpoint of negative segment #1
seg~pin =[12.5, 35.3553]; %inside endpoint of positive segment #2
seg6pout = [12.5, 177.7718]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #2
seg6nin = :24.3686, 28.5030]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #2
seg6nout = 147.7049, 99.71121; % outside endpoint of negative segment #2
seg5pin - [-24.3686, 28.5030]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #3
segepout = [-147.7049,99.7112); % outside endpoint of positive segment #3
segsnin - [-12.5, 35.3553]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #3
segsnout - [-12.5, 177.7718]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #3
seg4pin = [-36. 8686, 6.85241; % inside endpoint of positive segment #4
seg4pout - [-160.2049,71t.0606]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #4
seg4nin =f-36.$6&6, .6.8524); % inside endpoint of negative segment #4
seg4nout - [-160.2049, -78.0606]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #4
seg3pin -[-12.5, -35.35531; % inside endpoint of positive segment #5
seg3pout = [-12.5, -177.77181; % outside endpoint of positive segment #5
seg3nin = [-24.3686, -28.50301; % inside endpoint of negative segment #5
seg3nout = [-147.7049, -99.7 112]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #5
seg2pin = [24.3686, -28.5030]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #6
seg2pout = [147.7049, -99.71121; % outside endpoint of positive segment #6
seg2nin = [12.5, -35.3 553]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #6
seg2nout = [12.5, -177.7718]; %outside endpoint ofnegative segment #6
flag -0;,
while (tri - )
04 ten foot1I in leglIworkspace
ft 








[intcpt, distl, flagJ=segint(footl, direc, segipin, seglpout);
if(flag ==1)
end




% tea foGl in leg 3 workspace
R-~3;




[intcpt. d&0t, flagl-arcin~fboo*3. du-e, cenbod, WimA seg3nin. segpin. ft).
if (flag - 1)
disth -dis3;
end




[intcpt, dist3, flagl=seginI(foot, direc, seg3nin. segonoat);
if (flag ý 1)
diib =dist3;
end
% teat footS in leg 5 workspace
[incpt distS, ihg]=arcint(fcot. dire, cesibod, oUU24d seg5nout. seg5pout, ft);
if (flag= ' 1)
dit distS;
end
(intcpt, distS, flagJ'~arciril(fooL5, dire, cenbod, inraJ, seg5nin, segepin, ft;
if (Bag - 1)
distc -distS;
end




(intcMt distS, flag]-segit(footS, direc, seg~nin, segenot);
if (flag - 1)
distc =dies1;
end
maxdist -min( minindita, disib), distc);
break;
end % this ends tripod 0testing
while (tri - 2)
% tes fboQt in leg 2 workspace
ft-2;








[iaIcpt, dist, flag]=scgint(foot2,. tirec, seg2pmn. seg2pout);
if (flag == 1)
dig& = dist2;
end




% teag foOt4 in leg 4 workspace
138
ft 4;




[iutcpt, dwW fat,& -warin(fooi4, dir-, cenbod, umird, aeg4nuin ag4pin. ft),
distb - dist4;
end








% test foot6 in leg 6 workspace
11-6;
[intept, dist6, W-gJarcint(foWt. direc, cesidio outraid, seg6Dout, seg6pout fi);
if (flg = 1)
=it dist6;
end




[intept, dist5, flagjsegintgfoot6, direc, seg6pim, seg6pout);
if (flag - 1)
distc - Wst6,
end




maxdiist - mn( minw(dista, disib) distc);




% Purpose: This Matlab function finds the maximum stride possible for
% AquaRobot, given an arbitrary direction as an input.
% This fimction is for the 45canfootpad.
function [mdist]=mad45(footlfot,f-tofot4,foot5foot6,direc~cnbodtri)
% niaxdist = maximum foot movement in the direction requested
% footl:foot6 = (xy) coordinates of feet
% direc =direction of interest
% cenbod = (x~y) coordinates of the center of the body
% tri = tripod number 0 (legs 1,3,5) or number 2 (legs 2,4,6)
% *****MUST CONVERT (XYYZ)WORLD COORDINATES TO BODY COORDINATES HERE "
% initiali7ations here
inrad = 45.0; % inner radius
outrad = 149.27; % outer radius
segipin [ 45.0, 0.0]; % inside endpoint of positive, segnent #1
139
seglpout - [139.0446, 54.2967]; % outside endpoint ofpositive s #1
sglnin - [45.0, 0.0); % in" endpoint ofnegative segment #1
seginout - [139.0446, -54.2967]; % outside endpoit of negaive segment #1
segopin = [22.5, 38.9711]; % inide ndpoeit of positive segmnt #2
seg2pout = 22.5,147.5645]; % outside endpoint ofpoiive segme #2
seg2nin = [22.5, 33.9711]; % inide endpoint of negative segmnt #2
seg2nout - [116.5446,93.2673]; % outside endpoint ofnegative egment #2
seg~pin- [-22.5.38.97111; %"i•de ndpointofpositiveseement#3
seg3pout - [-116.5446,93.2678]; % outside endpoint ofpositive segment #3
seg3nin '.[-22.5,38.9711]; % inide endpoint ofnegative segmat #3
seg3nout = [-22.5, 147.5645); % outside endpoint ofnegtive segment #3
seg4pin = [-45.0. 0.01; % inside eandpoint of positive segnmt #4
seg4pout = [-139.0446, -54.2967]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #4
seg4nin = [-45.0, 0.0]; % inside endpoint ofnegative segment #4
seg4nout = [-139.0446, 54.2967]; % outside endpoint ofnegative segment #4
seg~pin = [-22.5, -38.9711]; % inide endpoint of positive segment #5
seg5pout = [-22.5, -147.5645]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #5
seg5nin = [-22.5, -38.9711]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #5
seg5nout = [-116.5446, -93.2678]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #5
seg6pin - [22.5, -38.97111; % inside endpoint ofpositive segment #6
seg6pout = [116.5446, -93.2678]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #6
seg6nin = [22.5, -38.9711]; % inside endpoint ofnegative segment #6
seg6nout - [22.5, -147.5645]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #6
flag = 0;
while (t-i - 0)
%test footl in leg I workspace
ft=' 1;




[intcpt, dish, flag]-segint(footl, dre. seglpin, seglpout);
if(flag - 1)
dista = distl; -
end
[intcpt, distl. flagj]segint(footl. direc, segInin, seginout);
if (flag - 1)
dista = distl;
end
% test foot3 in leg3 workspace
ft =3;












% test foot5 in leg 5 workspace
ft= 5;





(mactq diEsI. flagJ-sepdfood. duvr senpul. segopo"a
if (fin - 1)
distc dist5;
and
(Iepst, dES, Bag]-segii ot5loc, dirc eg~nin. aegswao);
if (lug - 1)
distc -dzA5;
and
maxvdis - mu( min(disa, distb). distc);
end % this axi trpod 0 testmng
while (fri -=2)
% tee foot2 in leg 2 workspae
ft - 2;












% test foo(4 in leg 4 workspace
ft =4;
[intcpt, dist4, flag]=acintfoot4, dire, cenbod, outrad sg4DOUt, seg4pout, ft);
if (fin g 1)
distb - dist4;
and








% test foot6 in leg 6 wiorkspace
ft -6;




jinlct, dist6, flag]=segit(foot6, direc. seg6pin, seg6pout);,
if (flag - 1)
distc = dist6;
and




inaxdist = -in( -in(dista, distb), dmsc);
break-





% purpose: Mis Matlab fimoction finds the -mannm atide possible for
% Aqualobot, given an arbitrary direction as an input.
% 17hsfiaatmio s for the 2S owfootpad.
finicton [mmd]fil(foot2.footoo3,fuot4fi~foot6,diroenobodtui)
% maxdist - mxmudnm foot movemnat minhe direction requested
% footl~foti -(W.Y) coordinates of fed
% direc = direction of interest
% cembod - (x~y) coordinates of tle canter of the body
% tn - tripod number 0 (logs 1,3,5) or number 2 (legs 2,4,6)
is-ad -37.5; % inner radius of woekapace
outrad = 17&.2107; % outerradius of workcspace
seglinn - (36.8686, -6.85241; % inside endpoint of positive segment #1
seglnout - (160.2049. -78.06061; % outside endpoint of positive segmnat #1
seglpin -[36.2626,6.2524], % inside endpoint of negative segment #1
seglpout =[160.2049,.78.0606]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #1
seg6nin -[12.5, -35.3553]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #
seg6nout = [12.5, -177.7718]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #
seg6pin - 124.3696, -28.50301]. % inside endpoint of negative segment #
seg6pout = [147.7049, -99.7112]; % outside endpoint ofnegative segmnent #
seg5onm = [-24.3686, -29.50301; % inside endpoint of positive segment #
seg5nout -[-147.7049, -99.7112]; % outside endipoint ofpositive segment #
segspin - [-12.5, -35.3553]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #
segspout - [-12.5, -177.77181; % outside endipoint of negative segment #
seg4nin - [-36.8686, 6.8524]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #
seg4nout = f-160.2049, 78.06061; % outside endpoint of positive segment #
seg4pin = [-36.8686,-6.8524]; % inside endpoint of negative segment #
seg4pout =[-160.2049, -78.06061; % outside endpoint of negative segment #
seg3nin = f-12.5,.-35.3553]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #
seg3nout = [-12.5,177.77181; % outside endpoint of positive segment #
seg~pin - (-24.3686,28.5030]; % insde endpoint of negative segment #
seg3pout - [-147.7049, 99.7112]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #
seg2nin - [24.3686,28.5030]; % inside endpoint of positive segment #
seg2nout - [147.7049, 99.7112]; % outside endpoint of positive segment #
seg2pin - [12.5, 35.35531; % inside endpoint of negative segment #
seg2pout = [12.5, 177.7718]; % outside endpoint of negative segment #
flag - 0;
while (tri - 0)
% test footl in leg 1 workspace
ft = 1;









[intopt, disti, flag]=segint(footl, dire,- segipin, segIpout, rotate); % CCW segment





[utCAl dWIs, fbWasgj~eitfbotI. dire;~ seglia. seginut. -tau); % CW sepnen,
if (nag - 1)
die&a - disil;
and
% tog foot3 in log 3 workspace
It -3;















[intept, dist3, flag]=segint(fbot3, direc. seg3nim, seg3noKt rotafte), % CW segment
dib = dist3;
end
% teat foodS in leg 5 workspace
ft -5;









[intcp, distS, flagl]ssegintgfoot5. dicec, seg~pmn. seg5pout, rotae) % CCW segment




[mIncpt, &05.S flag]=segint(fbot5, direc, seg5nmn segonout, rotale), % CW segment
if (flag - 1)
aid
% firintf(mstuff,' LI = Y5.1f~dista);
% *WK*Aftnuff; LU - 16o5.if~distb);
% *bprinm(stuff,' L5 = %5. if~distc);
maxdist - min( min(dista, distb), diso);
end % this ends tripod 0testing
while (tri - 2)
%. test fbot2 in leg 2 workspace
ft = 2;




jintct dist2, flagJ=arcint(foot2, direc, cenbod, inrd, seg2nin, seg2pin. if);





IMU0 diIZ flawJ.sGint0foeA dimac uegApn. sepoul. rotte) % CCW sernent








% teat fboW( in leg 4 workpace
ft 4;




[intcAt dist4, flagJ.acin(foot4. direc, caabOd, wvad seg4ain seg4 Mia At);









[imtcpt, dist4, flag]segint(fboct4 dircc, seg4nin, seg4 nout. rotate); % CW segment
if (flag - )
disib - dist;
end
% test fbot6 in leg 6 workspace
A = 6;


















% fpddntf'ntuff,' L2 = 0/5.1f~dista);
% fprintf(bnstf,' IA - 015. Ifdistb);
% fprintf'ntf,' L6 = 01oS. f,distcy,
maxdist = min( min(dista, disftb distc);
end % this ends tripod 1 testing
% Tifle: rankm












1jiint('utu.~ Tripod 0 - PosIvtVEn),
for direc - 0:90:360
Axintfrntf,'d - OM.0f~dbre);
[-n] = md(ftIXAf3Af4A5AMdirecoebod~tri);
,ruint'Nustuff,' max - %5. 1f~nm);
end
lprivtl(umttzff,'n Tripod 0 - NEGATIVE'n);





fprirbnt'ntuff,%nMn% Tripod I1- POSlrlVE~n);




lprintf('nstuffl, max - 5= I~ )
end
fprint(Wntuff,ýa Tripod 1 - NEGATIVE\n);




liprint(!mstuff,' m~ax = Y5.1f~my,m
aid
This Matlab file contains the I-angles
parameters used in the maxdmi,
segintim, and arcintm fuinctions. ------
NOTE: Tis is NOT an execuitable
program- I +angles
params.m; 27APR93; 25ain foot only
These parameters were derived using the arcmIn2.ni fiuncton called
as shoiw using Leg ONE inputs as an example:
[x,y,d4] = arcint2(25,0,30,0,0,37.5).
Leg ONE (x, y): workspace angles defined from (25, 0)
radius inner arc 37.5 cm:
positive inner segment (36.8686, 6.8524); 30 degrees
negative inner segment (36.8686, -6.8524); 330 degree--
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radius oute arc 17M2107 cm:
positive outer ge~ '(160.2049, 7&.0606).30 degrees
negative outa segment (160.2049, .7&0606); 330 degrees
LAg TWO (x, y) worspaceanges defiud frmm(12.5,21.6506)
radius inner arc 37.5 cm:
positive nner segewt(12.5,35.3553); 90 degrees
negative inner segmnmt (24.3686,28.5030); 30 deVe
radius outer are 178.2107 cm:
positive outer segment (12.5.177.7718); 90 degrees
negative outer segment (147.7049,99.7112); 30 degrees
Leg THREE(x y): worksipace angles defined jun, (.12.5,21.6506)
radius inner arc 37.5 cm:
positive uiner segment (-24.3696,28.5030y, 150 degrees
negativeionnersegmat (-12.5, 35.3553); 90 degrees
"rdus outer arc 178.2107am:
positive outer segment (-147.7049,99.7112Y. 150 degrees
negative outer segment (.12.5, 177.7718); 90 degrees
Leg FOUR (x. y): worispac angles defined from (-25, 0)
"adus inner arc 37.5 on:
positive inner segment (-36.9696,-.6.8524); 210 degrees
negative amr segneMt(.36.8686,6.8524); 150 degrees
radius outer arc 178.2107 cm:
positive outer segment (.160.2049,-.78.0606)-, 210 degrees
negative out~er senent (-160.2049,78.0606); 150 degrees
Lag FIVE (x, y): workcspace angles defined from (-12.5, -2 1.6506)
radius inner arc 37.5cmn:
positive inner segment (412.5, -35.3553); 270 degrees
negative inner egmnt(.24.3686, .28.5030); 210 degrees
radius outer arc 178.2107 cm:
positve outersegment(-12.5, .177.7718); 270 degrees
negative outer segment (-147.7049,-.99.7112); 210 degrees
LegSIX(x,y): workspaceangoes defined fromii(12.5,-21.6506)
radius inner arc 37.5 cm:
positive inner segment (24.3686, -28.5030), 330 degrees
negative innr-segment (12.5, -35.3553); 270 degrees
radius outer arc 178.2107cmn:
positive outer segment (147.7049, -99.7112y, 330 degrees
negative outer segment (12.5, -177.7718y, 270 degrees
Ibis Matlab file contains the t-angles
parameters used in the maxd3.m, I
segint3^m and arcit3.m fugnctions. - -+X
NOTE: This is NOT an executable
progrALs I +angles
params3 m; 26APR93; 45cm foot only
These parameters were derived using the arcint2.m function called
as shown using Leg ONE inputs as an example:
[x,y,dI = arcint2(25,0,30,0,0,37.5).
Lag ONE (x, y): workspace angles defined from (45, 0)
radius outer arc 149.27 cm:
positive outer segment (139.0446, 54.2967); 30 degrees
negative outer segment (139.0446,4.4.2967y, 330 degrees
Lag TWO (x~ y): workspace angles defined from (22.5,38.9711)
radius outer arc 149.27 cm:
positive outer segment (22.5, 147.5645); 90 degrees
negative outer segment (116.5446, 93.2678); 30 degrees
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Leg THIREE (x. y): workspace angles defined firom (-22.5,38.9711)
radius outwer r 149.27 =n:
positive outer aepneat (.116.5446,93.2672); 150 degrees
negative outa sopment (-22.5, 147.5645); 90 detrees
Leg FOUR (X, y): workspace angles defined fromn (-45.0)
radius oute arc 149.27 cm:
positive outer seginent(-139.0446. -4.296Th 210 degrees
negative outersgment (-139.0446,54.2%6Th 150 degrees
Leg FIVE (x, y): workspaceanglesdefined fom(-22.5, -32.9711)
radius outer arc 149.2707 can:
positive oute segment (-22.5, -147.5645); 270 degrees
negative otersegat (-116.5446, -93.2672); 210 degree
Leg SIX (x, y): workspace angles defined from (22.5, -38.9711)
radius outer arc 149.27 cm:
positive outer segoment (116.5446, -93.2678); 330 degrees





% Purpose: Thiis Matlab program plots the progression of KNEE2 and the
% FOOT of AquaRobot given a known X foot coordinate and the







px = inputePresent foot X:)
% NOTE: use next line for direct entry of next x-coordinate, OR
% dx - input(Desired foot X:');
% NOTE: use next two lines to enter stepsiz from known foot point
xmn = mput(Diesired stride:')
dx - px + xin;





for n = H:ength(elpse)





























% outputs: koaiflet plot; ks data file




















*W0=Ccos(sngecOl) .sinangecol) 0 O;sin~angleol) cog(sngleol) 0 0;0 0 1 0;O 0 0 11;
T01=[cos(anglel) -uin~anglel) 0 aO;sin(xqocl) cos(anglel) 0 0;,0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
EHIPTOO*TOI;
T12=fcos(angle2P) -sin(ange2F) 0 &1;0 0 1 0;-sin(ange2F) -cos(ang22F) 0 0-;0 0 0 1];
KNEEI=TOOOTO1T2;
T23-[cos(angieF) -sin(sngleF) 0 a2;sin(ange3F) cos(angl3F) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 01];
KNEE2-T00*T0*T12*T2;




T00=Icos(snge02) -sin(angle0'2) 0 O-sinrangeO2) cos(angle02) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 11;
T,:-[cos(anglel) -uin(snglel) 0 &O;sin(anglel) cos(angiel) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
HIP=TOOOTOI;
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T12-(cosKmgl2F) ..Ga~aigk2F) 0 al.0 0 1 0;.u4inamanc2F) -coa(angi.2F) 0 0;,0 0 0 1];
KNEEI-TOOIOPT12;
T73-[cosmgl.3F) .eia(agje3F) 0 &2ium(angJi3F) ooiangJc3F) 0 0;03 1) 0;0 0 0 11;
1QNEE2-T00wFOIT12T23;




TOO-f coaangWaO3) -san~ugleO3) 0 0;sin(angI.03) con(anglcO3) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1]-,
TO1-[oaeanglel) 4ia*angle1) 0 Osoin(anglel) Ocmgahll) 0 0;0 0 1 0.0 0 0 1];
HIP-TOOTO1;
T12-(coean&l2B) .uinangle2B) 0 al;0 0 1 0;..ian&~2B) .com(an&~2B3) 0 0-;0 0 0 1];
INEEI=TO0IOPT12;
T23-fcagangle3B) -sinxngk*3B) 0 &2ain--attle3B) com(mngic3B) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEE2-T00T01*Tl2T3;




TOO=[cosanglcO4) -uinangleO4) 0 0;sinangleO4) cos* aeeO4) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 11;
TOl-fc.agel ananglel) 0 &O;sinanglel) cos(anglel) 0 0;0 0 10o;0 0 0 1);
HMPTOO*TOI;
T12-[ooe(angle2B) .sinsngie2B) 0&1;0 0 1 0;-sin(angie2B) -cos(angle2B) 0 0;0 0 0 11;
KNEEI=TOO*TO10T2;
T23-[cos(angle3B) 4-siWage3B) 0 a2jsin(mnge3B) cos-agle3B) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 0 1];
KNEE2=TOO*TOIT12T273;




TOO=-CO(MW00ng5o) .ein(&*gle0) 0 0;s*An9anlOS) Cov(angleO5) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
T01=[coe(anglel) .siiange1) 0 a&sin(#angel) ooa(anglel) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
HIP-TDOTOI;
T12=[cos(angle2B) -sin(angl2B) 0 al;0 0 1 0;.sin(wngl2B) -cos(angle2B) 0 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEE1=TOO*TOIPT12;
T23[jcsangle3B) -sin~ange3B) 0 a2;sin(angle3B) cos(angle3B) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 01];,
KNEE2-TTOPOTV2'TI2*3;




TOO=[cos(angjeO6) -sin(angleO6) 0 Osin*agjeO6) cosangieO6) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 01];
TOI =fcos(wngel) -sin(amglcl) 0 &O~sin(anglel) cos(angiel) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
HIP-TOO*TO1;
T12=[cos(angle2F) -sin(angte2F) 0 al;0 0 1 0;.sin(angle2F) -oos(angle2F) 0 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEE I TOO*TOITI2;
T'23=[cos(angie3P) -sinangle3F) 0 a2;sin(angle3F) cos(angle3F) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 01];
KNEE2=TOO*T01*Tl2T3;




x-f FOOT1(1,4) F00T7(1,4) FOOT3(1,4) FOOT4(1,4) FOOT5(1,4) FOOT6(1,4)];
y-[FOOTI(2.4) FOOT2(2,4) FOOT3(2,4) FOOT4(2,4) FOOTS(2,4) FOOT6(2,4)];





xdabe]CX Foot Coordinae (cy))






% This MATLAB progamn finds the isamiedion of the
% dure irectioi of travel and the workspace.
% Writta by Chuck Schue, 29DEC92
%rLm2
*A Notes: 1. Aquarobot positive angierotation is CCW.
% 2. Matlkb positive angle/rotation is CW.


















% Defin arc (max workspacefim~it) with radius 178.2 107
r-179;




















% Defte ay (lootpoutatnd desreddirection oftrave1)








xay-inputCnter known footpoint. X coordinate.:)
,yray-imyutCEnter known footpoint. Y coordinate:~
% Determine if new footpoint is within pos & neg leg limits
diaLp-ylinen-yray)scos~hen). xlnen my)Osin(thetan),
&dip-iynqya y)so(tpiyp)*sXlmp-tluetad);
if (((disdLwm>O) I (diatdpn-O)) & ((distLjpp<O) I (dis~tfpp-O)))
% Determine whethe ther is a positive intersection
if (thetapos=-O) I (%heapospi--) I (thetapos~-pi)








% Determine if the ray intersects the pos line segment
Rp-O(p~cos(thetap)+Ryp~sin~thetap));
sesosted-d tapocdi)+yint os~sin(*tetap));
if ((L<segtest) & (Rp~segtest)) % if true, intarsection
% Detennineif the orientation is correct
p2-(xintpoecs(theta)+yustpossin(theta));
plosmyco(thet)y ray~sin(thetar));





% Determine whether there is a negative intersection
if (thtaneg=-O) I (thetaneg-pi) I (thetaneg'-pi)











if ((Ln<segtest) & (Rn>seglest)) % if true, intersection
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% Determine if the orientation is correct
p2=(xmthecotar)±wnlnegsunthetar));
pi.(-ylcosgtheu)+yray~sitheta));
















% Draw the orientation of the ray

















Flag=0; % no intersection with line segments





% Plot the results















twet(0.25,0.2,R1ay intersects only ar.',sc')
end
plLo(ray(:,1),ny(:,2)'b')




else % new footpouit not inside pos & neg leg limits











negin t x(n[ :,q) y];
end
% Plot the results








tutlh(•ersection of Direction and Workspace)
xla('X coordinates, (cm))
ylabel('Y coordinates, (cm))






% Purpose: This Matlab function determines the intersection of a ray
% and a line segment.
function [intcptdistflag] = segnt(foot, direc, inseg. outseg, vector)
% intcpt = (xyy) coordinates of intercept
% did = distance between foot and intercepts
%flag= 1 ifintercept found- flag = 0 ifno intercept found
% foot = (xy) foot components
% direc = direction of interest
% inseg/outseg = endpoinLs of segment
% vector = 1, line segment is clockwise
% vector = 0, line segment is counter-clockwise
limit = 215; % maximum possible distance
flag = 0;
direc = direc*pi/180;
% Find theta of segment
thetaseg = atan2(outseg(1,2) - inseg(1,2), outseg(l,l) - inseg(l,1));
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% Determine if foot fals on the line segment
distL4 - ( ((foot(I,2)-inue*1,2))%cos(thueta)) - ((foot(l1,1>.inseg(1. 1))*sin(thetasg)))
dit = rou~diatL4
if (distL4f'.. 0)
flag = 1; % foot ism onlint segment; quit
digt = limit;
iracpt = [foot(1,1),bot(1.2)];
elseif( (didp >O0) & (vector 0))
flag -l1, %foot is outside workspace; quit
digt- limit;
intcpt -0;
elseif( (dist4 < 0) & (vector -0))
flag = 0; % foot is inside workspace, find intersection
elseif( (distLp < 0) & (vector -1) )
flag =-1; %foot is outside workspace, quit
dig = limit;
intcpt 0;
elseif(&9 (ip>O0) & (vector 1))
flag -0; % foot is inside workspace; find intersection
end
if(flag -0)
dietadif = direc - thaetg;
if(tbetadif-' 0) & (Ietadif_ pi) & (thetadif-' -pt)
b - (inseq(l,l)*sin~thetaseg)) - (inseg(l,2)*cos(thetAsg));
a - (foot(l,1)*sin(direc)) - (foot(l,2)cos~direc));
xlop = (.costhetaseg)a) + (cos(dire)*b)
ytop - (sindiwe)%b) - (sin(`thetaseg)*a);
bottomt = sin(thetaaeg - direc);
yint = )Ioptotton6
mtipt = [iyn]
% Determine if the ray intersects the line segment
CCW = (inseg(1,l)*cos(tfidaseg) + inseg(l,2)*sin(thetasg));
CW _ (outseg~l,l)'cos(dheaseg) + outseg(l,2)%sin~thetaseg));
segtest = (xint~coe(thetaseg) + yint~sin(tbetaseg));
if((CCW <= segtest) & (CW >= segtest)) % if true, intersection
% Determine if the orientation is correct
p2 = (xintcos(direc) + yint'sin(direc));
p I -(foot(-'.1)cos(di-e) + foot(1,2r*sin(direc));
ifp2 > p %correct orientation
flag = 1;















% Purpose: This Matlab finction deternines the intersection of a ray
% and a line segment
function lintcptdist~flag] =egVnt1(foct, direc, inseg, oulseg)
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% Wntqt - (x~y) coordinates of wtercept
% dist - &diance between foot and tntarcets
% flhg= 1 if Warcc foflaBM-g0ifnointercept found
% foot - (xky) foot components
% direc - direction of iuteres
% inseg/outseg - eawponds of sesment
flag - 0;
direc; - direc~pi/1 30;
% Find theta, of US"~a
thetaseg - atan2(outseg(12) - inscg(1,2), outseg(l,1) - inseg(1,l))
% Determine if the foot is on the line segment
CCW - (inme(I,1)*coe(thetaseS) + inseg(I,2)*sin(thetaseg))
CW - (outeg(1,I)*coe(thetssg) + outseg(I,2)*sin(thetaseg))
settes - (fbot(I,1)*cosdttaaeg) + foot(I,2)%xin(thetasg))






thetadif - direc -thetaseg;
if Olietadlif - 0) a (thtd if"- pi) & (thetadi-- -pi)
b =(inseg(I,I)'sin(thetaseg)) - (inseg(I,2)*cos(thetaseg));
xtop - (-cos(thetaseg)*a) + (coe(direc) 5 b);
ytop - (sindire)*b) - (sin(thetaseg)a);,
bottomn - sin(ntheasg -drc)
xint - xtop/býtn
yint = ytOplboMK~n
% Determine if the ray intersects the line segment
CCW - (inseg(I,I)*coe(thetaeg) + inseg(I,2)*si(thetaseg)),
CW = (outseg(I,1)*os(dthetseg) + outseg(l,2)*sin(thetaseg));
segtest = (xint~coe(thetasg) + yint'sin(dtheasg));
if ((CCW <= segtest) & (CW >- segtest)) % if true, intersection
% Determineif the orientation is correct
p2 = (xint*cos(direc) + yii~sip.(diwe));
p1 - (foot(l,l)*cos(direc) + fboo4(,2)%mi(dire));
if p2 >pI %ocorrectorientation
flag = 1;















% Purpose: Mhis Matlab fuinction determines the intersection of a ray
% and a line segment in one Tripod.
function [xint~yint~dist~flagJ - stabint~rfrx~xyJfetaax~ay~bxby,cxycy)
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% T - tripod number, 0 or 1
% ax/y, bWy cio/y -selected tripod foot positions
% rx/,y - may components
% etheta - direction of interest
% Xmint/yia segment Intercept
% diet -distance between rx/iy and xiz/in
% flag -=1 if intercept found; flag - 0 Wono intercept found
% tog - legl/2, L*g - W/g34, legc= leg5/6
% convert degrees to radiana and
% correct for differewes in positive amget convention used
% in computer and wsed on Aquakobot, AquaRobot positive
% angl is CW
uheta - -Qrtheta*pi/190);




% test segment 1-5 (lega-lege)
% Find theta of segment
thetaseg-atan2(ay-cy~ax-cx);
thettdif-rdiheta-etseg;
if (tleAdiff-O) I (%head&--pi) I (thetadif&==pi)













if((legcpt<-segtest) & (segtest<=legpt)) % if true, intersection










% test segment 5-3 (Iegc-legb)
% Find theta of segment
thetaseg=alan2(cy-by,cx-bx);
thetad~nfihta-thetaseg;
if Qhetadif-0) I (thetadif.'pi) I (tbetadif---pi)














if((legct>-segtest) a (5 a legbpt)) % iftrue, intersection
% Determine if the orientation is oorrect
p2-(x53incos(rhda)+y53nrt'sin(flhet));
pl=rx~cos(rthfta+y~ynsutheta));
ifp2)pl % correct orientation
&n-sa1t((y33int-ryr2+(xS3int-rxr2);
xint -x53int;




% test segment 3-1 (legb-lega)
% Find theta of segment
thetaseg-azan2(ay-by,ax-bx);
tcdfthetand dscg
if (thetadif--O) I(thetadif==pi) I(`thetadif-= 1 ,i)













if((legbpt<-segtest) & (segtest<=legapt)) % if trhe, intersection
% Determine if the ouientation is correct
p2-(x3 Iint~cos(rtheta)+y3lIint~sin~itheta));
pl1(rx~cos(rtheta)+y~ysin(rthcta));
ifp2>pl % orrfect orientation
distsqu(Oylint-ryy'2+(xOlint-rxy2);
mint =x3 Iint;





% test segment 2-6 (lega-egc)
% Find theta of segment
thetaseg-atan2(ay-c3Gax-cx);
thctad~rthe~taheteg;
if(thetadif=-O) I (thetadif-pi) j(thetadif--pi)









% Ddennrmi if the ray intersects the line segmnat
kIegq*s~tetaade&>+&Y*S**Ahaseg));
ang ut-(x26int~csthetasegjy26iit~sinthtaseg);
if ((legcpt<aecgtmst) & (seteet~lepp)) % if true, intersection
% Determine if the orientation is correct
p2=x6intscra)+y26 y2int~in~thet*));
pls-Wcos(ilhet&)+rysifthetA));
if p2>pl % comrec orientation
dig--srt((y26iatry)A2+(x26iztrxY2)
xint - ,c26int;





% test Segment 6-4 oegc-legb)
% Find theta of segment
thetaaeg-alan2(cy-by~cx-bx);
thdadf-dic~ta-idug
if (theadif"0) I (%headif'pi) I(thetadif-=.-pi)









% Determine if the ray intersects the line segment
legopF()+csinhd hegbcysegU-));
k&e -0(b osethe *seg)+bysnte*cseg));
segLCtat(x64int~cos(thetaseg)+y64int*sin(thetaseg));
if ((legcpt<='segtest) & (segtest<s-legbpt)) % if true, intersection
% Determine if the orientation is correct
p2-(x64inccsnmheta)y6int~sin(rtheta));
pl-Wcos~theta)+ry~sin~theta));
if p2 >pl % correct orientation
d~in~qt((6iyr2+(x64 x6intr)A 2);
,dnt =x64int;





% test segment 4-2 (legb-lega)
% Find theta of segment
dwt-eg-afan2(by-ay,bx-a);
thebdetad-iita-theaseg;
if (thetadif-0) I (thetadif=pi) I (thetadif----pi)









%Ddaumine if lbs my intlerscs 6he line semu
-sg st.(x42ugta(U mgb-oy42int~is~thetacft
if (Qegapt<-segtcst) & (segtes<-legbpt)) % if true, inteusectaio
% Determine if the orientation is correct
p2-~(x42 y42iz~tht" in~tbAda));
pl-(rxcos~thfta)+wysin(wmhea)),
ifp2)pl % conec orintation
dist-snrt((4iryn'2+ x42int-rY'2y
xit x42it;














% Purpose: This Matlab function calculates the stability of a Tripod.
finiction [flags]-able(CBzCBy~lepxcgayjcgbxicgby~lgc,4lCgc)
% CB~icgalejbjcgc oriented CCW so S is positive when CH is inside.
% 1aa indicates degee of stability
% S& is the stability margin
% lepa'leglt2, legb'.lcg/4, Iegc-legS/6
xI - CBx;
yi = -CByr, %+y aids in Matiab is -y axis in AquaRobot
xc2 = leps
y2 = -legay., %l+y axis in Matlab is -y axis in AquaRobot
x3 = legbx;
y3 = -Icgby- %+y axis in Matia is -y aids in AquaRobot
04 = legcx







if (S 1>0) & (S2>0) & (S3i'0)
flag-i; % The new tripod is stable.
elseif (SI<0) I(S2<0) I (S3<0)
flag7-I; % The new tripod is unstabule.
else






un. In( H2 H3J)
% Title: statm
% Ouqmbs: kcS.aet plot- ks data ELI.








angleO4=1 SOpI/SO; % 1e54
=605eO240Opi/190;, % IeS









angle3B = -125.85S5'pi/1 SO;
TOO - jooe(wanle) -sin(angle01)O0 sin(wege01) cos(angle01) 00;00o I 0;o0 0 11;
TOI -(cos(aalel) 4miraflglel) 0 so;sin(anglel) cos(anglel) 0 &;0 0 1 0;00o0 1];
HIP = TOO vroi
T12 - [cos(angle2F) -siai(angle2F) 0 al;0 0 1 0;..in(angt2F) -cos(angle2F) 0 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEEI = TOO*TOI*TI2;
T123 - Ios(ang~e3F) -sin(angleF) 0 &2;sin(agle3F) cos(angle3F) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 0 11;
KNEE2 = TOO'TOIPT12T23;




TOO - jooa(sngl2) -sin-agleO2) 0 O~sin(agle2) cos(angleo2) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0O 00o 1];
TOI - [cos(Anglel) -sinanglel) 0 &a~sin(anglel) cos(anglel) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
WP= TOOOTOI;
T12 = [cos(angle2F) -sin(angle2F) 0 al;0 0 1 0;-sin(angle2F) -cos(angle2F) 0 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEEI = TOO*TOI'T12;
T23 - roos(mese3F) -sin(angle3F)q s2;sin-agle3F) cos(angle3F) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 01];
KNEE2 - TOO*TO1*TI2T273;




TOO [cos(snglcO3) -sin(angle03) 0 0;sin(angie03) cos(argle03) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 0 1);
TOI = cos(anglel) -sin(anglel) 0 aAsin(anglel) cos(anglel) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
HIP =TOO*TOI;
T12 [c~os(angle2B) -sin(angle2B) 0 al;0 0 1 0;-sin(angle2B) -cos(ang~e2B) 0 0;0 0 0 11;
KNEEI = TOO'TOI T12;
T23 = [cos(angle3B) -sin(angle3B) 0 i2;sin(angle3B) cos(mnge3B) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 0 1];
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KNEE2 - TOOIOPT1T23M;




TOO - [oo~angl*04) -obin~aglO4) 0 0;sinangjaO4) cas(antloO4) 0 0-.0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
Tol - [cw(an~gI.1) -uinangll) 0 aO~sin(anglsl) cosangcl) 0 0;0 0 1 0-0 0 0 11;
T12 - [co~an&l2B) -s1n(angle2B) 0 aI;0 0 1 O;-uinangie2B) .cosangle2B) 0 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEEI - TOOTOPT12;
T23 - [couaagleB) 4in~anglc3B) 0 a2;sinmngl3B) oos(angjeB) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEE2 - T00T01TUOT23;




TOO - [coaanglcOS) -sin(wnglO5) 0 O~sinangeo5) c mosageo5) 0 0;,o 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
TOl I [coianglel) -4in(mnglei) 0 aO~s*n=Wgll) coaanglel) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
HIP - TOOTOI;
T12 = [coo(angle2B) 4nangle2B) 0 &1;0 0 1 0;-sin(angje2B) -cosunge2B) 0 0;0 0 0 11;
KNEEI - TOO*TOPOT12;
T23 - [cogangle3B) -ain(unge3B) 0 a2;s*nangi3B) cosmsgleB) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEE2 - T0OOTOPM2T1223;




TOO - [cos(angWe6) -4in(anglc06) 0 0,sin(angleO6) cos(ange06) 0 0;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1J
TOlI - (c o(anglel) 4in(angiel)O0aO;sinanglel) cos(aglgel)OO;0 0 10;0 00 1];
MIP - TOOrrol;
T12 - (cos(ange2F) ..sin(angle2F) 0 al;0 0 1 0;.sinmngl2F) -ooe(angle2F) 0 0;0 0 0 1];
KNEEI - TOO*TOIPT12;
T23 - [co.anSi93F) 4*nang~e3F) 0 a2;sifKangie3F) cos(wngi3F) 0 0;0 0 10;0 0 01];
KNEE2 - TOOOTOP*T12m3;




x - [FOOT1(1,4) FOOT2(l,4) F0073(1,4) FOOT4(1,4) FOOTS(1,4) FOOT6(l,4)1;
y - [FOOTI(2,4) F0077(2,4) FOOTr3(2,4) FOOT4(2,4) FOOT5(2,4) FOOT6(2.4)J;






xlabek-X Foot Coordinates (cmn))









% Outputs: c4.met plo)t
% Purpose: This Matlab propm plots the AVAILABLE worksace of








TB0=fcos(aagleO) ..saangle0) 0 0;
sija(anje0) cos*aglo) 0 0;
0 0 10;
0 00 1];
T01-[cos(anglel) .sin(anglel) 0 &0;
sii~angle1) COS(angle) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 00 1];
T12..Icosangle2) -sin(angl*2) 0 al;
0 0 1 0;


















% Purpose: This Matlab program plots the AVAILABLE workspace of










TB0=[oos(angieO) .sim(agle0) 0 0;
sin(angleo) ooe(angle0) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 011;
T0lj[cos(anglel) -sin(anglel) 0 a0;
sin(anglel) cos(anglel) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 0 1;
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T12=(cm~angje2) -sin(angie2) 0 &1;
0 0 10;
.ein(angle2) -- s~angle2) 0 0;
0 00 1];
T23-[oosangle3) -sinangle3) 0 a2;



















% Purpose: This Matlab program plots the AVAILABLE worcspace of










for angc3=(-23.6*pi/180):(5*pi/lSO):(lZ 6 .4 *pi/18O)
TBO=-[cc(angle0) -sin(angle0) 0 0;
sin(angie0) cos(angle0) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 00 1];
TO1=[ooe(anglel) -sin(anglel) 0 sO;
sin(anglel) cos(anglel) 0 0;
0 0 1 0;
0 0 01];
T12=[cosangle2) -sin(angle2) 0 al;
0 0 1 0;
-sin(angle2) -cos(angle2) 0 0;
0 00 1);
T23=[cos(angle3) -sin(angle3) 0 a2;
sin(angle-3) cos(angie3) 0 0;






















% Purpose: This function transforms world coordinates to body coordinates.
lbnction [body] - w2btrans(phi, theta, psi, xtrans, ytrans, mians, wx, wy, wz)
% phi - rotation of (B) about the Xw-axiv,
% theta - rotation Of (B) about the Yw-axia;
% psi - rotation of (B) ahout the Zw-axis;
% xtrans - X-axis translation of (B) with respect to (W);
% ytrans Y-axis translation of (B) with respect to (W);
% ztans = Zaxis trnslation.of (B) with respect to (W);
% wx = known Xwortd coordinate;
% wy = known Ywortd coordinate;
% 'vs = known Zworld coordinate;
% construct the translation vector, the body vector, and the rotation matrix
trans = mmu. WNIAanr
wold = (wx, wy.-wz, 1]';
rotate = [cos(psi)*cos(thea) cos~si)*sdda)* sin) pi)*cos(phi) cos~pi)*sinQeuiCosi")+sin(phzb');
sinjpi)*cos(theta) sinpi)*sin(theta)*sin~ybi)cosp)cos(phi) sin s)*sin(theta)cosqpt i )-cs *siin(phi);
4 n(theta) cos(thetars~iti) cos(theta)*cos(pin)];
% build the body-to-world homogeneous matrix
BWT = [rotate train;O 0 0 1);
% find the resultan 4X1 vector of equivalent body coordinates
Thody inv(BWI)*world;,
% strip off the (x~yz) coordinates
body = [Tbody(1.1), Tbody(2.1), Tbody(3,1)];
% Title: workm
% Inputs:
% Outputs. Work Met Plot






























































































































































APPENDIX C: "C'++" PROGRAM LISTING
This appendix contains the real-time gait planning code written in the ANSI C+
language using the ATT version 3.1 compiler. These code modules are ready for
implementation in the AquaRobot simulator (Silicon Graphics Personal Iris). These code
modules, less the graphics portions, may also be used in the AquaRobot control computer




IIPURPOSE: Implementation of the Aquarobot~ody class
/CONTAINS: initializes the body fonm
#include -AbBody.H"
AqaobWody-:Aquuobot11ody0
body list - new mxtrix(7,4,0.0); // each row is a body point (,cy~z)
I//the first (0 raw) is the body's
II physical center, the rest are the six
// points of the body
H-uiatrix = new matrix(4,4,0.0); I//the body's H-matrix
// the body design is constructed
body list.>val(0,0) -0.; body list.>val(0,l1) = 0.;
body list->val(0.2) - 0.; body list->val(0,3) = 1.;
body hist->-va(1,0) = 37.5; body list->val(l,l) = 0.;
body list->val(1,2) = 0.;, bodyis->vakl(,3) - 1.;
body list->vsi(2.0) = 18.75; body list->val(2,1) = 32.48;
body list->val(2,2) - 0.; body list->val(2.3) = 1.;
body list->v&l(3,0) =-18.75; body list->val(3,1) = 32.48;
body list->val(3,2) -0.; body Iist->val(3.3) = 1.;
body list->val(4.0) =-37.5; body list->val(4, I) = 0.;
body list->vsl(4,2) - 0.; bodyist>val(4,3) = 1.;
body list->val(5,0) =-18.75; body list->val(S, I) = -32.48;
body list->val(5,2) -0.; body list.-vsl(5,3) = I.;
body list--val(6,0) =18.73; body list->va1(6,l) = -32.48;
body list-)val(6,2) -0.; body list->val(6,3) = I.;
// defines the initial location of the body using the
HI H-matrix the inputs to the fuinction are:
// (azimuth elevation. roll, X,Y, Z)
// H matrix->HamogenousTransfofn(0.,0.,0.,O.,O., -54.1819);
H_mautrix->HomogeneousTransfdonn(0.,0.,0.,0.,O., .70.7107);
H/moves the body to the initial location desired
body list->T nfoeinBodylist(*H mftriyxbody list);
void AquarobotBodly::Movelncremental(doubie delaz, double delel,
double deirol, double delx~double dely, double delz)
double az, el, ro, Y, y, z;
az =azimuth + delaz;
el =elevation + delel;
ro =roil + delrol;
x = body list->val(0,O) + delz;
y = body list->vai(0,1) + delyT,
z = body Iist->val(0,2) + delz;
I//changes only are used since body list is at cunent position
H matrix->HomogeneousTiasmfovm~delaz, delel, deirol, delx, dely, delz);
bo~dy list->TranformBodyList(*H...atrix,*bodyjist);
H puts all infominH-matrix
//FILENAME: AbBody.H
/PURPOSE .Declaration of AquarobotBody class










class AquarobotBody : Public RigidBody
public:
matrix *body Iist, // defines the size of the body using coordinsale
matrix *H matrix; // defines the location for body
H/ using azimuth, elevation, roll, x, y, z
double azimuth, elevation, roll;
AquaobotBody(); // constructor
void Moveincremental(double~double, double, double, double, double);
#endif
//FILENAME: AbLeg.C




// MoveIncremental (Aqualeg&, delta 1,de1ha2,delta)
#include -AbLeg&H-
/FUNCTION: -AquaLeg()







// PURPOSE: constructor of Aquateg class
//RETURNS: AquaLeg class with values
Aquateg::AquaLeg(AquarobotBody &body, double angle)
motion complete flag = 1;
Se~tegAttaclunentAngle(angle);
linkO = new LinkO;
linki. =new Lnrkl;
link2 = now Uink2;
Iink3 = new Link3;
// initial link values initialized
matrix temp;,
temp.UrdateTMatzix(GetL~egAflachmn-tAngle(,O.,O-,O.);







HI PURPOSE: calculate the new link values as a leg rotates
//RETURNS: rotate link's new values








I/temp matrix adds in the T matrix needed for the physical
/I attachment of the leg tothe body
matrxterm;
temp UpdaUTMatrix(GetLegAttachmetAngleOO.,O.,O.);
temp = body.H_matrix I temp;
b = deltal + linkO-)GretljiboardlointAngle0;
linkO->Setlnboard~ointAnglefb);
linkO..>RoteLnk&temp~linkO->GetlnboardJointAngleo);
b = delta2 + link l->'etlnboardJointAngleO;
linkl->SetlnboardJointAngle(b);
linkl->Rotate~nkolinkO.>Hmatrix.4linkl->GetlnboardiointMngeo);
b =delta + this->link2->Getlnoard~ointAngleO;
link2->Setlnboard.JoitAngle(b);
link2->Rotate(1ink1..>Hýmatrixjlink2->OettoardJointAngleo);
b = delta + this->linlr3.)GetlnboardlointAngleO;
fink3->SetlnboardJoint~ngie(b);
lnk->RotaeLunkOn2->Hýmatrix~lnk3->Gdlnboard~oinugliO);
// the motion complete flag is set to I if the




//prints the status of the requeste motion and prints which
IIlink's motion limit flag was set Oif any).
if (GetMotionConipleteFlagO 0) {
prWnf"Motion Not Completedn");
if Qinkl->GetMotiont~imitý -g 1)
pfintf(link 1 limit exceeded~n7);
if Oink2->GetMotionLimitlg = 1)
printf(link 2 limit exceededen);
if 0ink3->GetMotiodn~ii~lg =1)
printf("iink 3 limit exceededre");
//else prind("Motion conipletedfn);
// FILENAME: AbIA&gH
I/PURPOSE: Deciamations for AquaLe-g class
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ICOM0MENTS: Definition of AquaLeg class and finiciaons that











LinkO lfinkO, Ia LinkO class is instantiated
Linki Ilinkl, aI Linki clans is instantiated
L~inki 1mk2; Ia U&nl2 class is instantiated
Link3 *link3; H/a Link3 class is instantiated
jag motion complete flag; I/the flag is set to I if the motion
//was conpleted without reaching any
I//link limits
int leg sppost flag I/the flag is set to 1 if the leg
HI is on the floor (z - 0).
double leg~afachrnentangle; I//the angle off of leg one where the
I/leg is attached to the body
double previous foot_xý_coord;, // saves lagt foot position
double previous~footj'~coord;
double prviousfbootzcoord-
Aquaueg(AquarobotBody &, double); // constuctor and initializer
-AquaL~eg0 fl destructor
double OdT egAnachmenA.ngleo ( return leg~attachmenk angle;)
int GetMotionCompleteFlagO ( return motionk_complete flag;)
void SetdegAftadmientAngle(double angle) {leg~attachmeo~angle angle;)
void SetMotionComnpleteFlageint flag) (motion ~complete _flag = flag;)
int Get~cgSupport~agQ { return legsupprt flag;)
void Set~egupportFlagint flag) (leg~support flag = flag;)
double GetPreviousFootXCoordQ { return previous~foot_xý_coord;)
void SdtheviousFooCXCoord(double xcoord) (previous foot x-coood = xwcord;)
double GetPreviousFootYCoordo ( return previous fook.jycoord;)
void SetPreviousFootYCoord(double yooord) (previous footy coord = ycoord,)
double Get~reviousFootZCoordO ( return previous-foot_z_coord;}
void SetPreviousfootZ~oord(double zcoord) (previous foot 2_coord = zcoord;}










node list new rnatrix,4,O.0r,





u - us + (delta t * uoY
v - v + (delta_t *vdot);
w -w + (delta~t * wdot);
p -p + (delta _t *pdot);
q q + (deltaj tqdot);













double Y, y, z;
// velocity[6 1;
double u, v. w, p, q, r,
// acceleration(6J;
double udot, vdot, wdot, j-dot, qdot, rdot,
// foces,_and_torques[6];
double Fx, Fy. Fz. L, M, N;









H/Use these for dynamics:::::::










void UpdateVelocity (double deltaOt);
void UpdatHMatrix (double deltat);
void UpdatPoition (;
void GetNodePolygonLiat 0;
void SetU(double a) (u = a;)
void SetV(double a) (v = a;)
void SetW(double a) (w = a;)
void SetP(double a) (p = a;)
void SetQ(double a) {q = a;)
void SetR(double a) (r = a;)
double GetUo (return u;)
double GetVO (return v*,)
double GetWO (return vr,
double GetPO (return p;}
double GetQO (return q;)
double GetRO (return r,)
void SetUdot (double a) (udot = a;)
void SetVdot (double a) (vdot - a;)
void SetWdot (double a) (wdot = a;)
void SetPdot (double a) {pdot = a;)
void SetQdot (double a) (qdot - a;)
void SetRdot (double a) {rdot = a;)
double GetUdot0 (return udot;}
double GetVdotO (return vdot;)
double GetWdot0 (return wdot;}
double GetPdoto (return pdot;)
double Gt.<d iot0 (return qdot;)
double GetRdot0 (return rdot;}
void SetFx(double a) jFx = a;)
void SetFy(double a) (Fy = a;)
void SetFz(double a) (Fz = a;)
void SetL(double a) {L = a;)
void SetM(double a) (M - a;)
void SetN(double a) (N - a;)
double GetFx0 (return Fx;)
doub!e GetFyO (return Fy,)
double GetFzO (return Fz;}
double CieL(O (return L;)
double GetMO (return M;)
double GetNO (retL n N;)
void Setlx(double a) {Ix = a;)
void Setly(double a) (ly = a;)
void Setlz(double a) (Iz = a;)
double GetlxO (return Ix;)
double Getlyo (return ly,)
double GetdzO (return Iz;)
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//TITLE: arcint.C
//INPUr: (x~yffody coordinates of selected foot, directnm, body center:
// radius of woritspace;. CCW arc segment endpoints; CW arc segment
H/ endpoints-, foot number selected
//OUTPUT: intercepts of arc segment, distance to the intercpts from the
/1current foot position, Rlag to indicate whether an intercept
H/ was found
I/FUNCTION: This fimection determnines whether there is an intercept of the





int arcint(double footO, double direction; double cenbodfl, double radius, double negjlimitfl, double poe limit[, mnt foot number,
double intercepts[), double &distance)
IIinitialization
double a, b, c, d, x Intercept, y-intercept;
double peep distance, length, xp~erp, y~petp;
double rad _3sqared, perp squaed,
double radius est, indirection; out,_direction, footrad,
double arc foot, ne~arc limit, pos arc imit, limnit - 215.0;
imt arcsegnxwt lag =0;
II determine if foot hills on the arc segment






if (aralegment flag = O
perp distance = ((cenbod(4] - foot[ j)*cos(directmon))
- ((ceenbod(3] - foot[0j)*sin(direction));
if (perp distance <= radius)(
rad squared = radius~radius-,
perp~sared = perp distance~perp dist-nce
if (parp distanice < 0){
length = sqrt (-Qrad suared -perp squard));
else{
length = sqrt(rzi~squared - perp squared);
fl find (xyy) at intersection of pempindicular distance and length
xjperp = cenbod(31 + (jperpjdistancsin(direction));
y~perp = cenbod[4] - (perpdistance'cos(direction));
// test if foot is inside or outside radius
a =(foot(1] - cenbod[4J))(foot[l1 - cenbod(41);
b -(foot(01 - cenbod[3l)*(foot[ol - cenbod(3f);
radius_ýtest- sqht(a + b);
if (radius test> radius){
H/ find (xýy) at intersection of ray and =r if foot is outside radius
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xnidercept -= a (lea cos(directioai)Y
y~izicqicp = yjap - (length~in(diractiai));
W-111151ts01 = xýistercept;
interceptafl 11 =yinercePt;
// fid (x~y) intersection of ray and arc if foot is inside radius
xintercPt - xperp + (lengthscos(direction));
Yinterqt - y~p-p + (leagtsin(directioa));
intercepts(0J *-xin"cwt;
inercepts[1J =Y-inercePt;
// radius teat ends hert
//teat if intersection is in desired direction
in-direction = footlO~fcos(direction) + footfl]*sindirection);
out direction = necicsdrdo)+ yiiterceptssin(directioa);
if (in -direction <- out direction){
C (Yintercet - foot[ 1J)(y-ntercelt - footfil);
d = (ic intercept - foot(0j)*(x_intrcept - foot[O]);
distance =sqrt(c +d)
H/ test if intersection is within arc segment
arcfoot = atan2(Y rtercept - cenbodf 41, x_*tercept - cenbodpl1);
negarclimit -atan7(negjlimitf] 1- enbod[41. negJumit[0J - cenbod[3]),
Pos arc imit = atAU12(l)-slimit[l] -cenbod[4], pos-limitfO] - -ebod[3]);
I//tests to rensm proper sections of arms are used
if (foot mnuber -I)(




if negarcjfimit < 0)
eg~axc imit = neg aroJimit + (2*P1)
if(pcs-arcjlimit < 0)
posarc limit = pos arc uniit + (2*P1);
if (arc foot < 0)
arc- foot - arc-foot + (2*PD;
if(arcfoot -= neg arc~limit && arc-foot <= poesarcjimit)
arcsegmnt flag =1
else( fl direction< 0
if (nejLaro limit > 0)
eg~arc limit -neg~arq_limit - (2*P1);
if (pos~arc limit >0)
poe arc imit = posarclimit - (2*P1);
if(arcofot > 0)
arc foot = arc foot - (2*P1);
if (arc foot >- -negarc limit &&arc-foot <= posarc limit)
arcsegmen_flag 1;
fl direction test ends here
/l/ foot number test enids here
H/ intersection test ends here
IIperpindicular test ends here
if(arcsegmnentjag!=




























































































#defmc J~ljizP ( 60.O2DR)
#define J2LimN (-106.6*DR)
#define J2LimP ( 73.4*DR)
#defmn J3LimN (-1S6.40DR)


























// ss***otlt.s*to*gSt.. oi*t*oes****os.**sossoos***ss*eo s*s*le*ossomssssso*
//FILENAME: arfunc.C
/PURPOSE: Basic Mathematical Functions for Aquarobot Simulation.

























/FUNCTION: Calculates incremental foot point along an elliptical path
I/ generated between the last step and the next step.
// iNPUT:
//OUTPUT:
//CALLED BY: tripodOphaseo tripodlphaseO, bodyphaseO.
I/COMMENT: This function is for continuous motion.
// This function divides ellipse angle into FINE.
void ellipse(WalkParameter &wp, // waIking parameters
double footprintf], //
double footpoint]) //
double theta, I/ellipse angle
double dtheta, //change in ellipse angle
// double dsegment; I/ellipse segment speed
double a, b; //x diameter, y diameter
double x, y, z; /ellipse coordiutes
a = wp.stride / 2.0;
b = wp.footheighlt,
/* Coordinates Transformation(WORLD->ELLIPSE) '/
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x - oos(wp.dircton*DR)*¶IoopointjXWj footprintpCW])
+ sin- pdiecfton*DR)*(fboopowtnt1W) - fooeimn[YWI);
y =- (footpoint[ZWI - fbootrintlZWj);
z =- siwp dbti-DRr(IboopoinPWI - fbootrintfXý)
+ cos(iwp.difetiuon*DR)*(fotpornt[YW] - footprint(YWJ);
1* to calculate curnts ellipse anwee*
theta - san2((yib), (x-aya);
d -theta =P1/FINE;
1' decrement ellipse angle
theta - d thefta
1' to calculate next foot pount/





/* to calculate foot position on World coordinates/
footpoint[XW = x~o~p-direcion*DR) - z*sin(wp.diection) +footprintpCW];
footpoin" =W x*sin(wp-direction*DR) + zcos(wp.direction) + foctritfW" ;
footpoint(ZW] = - y + foowwrntZ Wl;
HI TMrE: kinematicsQ
// FUNCTION: Computes Kinematics for Aquarobot Type HI.
fl INPUr: Joint Angles(theta[CB->FOOTI Unit:degree).
HI OLUPtJT: Joint Positions related to BOOY coordinates(Unit~cm).
/CALLED BY~inv kinematvsa tnpodOpkiaseO, tripodilphaseO, bodyphaseo
void kinematics(double thetafl, I/Joint Angkt
double bipa, II MP Joint Position(BODY)
double kneelfl, // KNEEI Joint Position(BODY)
double knee2O, II JNEE2 Joint Positaan(BODY)
double footil) IIFOOT Joint Position(BODY)
double cO, sO, cl, sl, c2, s2, c3, s3;
double cOl, sOl, c23, s23;
nt i;
theta~i] theta[iJ*DR,
co = cos(tbeta[0J); so = sin(theta[O]);
cl = cos(tbeta[lJ); sl = sin(theta~l]);
c2 = cos(theta(2D;, s2 = sin~tbeta(2D);
c3 = cos(thetaf3]); s3 = sin(thfta 3]);
cOl = cos(thefta(0+theta(lJ); sOI = sin(theta.[0j+theta~ll);
c23 = cos(theta[2l+theta.3]); s23 = sin(thctaf2l+theta[3]);
hip IXBI LINKO*cO; // HIP Position
hip[YB] - LINKO~sO;
hip[ZBI 0.0;
kneel[XE] - hip(XB] + LINKI~cOl; H/ KNEEl Position
kneel[YB] = hipjYB] + LINKIlsOl;
kneel [ZB] = 0.0;
knfe2[XB] = kneelIXCB + LINK2*colc2; HI KNEE2 Position
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knee2r[YB) kncei(YBJ + LINK2*sOlsc2;
knee2[ZBI ~-LINK2%s2;
fo~otMX1 - knee2(XB + LINK3*COIc23; I//FOOT Position
foot[YB] knee2[YBJ + UlNK3s01*e23;
foottZBI - knee2[ZBI - LINK3*s23;
fox(i=O; i<4; i+.+){
thetaf ii - thetajij(DR);
H/TiTLE: nvý_kinernaticom
/1FUNCTION: C~oiputes Inverse Kinematfics for Aquarobot Type 11.
I/NUT: FOOT position in World Coordinates1fotfXYZ]).
IOUTPUT`: Joint Angles(Unitdegree).
ICALLED BY-tripoOdphaseOý tripodlphaseOý bodyphaseO
IICALLS: kineniatics()
void inv kinernsaics(double foota?, I/FOOT Poaition(BODY)
double thetaflY/ Joint Angle
double px, py, pz;
double px2, py2, pz2; / pXA2, py"2, pZA'21
double x0,yO, zO; /* CB coordinates ofigin/
double cO, sO, cl, si; I' sin~tbetsai) cos(thetai)/
double c3, s3; I* smn(thetkAi cos(thetai) 1/
double cOl, sOl; I' sinhta 4i+tbeta ) cos(thetaý i+th-ftaj)1
double bi1, b2, b3; 1* length biI/
double b12, b22, b32; Is bi"'2 *I
double beta; * anget beta '1




double thf 41; /* joint angle1
double hpf 3, ki P), k2[31, fif 3],I joint position/
nt i;
px = foot[O]; px2 = px~px;
py -foot~l]; py2 = py~py*,




b12 = (px-LI K*cO)*(px-LINK0*c0) + (py-LINKO*s0)*(py-LINKO*s0);
b2 =bl-LINKI;
b22 - b2*b2;
b32 = b22 + pz2;
B3 = sqrt(b32);
/* thetal */
cl -(px2+py2..LINKO2.bl2 '( 2.O*LINKO~bI)
ci - min(1.O, ci);
si sqrt(1.O-c1*ci);
/0 position invers ulmsfowmation from CB to JO coordinates/
XO =px~cO + py~sO;




prinWf"### XB rang ero ####W
ifiyo>-O0.0 A
thetafi]- atan2( £1, cl);
else(
thetafl 1]- atan2(.el. ci);
if( (thetafl < JiLmN) && (thetaf 1) > JILimP) ){




thetaf 1] = thetafl]/(DR);
I* theta2 */
beta = atan2( pz, b2)
cpsi -min(1.O. ( LINK2+b32-LUNK2 )/( 2.O*LINK2'b3);
sps - sqtl(I.O-cpsi~cpsi);
*.dta2_p = ( atan2( spsi, cpsi) - betay(DR);
theta2_n = (atlan2(.epsi, cpsi) - betay(DR);
1* thet&3 */
c3 = min(1.O, ( b32-LINK22-LINK32 )/( 2.O*LINKLINK3 ))
s3 = sqzt(1.0-c3*c3);
thta3_p - stan2( s3, c3y1(DR);
theta3 n =atan2(-s3, c3yl(DR);





th(2J = thet2_p; th[3] = thetapn
case 1:
thf2] = tbea2_n;th[3] theWap;
case 2:
th[2J = theta2_n; th[3] = tbeta~p;
case 3:
th[2] = theWa~p; th[3] = theWa~p;
kinematics(th, hp, ki, k2, ft);
if( (fabs~px-ft[XB]) < 1i.Oe-3)
&& (fabs~py-flIYB]) < 1.Oe-3)




priW##### NO SOLUTION FOR THETA2 & THETA3 \## n-);
H
/TITLE: world body()
IFUNCTION: Coordinate transfonnalion from BODY to WORLD
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//INPUTS: culer ang meurtbp=t&A4pbiJ) Origin of BODY coordinates.
II AzisnuthElevationRoll
II ~Yaw P"t~RolJ
/1 OUTPUTrS: WORLD coordinates
/CALLED BY.Uipd0pbaae(, tripodlpbaaeO, bodyphaso
void world body(double eulerf, // Euler angles
double orgfl. HI Origin of BODY coordinates on WORLD
double positiona)y/ coordinates
double ci, c2, c3, si, s2, s3;
double x. y. z;






positionpM~ - c~c2*x + (cls2*s3.sl~c3)*y + (cl~s2*c3+sl~s3)*z + orgMX;
position(YWAJ = sl~c2*x + (sl~s2*s3+cl~c3)*y + (sl's2*c3-cls3)*z + org[Y];
position[ZW] = -s2*x+ c2*s3*y + c2*c3*z + org[Z];
!TriTL: body_ worldO
/FUNCTION: Coordinate transfonmation firom WORLD to BODY




IICALLED BYiripodophaseO, tripodiphasco, hodyph.~zeO
void body world(double eulerf], // euler angle
double orgfl, // origin of BODY coordinates on WORLD
double positionfl) //coordinates
double ci, c2, c3, si, s2, s3; /* cosa) sino/














//INPUT. (x~yffody coordinate~s of all six feed and body center; tripod
H/ numnber (0 -tripod 0, 2 - tripod 1); direction
IIOUTPUT: maximaum stride possible without exceeding workspace
I/FUNCTION: Thim finction finds the maximum stride possible for AquaRobot,
H/ using a tripod gait, given an arbitrary direction as an input.
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double msxdistance 235anfoot(Nod-Mobwo &,% WalkParaMetr 'w
mit aiciiUdmue, doubieý double, double, double*, double. WA. double', double )
ing segiztdoubko. double, double. double', double., double &Y,
// initalization
double inad -37.5; // inner radius of worlaqie~c
double outrad - 178.2107; // outw radius of wotskPace





















for (convert -0; convert'<-=5; convert+.-){
cenbodf-overtj - onLbodycaetercoordjcovart];
double dir - wp.direction M R
tint rpod = wp-phase;
foa-(convert = 0; convert <- 2; onvert++){
eulertconvestl = vmnbody center _coordjconvert1;
body center~convert] = am~bodyce.tecoordjconvert+3];
itatic double seglpin[2] (36.9686, 6.8524);
HI inside endpoint of CW segment #1
static double seglpout[2] = (160.2049,78.0606);
// outside endpoint of CW segment #1
static double segi -inf2J (36.8686, -6.9524),
HI inside endpoinat of CCW segment #1
static double seglnoutj2] = (160.2049, -78.0606);
i//outside endpoin of CCW segment #1
static double seg2pinj2] (12.5, 35.3553);
I//inside endpoint of CW segment #2
static double seg2pmut2j = (12.5.,177.7-718);
I/outside endpoint of CW segment #2
static double seg2nin(2] (24.3696, 29.5030);
// inside endpoint of CCW segment #2
static double seg2nout[2] - (147.7049,99.7112);
I/outside endpoint of CCW segmet #2
static double seg3pin[2] (-24.3626, 29.5030);
H/inside endpoint of CW segment #3
static double segepout[2] =(147.7049, 99.7112);
Ioutside endpoint of CW segment #3
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static double ses3nin[2J (-12.5, 35.3553);
H inside endpoint of CCW segmest #3
static double seg3noutf21 - (.12.5, 177.7718);
//outside endpoin of CCW segmnat #3
static double seg4pinf21 - (.36.9686,. 6.8524);
HI inside endpoint of CW segment #4
static double seg4pout[2] - (-160.2049, -78.0606);
//outside endpoin of CW segment #4
static double seg4nin(21 =(-36.8686,.6.9524),
// inside endpoint of CCW segment #4
static double seg4noutf2j = (- 160.2049, 78.0606);
H/ outside endp)oint of CCW segment #4
static double seg~pin[2) (.12.5, -35.3553);
H/inside endpoint of CW segment #5
static double seg5pout[2J = (-12.5. -177.7718);
I//outside endpoint of CW segmast #5
static double seg5nin[2] (-24.3686, -28.5030);
H/ inside endpoint of CCW segment #5
static double seg5nout[21 ={f147.7049, .99.7112);
H/outside enidpoint of CCW segment #5
static double seg6pin[2] (24.3686, -28.5030);
H/inside enidpoin of CW segment #6
static double seg6pout[2] = (147.7049, -99.7112);
f/outside endpoint of CW segment #6
static double seg6nin[2] =(12.5, .35.3553);
HI inside endpoint of CCW segment #6
static double seg6noutf2] = (12.5, -177.7718);
H/outside endpoint of CCW segment #6
fl convert from WORLD to BODY coordinates
body_ world(euler, body center, afoot);
body world(eule, body center, bfoot);
body worid(euler, body center, cfoot);
body wodd(euler body~center, dfooty,
body_ world(euler, body center, efoot);
body w-id(-Ize, bod) center, ifoot);
body_ worid(euler, body center, &cenbod[3]);
if (trip~od = 0
il test footlI in leg 1 workspace
footnum = 1; H/select foot nunber one
// test for inersection with outer workspace limit
intercept flag -arcint(afoot, dir, cenbod, outrad, segInfout, seglpout, footnum., intercets, nidistance);
if (intercept flag = 1)
distance-a =mdistance;
I/ test for intersection with inner workspace limit
inwteretflag = arcint(afoot, dir, cenbod, inrad, seginin, segipin, footnuin, intercepits, mndistance);
if (intercpt flag 1)
disance-a = mdisanice;
/I test for intersection with CW workspace limnit
intercept flag = segint(afboo( dir, segipin, segipout, intereps mdistance);
if (intercept .fiag = 1)
distanice a =mdxistanoe;
// test for intersection with CCW workspace limit
intercept flag = segint(afoot, dir, seginin, seginout, intercepts, madistance);
if (intercept~flag=ý 1)
distance-a -mitne
H/ test foot3 in leg 3 workspace
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foomurm - 3-,I/ select foot number three
// tea for intersecion with outer workspace limtu
wavtreptBag - arciztcfoot, dar, cenbod, outrad,
-eot seg3pout footnum intercepts. mdutseace);
if (inturcq* flag - )
distanceb - indistance;
H/ test for intersection, with minner workspace limit
wavereplflag -arcint(cfoot, dir, ombod, irad.
seg3nin. seg3pin. footnuin, intercepts, indastnc);
if (waercept flagl )
Aimsanceb - mdistance;
// test for inersectioni with CW workspace limit
mntrcept flag = segint(cfboo, dir, seg3pin. seg3pout,
inecps IndListance);
if (intercept-flag -1)
distance b = mdistance;
// test for isescinwith CC WworkSPace limit
intercept flag -segmt,*foat. dir, segoam, segonout,
intercepts msdiance);
if (itercptflag - 1)
distance-b - nidistance;
I//test foot5 in leg 5 workspace
footnuin = 5; // select foot nMwiber five
H/ test for uitesection with outer workspace limait
inteceptfla = arcit(efooi. dir, cenbod, outrad
segsnout. segepout. footum.m intercepts, indistazic);
if (intercept-flag -1)
distance-c - ndistance;
I//test for intersection with inner workspace limit
intercept-flag = arcizt(efoot, dir, caibod, izrad
segenin, segepin, footzius, intercepts, -distance);
if (intercePt flag-i1)
distance-c - tindistane;
H/test for intersection with CW workspace limit
intercept flag - segint(efoot, dir, segepin, see~p-it,
intercepU mdistanc);
if (intercept-flag -1)
distance c - indistance;
I//test for intersection with CCW workspace limit
utteceptflag - segint(etoot, dir, segninn, segenout,
if (intercept-flag- 1) X^Ids-e
distance-c - md~isance;
rmadist = min(min(distance a, distance _b) distance _c);
I //this ends tripod 0 testing
else if (tripod -2){
I/test foot2 in leg 2 workspace
footnum - 2; H/select foot niumber two
li test for intersection with outer workspace limit
intrceptflg arcint(bfoot. dir. cenbod, outrad,
seg2nout, seg2pout, footnum, intercets -distance);
if (itercept flag -'* 1)
distance a - mdistance;
// test for intersection with uinter workspace limt
intercept flag - arcint(bfbool dir, cebod, iruad,
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u m seg2VASpi~ fooURA nter-lm.mdistance);
if OoecuPtfag I)
distance-& - windiance;
//tea for interection with CW worksac limit
iMercq*_flag segim~boot. dir, -egpuin seg2pout,
-nacf ndicsa0Ce);
if (jigercept flag- 1)
distance a - indisiance;
l edt for intersection with CCW workspace limit




// test foot4 in leg 4 workspace
fboouinn- 4; // select foot number four
// tet for intersection with outer worksace limit
intercept flag - arcintdfoot, dir, cenbod, outrad,
-e~ot seg4pout, footnunm intercepts rodislance);
if (interceptflag - 1)
distance b = m~istance;
// test for intersection with inner workspace limit
intercept flag = arcint(dfoot, dir, cenbod, in"ad
seg4nin. seg4puin footnum, intercepts, mdistance);
if (interceptjliag - 1)
distance-b - mdistance;,
I1 test for intersection with CW wo&Vsace limit
intercept-flag - segintdfoot. dir, seg4pin. seg4pout,
inecps ministance);
if (iterceptjlag -= 1)
distance b - mudistance;
I//test for intersection with CCW worksace limit




// teat foot6 in leg 6 worksace
footnuni = 6; H/select foot number six
// teat for intersection with outer workspace limit




/Htew for intersection with wmer workspace limit
inteceptjliag =arcint(ffoot, dir, cenbod, inrad, seg6nin, seg6pin,
footnum, intercepts, nidistance);
if (interceptjlag == 1)
distance c = nidistance;,
H/ test for intersection with CW workspace, limit




H/test for intersection with CCW workspace limit





maidist - min(mm(ditanea, distanb), distan,_C,
)f this nds tripod I tsting
reum (maxdist);
}//tis ends function maxditance25amfoot
//II see•IO*e**aeIO;e**saeseeps•sJo~JSp***•*bS*O4S**O**OaOS****SO**e*S*
//'IrTL: maxiljiance 45cnmfoot)
"!zP'rUr: (x~y)body coordinates of all six fest and body ceter, tripod
number (0 = tripod 0, 2 - tripod 1); direction
//OUTPUT: maximum stride possible without exceeding wo&race
//FUNCTION: This fimniion finds the maximum stride possible for AquaRobot,
1/ using a tripod gait, given an arbitrary direction as an input
//S**S*S***S****S**** SA UO*~******S*****S-*******************
double maxdistance 45cmfoot(NcxtMotion &nm WaLkParameter &wp){
mt arcint(double$, double, double*, double, double*, double*, int, double*, double &),
int segint(double*, double, double*, double*, double*, double &);
//initialization
double inrad - 45.0; H inner radius of workspace
double outrad = 149.27; // outer radius of workspace
double max distancea, distance_b, distancec;
double intercepts[2J;
double distance = 0;










bfoot[3] = nm.foot 2coord3)3;
cfoot[31 = rm.foot 3_coordp];
dfoot3] = inmfoot 4_oordp3;
efoot[3] = nm.foot_5_coord[3];
ffoot[3] = rn.foot_6 coord(3];
cenbod[6] = nm.bodycetercoord{6];
double dir = wp.direction;
int tripod = wp.phase;
static double seglpin(2] = (45.0, 0.0);
// eiside endpoint of CW segment #1
static double seglpout[2] = (139.0446,54.2967);
// outside endpoint of CW segment #1
static double seglnin[2] = {45.0, 0.0);
/r aiside endpoint of CCW segnent #1
static double seglnout[2] - (139.0446,-54.2967);
// ouLside endpoint of CCW segment #1
static double seg2pin[2] = (22.5, 38.9711};
//inside endpoint of CW segment #2
static double seg2pout[2] = (22.5, 147.5645);
//outside endpoint of CW segment #2
static double seg2nin[2] = (22.5, 38.9711);
//inside endpoint of CCW segment #2
static double seg2nout[2] = (116.5446, 93.2678);
/outside endpoint of CCW segment #2
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static double seg3pin[21 ( -22.5. 38.9711),
// inside endpoint of CW segment #3
static double acg3poutl2l - t-116.5446, 93.2678);
I//outside endpoint of CW segmnat #3
static double seg3nin(2) = (-22.5, 38.9711).
// inside endpoint. of CCW segment #3
static double seg3nout[21 - (-22.5, 147.5645),
/I/outside endpoint of CCW segment #3
static double seg4pin(2) = (-45.0, 0.0);,
H/ inside endpoint of CW sepnent #4
itatic double seg4poutf2] (-139.0446, -54.2967),
I//outside andpoint of CW wsement #4
static double seg4nin(21 (-45.0, 0.0);
I//inside endpoint of CCW segaent #4
static double seg4nout[21 (-139.0446, 54.2967);
I//outside endpoint of CCW segment #4
static double segSpinf2] = (-22.5, -38.9711);
H/ inside endpoint of CW segment #5
static double seg~poutj2] (-22.5, -147.5645);
// outside endpoint of CW segment #5
static double seg5nin(2J (-22-.5 -38.9711);
// inside enidpoint of CCW segment #5
static double seg5nout[21 - (-116.5446, -93.2678);
// outside endpoint of CCW segment #5
static double seg6pin[21 = (22.5, -38.9711);
// inside endpoint of CW segment #6
static double seg6pout(2) (116.5446,-93.2678);
I//outside endpoint of CW segment #6
static double seg6ninj2j (22.5, -38.9711);
I//inside endpoint of CCW segment #6
static double seg6nout[2] = (22.5, -147.5645);
// outside endpoint of CCW segment #6
if (tipod - 0)f
// test footl in leg 1 workspace
footmnm = 1; I//select foot number one
// test for intersection~ with outer workspace limit
intercept flag - arcint(afoot, dir, cenbod, outrad, seginout, segipout, footnwn, intercepts, d&Stance);
if (intercept flag -1)
distance-a -distance;
// test for intersection With CW workcspace limit
intecept flag = segint(afoot, dir, segi pit% seglpout interepts, distance);
if (inteeptjlag -1)
distance-a -distance;
//test for intersiection with CCW workspace limit
intercept flag = segint(afoot. dir, segInin, seginout, intercepts, distance);
if (intercept-fiag - 1)
distance-a -distance;
//test foot3 in leg 3 workspace
footnum = 3;IH select foot number three
// test for intersection with outer workspace limit
intercept flag = arcint(cfoot, dir, cetbod, outrad,
seg3nout, seg3pout, footnum, intercepts, distance);
if (intercept flag -- 1)
distance b =distance;
// test for intersection with CW workspace, limit




distance b - distance;
// test for intesection, with CCW workspace limit




fl/test foodS in legS5 workspace
footnwn = 5; HI select foot number five
// test for intersection with outer workspace limit
intrcept flag =arcintefoot. dir, cenbod. outrad
segenout, segepout, footnu intecepts distance);
if(interceptjflag -1)
distance c -distance;
H/test for intersection with CW workspac limit
intercept flag = segint(efoot, dir, seg~pin, segepout,
-necqs ditne;
if (interceptjflng- 1)
distance c - distance;
//test for intersection with CCW worksPac limit




H/this ends tripod 0 testing
else if (tripod = )
I/test foot2 in leg 2 workspace
footnumn = 2; // select foot number two
f//test for intersection with outer workspace limit
intercpt~fla = arcint(bfoot, dir, cenbod, oubvad
segpnout, seg2pout, footnurn, intercepts, distance).
if(intecept~flag -1)
.iistance a. = distance;
//test for intersection with CW workspace limit
ecetag= segint~foot, dir, seg2pin, seg2pout,
.Aere;A~iagintercepts distance);
if (intercept-flag -1)
distance a = distance;
fl/test for intersection with CCW workspace limit
intercept flag: = segnt(bfoot, dir, seg2nm., seg~Znout,
intercepts, distance);
if (intercept~fiag - 1)
distance-a. = distance;
I//test foot4 in leg 4 workspace
footnm = 4; //select foot number four
//test for intersection with outer workspace limit
intecept flag = arcint(dfoot, dir, cenbod, outrad
seg4nout, seg4pout, footnum, intercepts, distance);
if (interceptJlag -1)
distance b = distance;
H/test for intersection with cw workspace limit
intercept flag = negt(dfoot, dir, seg4pin, seg4pout,
intercets distance);
if (intercept-flag -1)
distance b = distance;
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HI tesa for intersection with CCW workspace limit




fl tes fooct6 in leg 6 workspace
lbonwnm 6; // select foot number six
HI test for intersection with outer worksace limit
inteceptflag = arcnt(ffoot, dir, cenbod, outrad, seg6nout, seg6pout,
footwnum intercepts distance);
if (inerceptjla - 1)
distance-c -distance-,
H/test for intersection with CW workspac limit




HI test for intersection with CCW workspace limit
interceptjliag = segInt(ffot, dir, segonin, segonout,
intercepts, distance);
if (intercept-flag = 1)
distance-c -distance-
# /this ends tripod I testing
maxdist = mn~nxindistance~a, distance b), distance c);
return (inaxdist);
Ithis ends funiction maxdisance_4Sanfoot
//TITLE: arcintO
i/INPUT: (sxy)body coordinates of a selected foot; direction; body cente,
H radus of workcspace; CCW arc segment endpoints; CW arc segment
HI endpoints; foot number selected
IIOUTPUI': intercepts of arc segment; mdisutace to the intercepts firomn the
IIcufeden foot position; flag to indicate Awether an intercept
II was found
I/FUNCTION: Tins function deternmies whether there is an intercept of the
H/ desired direction of the foot with an arc segment defining a part
HI of the workspace.
int arcint(double footo, double direction, double cenbod[], double radius, double neg limita, double pos limitj], int foot-number,
double interceptso, double &mdfistance)
fl initialization
double a, b, c, d, *_intercept, yintercept,
double perp distance, length, x~perp, y~perp;
double rad sopared, perp squared;
double radius test, inkdirection, out_direction;
double arc foot, neg~arclimit, posarc imit,
int arcsegmentjliag = 0;
p-p distance ((cenbod[4J - foot[I])*cos(direction))
-((cenbod[3] - foct[0])*si(direction));
if (perpdistance <= radius)(
rad squared = radius~radius;
perp squared = perp~distance~peip~distance;
if (perp distance < 0)
length = sqrt (-(mad squared - perp squared));
else
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laigl - sqnt(rad square - perpsquaed);
I/find (x~y) at intersecisso of perpindicular mdastance and length
x~p-p = oeWbod{3] + (pep distanmesin(darctioui));
yperp = ceWbod(41 - (-pupdistan-cc *d-etion)y.
fl test if foot is in"id or outside radius
a - (footf 1) - ccmbof4J)*(fbotf1] - cenbod14];
b -(fbooj~j - cenbod[3j)*foot[O] - cenbodpJ);,
radius-tes sqrt(a + b);
if (radius test > radius)(
I/find (x~y) at intersection of ray and arc if foot is outside radius
xýinterep - x~pup - (leogtcos(diredtion));




I//find (x~y) intersection of ray and arc if foot is inside radius
)xiztrdfcep = xpap + (lenglcos(direction));
yjntercep = yj~erp + Qlsh'sin(direction));
interceptst0] = x-intercept
intercepts [1] = Y-intercqet
// radius test ends here
HI test if intersection is in desired direction
in direction = foot[O]%oos(direction) + foot[ l]Ssin(direction);
out direction - x interceptcos(direction) + y~intercept~sindirection);
if (in direction <= out direction){
c - (y intercept - fOot[lD)(Y intercept - footf 1];
d = (x intercept - footfO])*(xjnitercept - footf 01);
mndistance = sqrt(c +d)
// test if intersection is vhthin arcsegmnent
arc-foot = atan2(y intercept - cenbod[41, x _intercept - cenbod[31y;
neg~arqclimit = atam2(negjfirnItj - ces"[d41, nc&_imk[j0J cenbod[31);
pos arc limit = alan2(pos limnitl] - cenol)4]), posjimait[O] cenbodf 3]);
HI tests to ensure pr oper sections of arcs are used
if (foot numnber-1)
if (arc foot >= neg arc Iimit && arc-foot <= pos~arclimit)
arcsegment flag = 1;
else(
if (direction >0)(
if (neg~arc lirmit < 0)
neg~arcý_irnit -neg~arc limit + (2*PI);
if (posarclisnt < 0)
pos arc lfimit -poe arc limit + (2'PI);
if(arc foot < 0)
arc foot -arc foot + (2*P1);
if (ar foot >= ;egarc limit && arc-foot <= poe arc imit)
cite { I/ direction < 0
if (ne-arc limit > 0)
negarc limit - neg arc limnit.- (2*P1-,
if (poe arc lIimit > 0)
pos arc limit = poe arc limit - (2*P1);
if (arc-foot > 0)
arc foot = arc foot - (2*P1);
if (a;c foot >-- n-e&.arc limit. && arc-foot <= poe arc Imit)
arwegxmet flag = I;
fl direction teat ends here}lfoot nurnber teatends here
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H/in~tersection test ends here
//i perpuindacar test ends here
if (arceegmnent-flag != 1){
arcsegment flag - 0;
) / nulU&A4g parameters enuk heme
returm (arcsegmnww flag);
HI smuit finction ends here
i/REVISED: ....
/r.71TLE: seito
i/INPUT: (x~y)body coordinates of a selected foot; direction, inner
Hi endpints; outer enpit
i/OUTPUT: inercepts of line segnent. mdistance to the intercepts from the
iicurrent foot position, fiag to indicate wh4ether an intercept
Hi was found
i/FUNCTION: This function determines wbedier there is an intercept of the
IIdesired direction of the foot witu I:= segment defining a part
H/ of the wodcqace.
int segint(double foot&i double direction, double insegil, double outsegfl,
double intercepts[O, double &rndistanoe)
II intalzton
double a, b.c, d, theta segment, thieta_difference;
double x numerator, y numerator. denominator;
double x intercept. y~intercept;
double segment test, CCW, CW. point 1, point_2,
int linesegment flag = 0;
fl find theta. of line segment
thieta segment - atan2(autsegflj - imeg(1J, outse-g[O) - insed~O));
theta-difference -direction - theta segment;
// if there is no difference between direction ray and the orientation of
H/the line segnent being tested, then they are parallel; no intersection
if( theta difference != 0.0
&& theta difference !PI
&& theta difference !-PI){
b - (izsgf0]*sin(thetasegnent)) - (inse[Ij~cos(tbeta _segment));
a -(foot[O)*sin(direction)) - (footfl]*%os(direction));
xýnumerstor =(-cos(theta~segment)a&) + (cos(direction)*b);
y~nuwerato - (sin(direction)%b) - (sin(tlietasegmenit)a);
denominator - sin(thetasegment - direction);
X-intercept = x numerator / denominator,
y~intercept = y numerator / denominator,
intercepts[0j = x-intercept;
intarcepb;[1] y~intercept;
f//determine iftbe direction ray intersects the line segmient
CCW = (imseg[Oj~cos(thta segment) + inseg(1]~sin~dwta segmentA));
CW = (outsegf 0]*cos(theta segment) + outsegfl]*sin(thetk segment));
segment_ te- ()Lintece cos(thieta~segment)
+yntresitetsnnt)
if ((CCW <- segment test ) && (CW >= segment test))( // if true, intersection
HI determine if the orientation is correct
point = (x intercept~cos(direction) + yintrcptsin(direction));
point)I = (foot[0]*cos(direction) + fbotf11*sin(direction))-.
if (point. 2> point 1){
H/correct orientation
linesegment flag = 1;
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c - (y itercqtt - foot(l.I)'(y-kttacqt - foot[1D;
d - (x ._inssrq* - fbot(On'x gusrcept - focttI~);
todigace= -sqr(c + Y
HI orientation we and heme
II lieSep=*t izusectionto ten as heme
II line intersection ten ondt here
HI if one of the teab fails, there is no usescieon
if (lismermept-flq !- 1)(
linsepnet-fta - 0;
II .iliiyig Parametffs ends here
retur Oinemiepnatflaay











void ellipse(WallkPa~rameter &, double, double 0);




void world_body(double', double*, double*X
extern
void body would(double*, double*, double*);
extern
int acint(double'. double, double*, double, double*, double',int,double$, double&;
extern
int segkntdouble', double, double*, double*, double*, double £c, int);
ettem
double maxdistance 2Scznfbot(Nex Motion &, Wallk~arameter&)
extarn




I/PURPOSE: tripod pat using ellipse trajectory










scnf"%lf Wf, fgoalpmWJ &9oal[YWI);
}Iend of get~goalo
H seseeaa..a.....ss...s*...e...s....*
// FUNCTION: get menu()
mnt get mnen(int meum)
WWnt("..Discrete Mvotion\n-ý
printf ... Continuous Motion =)
scanf("W, &inenu);
retuan (meY)
)// end of ge manOw
// FUNCTION: get footchoiccO (added 06May93)
int get-footchoice(int footsize)
printf("0 ...25 cm~ diameter footpad'si");
priaiW1 ... 45 cm diameter footpad ->");
scantC'¶'", &footsizey,
return (footsize);
)/1 end of get footcboiceo
IFLNC77ON: gait algorithmnQ
void gatit algoriffh(Next Motion &;actual,
double goala,
int menu,





case 0:/H discrete motion
1. set flag '1




ga~_SitPlAM~giaru V4)- ftag goad, &foole;
/S Motion Planninug
disc tipod motion(actual, Wp flag,
break,
caw 1:I coninou moton
/a set Bag 01
000t set fifiaCtUaL, wp, goal, flag);
/* Pit-Planning S/
if(flag~phaseEnd -1) {
oont~gadt9&wmVin&ctual, wp, flat goal);
/0 motion Planning M/
conk tripod mrofion(actual, wvp, flag);
default-
IIprint~walkpaa(wp);
)H/ End 0* gaitaigouitlun
H/FUNCTION: robot mode 10
void robot model(Ne4_tMotion &anm)
double eulerf3l, IEuler angle
double bodyf3]J- IBody Position
double jangle(LEG][JOINTI; HIJoint angle
double jpointjLEG][JORNMflYZ]; I//Joint Position
nitt leg. Joint, axis;
/0 Initialize */
eule[OJ - u-body~criter~coord[OJ;
eulerfl -1 = u.body cwAer cooord[1J;
euler 2] - nmnbody centerý_coord(2];
bo&Axwl - -ibody-ceter -coord[3];
bodytYM - nm.bodyct_c=eroordf4];.
bodyfZWJ - nm.bodyvcenWe_coord[S];
/*joint angle initialize */
for (ferLEGI; leg<--LEG6; leg++)
for (joint-CB; joint<'-FOOT; joint-+){
jangle(leg][joint) - nm~inbdjoint~arglefleglboint];
/fTrickY Part! inbdjoint-anglea[HP.>KNEE2](HIPKNI,KN2.Fr}
//Tricky paut! jangleO(CB ->KNEE2](CBHIP,KNI,KN2,Fr)
for (leV-LEGI; leg'-LEG6; Leg4-){







/0 set NextMotion 0/






I* set contact Riag.
if (sunfootlIcoord1Z W] >- -0.0 1){
vmkgcontactflag[LEG I = 1; H/set contact flag(Ltgl)
ma~foolI-coord[ZWJ - 0.0;
else{
nm~legoontactflag[LEGlJ = 0; // reset contact flag
if (nfoot_2coord[Z WI >- -0.0 1){
nmnle&_contact~flaLEG2J 1; /set contact flag(Lzg2)
mnufoot_2_coord!ZWJ = 0.0;
else{
nmlteg~oonWacflagfLEG2J - 0; IIreset contact flag
if(nm-foot_3_coord[ZW] >- -0.01){
nmiecg~onta4_flag[LEG3] = 1;IH set contact flag(Leg)
.nmfoot_3_coord[ZWI = 0.0;
else{
nm~leg..contact~flagfLEG3j - 0; // reset contact flag
if(nni~foot-4coord[ZW] >= -0.01){
nmieg~coutaqtflagfLEG4j =1; I//set contact flag(Lc-g4)
I
else(
ntn.leg contactjliag[LEG4] = 0; H/reset contact flag
if (nm~foot-5coordfZW] >= -0.01) 1
rnLiegcoontactjlag[LEGS] = 1; H/set contact flag(LegS)
nntfoot_5_coord[ZWI = 0.0;
else(
nm~leg contact flag[LEGS] = 0; H/reset contact flag
if(rnm.foot_6coord[ZW] >= -0.01)
nn. leg contact flag[LEG6] = 1; I//set contact flag(Leg6)
nmn~foot_6_coord[ZW] - 0.0;
else(
nm.leg contact flagjLEG6] = 0; I/reset contact flag
}IEnd of robot modelo
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ITITLE: disc set flago;
/FUNCTION: to set flagoL
//INUT: phase, Next Mlotmc claus. Flag clsass
IOU.TPUT: Flag class
H/CALLED BY: pit algoridIWQ
ICALLS: Nowe
IICOMMENT: f-r discret motion.




I' set phase end flag'




else if ( (wp.pbase -2) H&I TP1 phase
(n-ieg-contact-flaggLEG4] = 1) && /I TPl contuct
(flagphaseEnd - 0))
flag~phaseEnd 1
else if ( (wp.phase BODYO) && /I/BODY phase
(Wa,smn.body~sentqrsoord[3] - (nmnfoot_1_coordfX - TripodSize))
(flagphaseEnd -0)){
fLa&phaseEnd =1
else if( ((wDphase =BODY 1) &A H/BODY Phase






/* set GOAL flag'
distance = sqrt( (nm~body center _coord[3] - goal[XW)
*(nm.bodycentqrcoord(3] - goalPMW)
+ (nm~body center coord[4] - goal[YWI)
*(nnibody center -coord[4J - goal[YW]))
if (distance <- wp.bodyWeed){
&l&phaseEnd=1
flag~goal = 1;
}/I End of disc _set fagO
/TITLE: disc~gait~planningo
IFUNCTIION: Gait planning. This function detenins walkring parameters.
IIINPUT: motion phase , Walkaramete class, Flag class.
IIOUTPUT: WalkParameter class.
H/ RETURN: motion Phase.
I/CALLED BY: mainO.
I/CALLS: None
IICOMMNENT: for discrete motion





mlt footsize) I//Pal position
static int counter = 0; IIto count phase number
double distance-, IIdistance between START and GOAL
.' goal case /
if (ftagoal ý1){1
exit(0);
1. to find direction/
wp direction - atan2(&oal(YWj - nm~body centerý-coord[4],
goal [XW - mnnbody center coordf3])(DR); /i degrees





wp.stride = maxdistance 25cmfoot(nm, wp);
else4
wp.stride = -mlxistance_ 4Scmfbot(nma, wp);
else4
1* incremnent phase
wp-phase - p.phase + 1;
wp-phase = w.phase % 4;
primtf("PHASE = %d5", wp.phase);
if (footsize o ) {
if ( (wp.phas 0) 1 (wp.phase -2))





//this area is for 45cmn footpad, duplicate 25cni footpad routines
counter++;
/* to &in distance between current position and GOAL ~
distance = sqrt( (goal(XW - n-nbody center _ooord[3])
*(goaIPC]-rinmbody_center _coord[3])
+ (goaI[YW] - nmbody_centerý_coord(4j)
,(goal[YW] - iinbody_center~coord[4]));
I' handling in case of robot is near the goal 0/




/flURNCTION: dixc tripod miotinO
/1PURPOE: discrte tripod tnotion.
IIto compuite am mncrmntial moio using ellipse trajectory.
II to calculate one incernwated joint sau
II PUT: class NeodMotion,
HI OUTTPUT: class NeatMotion
IICOMMENT: called by aoeion-.plauniWgO
void diactipodjnofion(Nexl_Motton &anufl. md &p
Flag &flag)
double eulerfflmree~inj oldelefnmeDim]// Euler angles
double deulerfflteeDim); fl Chang in Euler angle
double bodylflreej~imj, oldbody[TlreeDiinl; H/CB position on World
double dbodyflTemeDim]; /Change i BODY position
douable o~danglefLEjlJOlNT; I/old joint angles
double jangle(LEG][JOINT]; H joint angles
double jpoint[LEGUOVInT~jtlh Diin]; //joint positions
static double fooWprntLEG](TlreeDbm]; H/foot peint(contacted point)
double dbni
int leg, Joint, -11,
I' Initialization .1
for (axis.XW; axs<-ZW; axis-+)(
/* euler angles arm not needed for ver. 1 .0
euler~a~ds] -oldeulertsias] = innbody~centrcmd(axis];
bodyfaxis] oldbody(axids] nmoy~cater~coordfaxis+31.








if (flag~phaseEnd 1) (
if (nnL~leLcoontactflallLEGll 1)
footprint[LEGIJ~xis] - n-nlbot-lcoordfaxisl,




if (znmle&contactflaglLEG4] = 1)
footprintLEG4J[axasI - umfoot-4coordfmods];
if(rA~leg~contactflag[LEGSJ = 1)
footpuintLEGSjfvasj - innfoot -c5oo-rdlamji
if (mneg~contaq~flagtLEG6l = 1)
footprintfLEG6(amds1 = nm~fbot_6coooed~axzsl;
10 Joint angle initialize '




I/Tricky part! inbd~joir~ngleO HlP->KNEE2](HIPKNI,KN2}
//Tricky part! jangle0l[CE ->KNEE2]{CEHIP.KNI,KN2)
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if ((wp.omaa%2) -1) ( // if BODY phase, then inceroenL body position
dhn = wp.bodyq-ed;




/* to calculate joint angles ~
for QlerLEGI; leg<=LEG6; keg+-4.){
if( ((%vp.pha- - 0) && ((leeg%2) -0)) HI tp0 AND odd keg#
R(wp.pbase 2) &&((l~e/*2) -'1)) ){ H/ piAND even eg#
1* comnpute FOOT position on an ellipse curve respect to wORLD .
dliiP*-~P, footprintfjleg]J jpoint[lqj[FOO11Y,
/1 Foot Contact Con~dition.*/





jpoint~leg][FOOT](ZW]I - footprint~leg~JZW]; 110.0;
1' Coordinates Transfbnnation(BDY<-WORL.D) 1f
body__word(ettler, body. jpoimtpeg]lFOOT]);
I* Inverse Kiwneatics 0/
mv~kinemtic(jpointjlegj[FOOT],jangle[leg]);




//Tricky part! inbjointanglefl[HI->KNEE2J (HIPIKNl,KN2,FTJ
//Tricky paut! jxrglefllCB ->KNEE2]{CBHIPKNI,KN2,FT}




1* to calculate change in body position and euler angles
for (acis=-XW, axis<=ZW; axis++i) f
deulerfaxis] = eulcr~axis] - oldculerfaxis];
dbodyfvds] = bodyfamds - oldbody[&ios];
I







1' to calculate change in joint angles .
for(jointHIMP; joint<=KNEE2; joint++)(
nnL~eglmotionljoint-lJ -jangle[LEGlIjjointJ - old~jangle[LEGl][joint];
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a2mleotioatjoint- 11 = jangleILEG2Jbointl - oldpnale(LlEG2]bo"]h;
va~leg3roootnfiou1-J -jangle[LEO3Jfjointj - oldantle(LEG3J1jointJ;
mnleg4mnotionfionit-1J =jan&VeEG4Jfioiv1J - o~ni(leEG4J1jo9tJ;
-lgmsnjotiont-I] -Jangle[LEGSJ1jouiat - oldjanglefLEGS]jboizj;
-l.eg6notioajjoint-1 =jangeILEG6JjbointJ - oldangle[LEO6lljotnt);
)/End of discMrpod motion/
IITITLE: coint set fiamY,
/FUNCTION: to set flaga.
// INPUT: phaseNrA Motion classFlag class,
// OUTPUT: Fla class-
I/CALLED BY: gait_aigwrithm()
I/CALLS: Nonw
H/ COMMENT: for catinuous motion.





/- set phase end flag I/
if ( ('wp.phaae - 0) && H/ TPO phase
(rAn Ieg~conatadflagjLEGl] - 1) H&/ TPO contuct
(flagph-sEnd - 0)){
ftaphaseEnd -1;
else if( (wp.phae.- 1) &&IH/TP1 phase





/* Sat GOAL flag'
distance = sqr (mnbody center cordl~j - goaWFAV)
+ (-nbody center _coord(4] - goal[YW])
Qun-body~centercoword[4] - goai(YW]));
if (distance <- wp-bodyqpeed)
flag~phaseEnd - 1;
)H/ End of set flago
H/TITLE: gait.plasming
I/FUNCTION: Gait planning module. This function determins walking parameters.
//INPUT: motion phase, WalkParameter class, Flag class.
II OUTPUT: WalkParameter class-
I/RETURN: motion phas.
fl CALLED BY: maino.
f//CALLS: None
//COMMENT: for continusous motion
void cont~gaitjplanning(Ne~dMotion Lam., H
WalkParameter &wpI/
Flag &flag. //
double goal(XYj) /.'goal position
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static int coowter-0; H/to count phase number
double distance; //distance between START and GOAL
/* goal casew
if (ftsgoa1 l f
exwtO);
I' to determine a stide '






I' increment phase 0/
wp-pbas - wpbase + 1;
wp~pbas - wp.phase % 2;!!/ continuous:., discrete:4
counter++;
/* to find distance between current positon and GOAL S
distance -sqrt( (goualXM - mnbody centercoordf3])
*(SoalPC'W - mbdyccmern-oord[3J)
+ (goaJ[YW] - -nbody centercood[4])
*(goalYW] - nmbody center coord[4])),
fe handling in cuse of robot is near the goal/
if (distac < (wpstride/2.0))J
wp.stride - 2.0'distance;
/0 to find direction/
wp.direction = atan2(&oal[YWJ - nhnbody center_coord[4),
goalP -XW -nmbody centercood[3]y(DR);/ degree
)/End of gaztjlAnnzngo/
H/FUNCTION: cont tripod mnotiono
H PURPOSE: continuous tripod motion.
/1 to copufte one incremental motion using ellipse trajectory.
II to calculate one incremented joint saue
IIINPUT: class Next Motion,
1/OUrPUr: clam NextMotion
ICOMMENT: called by gaitjplanningo.
H/.**@******************,************
void contittripod motion(Next _Motion &nm,
WalkParamete &iwp,
Flag &flag)
double eulerfmlreeDiin], oldeulerrfmreDimj,// Euler angles
double deulerfrhreeDim];, // Change in Euler angle
double bodyfliweeDimi], oldbodyfmbreeDim]; // CB position on World
double dbodyrlhireeDimJ; I/Change in BODY position
double old~jangle[LEG][IOINTJ; // oldjoint angles
double jangef LEG~fJOINTJ; //joint angles
double jpointjLEG][JOlNTl[ThreeDim]; //joint positions
static double footprint[LEGj[ThreeDim]; H/ foot print(contacted point)
double dben;,
int leg. joint, axis;
/0 Initialize'!/
for (axis-'XW; a~cis<=ZW, a,os+-&h
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1* caul angles am not needed for ver. 1.0 ~
eulefaxids] =oldeulrf ai)=1 - -body cgater _coordfsid];
body~axisJ oldbody[aids] - nnibody center _cocrdfsxis+3];
P' Feet position initialize '1
jpoint(LEG1II[FOOI1ta~dsI - nadootI-coordlaxds];
jpoint[LEO2U[FOOII [axis] - mn~foot-2 -coord[aids];
jpoint[LEG3][FOOTMSa~i5] - nm~fbotoQoordiaxis].jpointfLG4]lFOOTJ[axs]s - -omfot4,coord[aids];
jpoin~tULG5][FOOIJ[a)dS] - nmfoot-5coordlaxids;
jpointILEO6][FOOTI[axisJ = nmalwot6_coordfaiis];
P footprint initialize '





if (nnmlegcontactflag[LEG3] - 1)
footprint[LEG3)[axids mnmfoot -3_-coord[axisl;
if(nm~leg~contaetflag[LEG4] -1)
fbootpint[LEG4][amd] = infoot -4 coordlaxisl;
if (nnLA.:&_contadtfiagILEG5I 1)
fbootrint[LEG5]faxis1 -nfoot - - oordfaxis];
if (nmslegontacflaglLEG6] -1)
footpnn[LEG61faxis] nm~footfi-coorda(aids];
/* Joint angle initialize '
for (leg--LEG1; leg<=LEGY6; leg+-+){
for (joinf..CB; joint<-FOOT; joint-+){
jangle jlegjfjointj = nminbdjoink..angleflegll oint);
oldjangle~legJljoint] =jangleplegjljoint];
//Tricky part! inbdjointangle0[M~P->KNEE2]{(HIP,ICN1,KN2,FT)
//Tricky pan!' jAngleflfCB ->KNEE2](CB.HIPKNIKN2,FT)
cdb - wp.bodyveed;








/0 to calculate change in body position and euler angles/
for (axis--XW; axis<=ZW; axis+-+) {
deulerf axis] = euler[axis] - oldeulerfaxis];
dbody[vads] = bodly~axis] - oldbody~aiosj;






nmnbodymotioi45j = dbody(Z WI;
I' to calculate joint angles */
for (leg4.EGI; leg<=LEG6; leg-4){
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if( ((wI pbae= 0) && ((leg%2) 0)) HItp0 AND odd leg#
iK((wpphasel)&-&(oeg%2)-))) //tpiANDevenLeg#
* compute FOOT positimon m an cups. curve respeet to WORLD e
eWiPsewp. footrinttlegJ pomtnleg][FOO'I1)
/* Foot C~ontact CaiditiomS/ H Teerm= Model - Aut






/1 Coordinates Trandafoation(BODY .- WORLD) '
boy~word(euler, body, ipoizf eg[FOO'l);
1' Inverse Kimneatics */
m invpmntcjpift[eJ Fo1],janglc~egJ);
/' set joint angle, 5/
for (joint=CB. joint<=KNEE2; joint+-+)
for (leg=LEGI; leg<-LEG6; leg4-f)(
nzni-u.hjoint~angleclegfljointi =jangleflg][joint];
//rriicy part! inbdjointk_anglefllHlP->KNEE2]{HIEPKN1,KN2,Fr)
//Tridc part! janglefl(CB ->KNEE2](CB,HIPKNI,KN2,FT)
/1 to calculate change injoint angles 5
for joint"'HIP,,joint<=KNEE2; joint++)
nm.Jegmotionmjoint-1] =janlefLEGlIlbointJ - oldjangle[LE01JI oint];
nmIn~g2motion6oifd-I] =jangle(LEG2]jjoint] - oldjangle ILEG2M joint];
nm~leg3rnotion~joint-1J = jangle[LEG3l1joint] - oldjangle[LEG31joaint];
om~leg4motiongoint-1] =jangfe[LEG41 joint] -oldlJangIellLEG4](joimt];-
nmileg5motionljoirt-1J -'jangle[LG5]Ijoint] - oldJangle[LEG5][joint];
nndeg6motionjjoint-l] -jangle[LEG610oint] - oldjangeILEUG6J~joint];
l'End of coot_tripod motion/
H/FUNCTION: ctp foot() (Center of the Tripod -> FOOT)
/H
void ctp__foot(int tp no, double ctpfl, double footUIXYZI, double tripodsize)
double ratio = 3.0/2.0;
int.leg;
for (leg=LEG1; leg'--LEG6; leg++){
if( (Q(pno = 0) && (Qleg'A2) - 0)) 1
((tpno 1 ) && ((eleg2) = 1)))(
footpleg]p(W] - ctpfXW] + tripodsize*coskleg*60-0*DR);
footfieg][YW] -ctp[YW] + tripodsize~sin~leg60-.ODR);
footvlegffZW] ctpfZ WI;
/IEnd of ctp~footo
H/FUNCTION: fooct cpo (FOOT -> Center of the Tripodl
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void fool dp~iAt ppo, doubl dp[1.dou fblefotIJXYZ])
ctppq - (fbootp aoj(XJ + foolqtp~no+2J(XJ + footjtpno,+41tjy3.O;
ctM-(fi"tpoj[YJ + foolfp no2fY iotltp no+41mYy3.o;
ctp[) -(fbt~t~po[Zj+ fot~p~w2][] +footftp_-n+4J[ZjY3.O,
)HI End of foot ctpO
fl TITLE: prinmt~abQ
// FUNCTION: tk print out Neid-motion class variable "anu








prinf( BODY Xw--MYw-fZw--%f~n', mn~bodycaztýcroortd[3],
-mbodyocenWacoordf 4].
nambody~centerýcoord[5]);






pWit~ F00T3 Xw-/f Yw=-fZw--4tn amfootý_3_coordRXW],
nmmfoot_3_00rd[YW],
-lfoot_3_00rd[ZW]);
prnFW FOOT4 Xw-AtYiw-WeZw-%&" nmfboo_4._cor0[XW]
mnloot_4ý_coord[YW],
wnfoot_4_Coord[ZW]);
piitf FOOTS Xw-Af Yw-MZw-%i~n , nmlootS-coordfxW],
- nm-foot_S_coordfl'VIT,
mnA'oot 5coord[ZW]);









printf("FOOT CONTACT FLAG \n");
for(legLECYl; leg<=LEG6;, leg++)(
printf(' legled--Od", Icg4-l, nrleg contact flagaegD;
printf("n);
//End of print staftso
1/TITLE: printwasqnma
//FUNCTION: to print out Waflcaramneter clms variables statis
I/INPUTS: class Walkparamnder.
// OUTPUTrS: None.
/H CALLED BY: MotionPlanningO
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ICALLS: None
void print walkpqra(Walk:Parameter &wp)
prkint('m-WALK PARAMETERS-\a");
puia(PHASE-*d'n-p-phmwy




IEND OF FILE "artppiLC-
IIFUNCTION: print..nu~dataO
void prin1_Bmudala(NextMotion u)
double 4ilaf 3]; IIEuler an&l
double W~dy[31; IIBody Position
doable jangle[LEG][JOINT; I/Joint angle
double jpoint. EGJ(JOINTI[XYZ]; I//Joint Position
mnt leg, joint;
/t print for GNU plot data file ~






eulerf 1] - n-body center coord(1J;
-ul-[21 -n-body center _coord[21;
bo&Axwl = mn-body-penter-coordPl.
bo&Ayfw] - nmbody-center-coordl4J;
body[ZW] = -nbody center coord[5];
I' joint angl initalz 1
for (legLEG1; leg<=L.EG6; leg++)
for (joint=CB;joint<-FOOT;jointi+){
janglefleglljointj = nn-inbdjointa&nglc(lcg][joint];
for (leg--EGl; leg<=LEGG6; leg++)




/4 Coordinate Transfarmation(WORLD<.BODY) 4




















fprintd(fpl,"% i- i Fa oitLGIIOl1Y)




*Win~fp2,-Yef Vde~n, bodyfXW], body[YWJY,
fciosc*fpI)l
fcloee(p2);
)IEnd of print~pu datao1
H/FUNCTION: printjoint~dataO
void printjointdata(Ne4_Motion &mn)
P print for GNU plot daba file 0I
FILE Ofpll, *f~l Op31, Of~l ¶fpS, Ofp6I,
FILE 'fpl2, '11,22, '11,32, Of42, '11,52. T,2
























iIWria41.%'n", -ibdjo z~nK Er-4J(IjpU








4mintf~fp13,"O/f \n", nnibdjoint~angW.(LEGI ][KNEE2Dy,
*intf~f23,"W~e, mnanbdjoint~an&l[LEG2][KNEE2]);
fpcbiitp33,"%f , -ninbdjoint_-zO[eg.3I[IKNEE2J);




fcloaeqfp2ly, fcl se(p22), fcloseQ~23);
fcloaeQfp,31Y fclosefj32); fcloee~jp33);
fcloee(4y,4I fclose~fj42); fclose(lj,43);
fcloae(f, 1); fclose(fpS2); fclose(1j53);
fclose~l,6 1); fclose(fp62); fclose(fp63);












void gait algorithmn(Next_Motion *,double (1, mnt. inty,
extent
void robot model(Next Motion&)
extern
void discgait~planning(Next Motion &, WalkParamneter &,Flag &,double 0, int);
extern
void disc-set-flag(Next Motion &, WA~cParanieter k, double [], Flag&)
extern
void disc tripod mnotion(Next Motion &,WalkParameter &,Flag&)
extent
void coatgaitjlanning(Next Motion AWalarameter AFlag A, double 0);
extern
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void cost_f•_la(NeMu &. Wationamter &, doub" 0M Flag );
extmer
void o _t d_m notion(NvtMotion , WalkParainda ., Flag AX)
exu~m
void ctp foi*t, double [] double [PCYZ]L double),
void footcp(ut. double 0, do" DPCYZI);
extern
void prm _uaaus(NextMotion );
extern
void pintwallkpra(WalkParameter A);





//PURPOSE: This file makes a stick aquarobot graphics
// interactive design
// It utilizes Kinematic fuictiom to determine xyz
HI coordinates
// CONTAINS: functiom shown in boLh
//NOTE: This is and IRIS 3D program written in C+-
//UPDATE: Last Update 1993 Apr 30 by Kenji Suzuki
#include "gl.h" II aphics library
#include "device.h" // graphic& library file
#include <stdiodb> // C++ library


















double goal[XY]; II goal position, WORLD coordinates







HI initialize the BRUS ~sytem
HI Create Pop UP Menus
- niakethemenusaO













coord - Findl~asitions(squabody, legi, kg2, leg3, legit, leeS, leg6);
trams - TransfeToGxaitcood, aquabody);
while (TRUE) {









flithe pait algorithmn is fincoporate in this case
// actual -tram;,
fl Something wrong!




gait-algorithmo(temp, goal, menu, footsize);
comw= temp;




dam- tro - ~ x~wjj





















H en/endifnqvet uee te
color(BLUE); // badckgund color







Iturn z-buffaing off '
zbuffer(FALSE)-.







Iset up the preferre aspect ratio
keepasp '(XMACREEN+1,YMAXSCREEN+I);
I//set up window size
prepositiom(700.0,120O.0,200.0,7O0.0O)
II rfjposion(200.0. 1300.0,0.0. 900.0)y,
prfposita(200.0, 750.0, 500.0, 900.0); // for video converter screen
// open a wiindow for the program
winopenAquakobot");
II make a tidle
win~tle(AquaRobot");
I/ put the IRIS into double buffer mode
do-blebuffiaor.
// configure the IRIS (means use the above commnand sctamng)
-cnfgor;



















addtopup(cameramenu,"ABOVE Olw2 I LEGS-6 VIEW %/x3");
addtopup(cameawmenu,"LEGI VIEW Ox4 j LEG4 VIEW 91w.S");
addtopip(cameramenu, -LEG2-3 VIEW %'c9");
I/build the top level menu
topmenu- defpup("RolI Off Side VItI Camnera %xl 0/dnIFileRead Ix6 fResetFile %/xg[KeybdRead %x7jReset %/x141 E'ct
%x15",carneramenu);
fl return the name of this menu
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/* Function, ProoessMeaw Hit *
void jonw tlnghititem){
switch -- .+
case CAMERA-: top slide off me n d
case ABOVE: fl Graphics Coordinates
vx 0.0 + rfrx
vy - 100.0 +rfr,
vz = 0.0 + rfzt
breakcase LEG56_VEEW: / View from the behind robot 1vx= -0.0 +rfr,
vy = 400.0 +rfy,
vz= -800.0 + rfz;
break;case LEGIVIEW:vx = 800.0 + rfr,
vy - 400.0 +rffy








vx 0.0 + rftc












/* for objects that are an the same coordinate system but aren't moving




// .*@l•l***.S* O. .s.*@*..O l SS6SS8**OaS*S@• *O*S...SSSS**S* e*SS*S
//FUNCTION: BUILDNONMOVINGVIEWINGMATRIX//o,@4e6G@@,@@o,***8q*•**@e*.oos@@oe**•***•*ee*o*e***.e*
void buildnoemnvingviewiagmaxifloat vxyfloat vyfloat vz.
float
refx~float refyfloat raft)
Iwe must call loadimat before we get the projection
// and viewing stuff..
H/just call the perspective + viewing matrices
poectonndviewinwnri(vxvyveBc4refy~mf);
/* put up the projection and viewing matrix //t/ ..... ee..e..es......IIS,. Ies*S.S*SOO S 808SS8ee*SS0**SSSS *08 *S
I/FUNCTION: PROJECTIONANDVIEWINGMATRIX
void projectionandviewin•ptrix5float vxIloat vyjloat vz,
float refxfloat reyfloat reft){
fI pepecive projection 3D for the world coord sys
l the near and far values arm distances from the viewer
HIto the near and far clipping planes.
HI We are at (vxvyvz) and looking towards
H the center point of the object..
II (towards (reftxrefy reft)).
perpective(450,1.2S,NEARCUIPPING,FARCLIPPING);
looks(vx,,vy,vzXrfxrefy,refz,o);
Il this routine loads a unit matrix onto the top of the stack
void loadunito{
static float un[4](4] { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0};




double *leglc, double *leg2c, double *leg3c.




I +x to right, +y up, +z out of screen ->for graphics
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HI +x owt of leg1. +y out of sauu, -z down->foe aquarobot
II x z y
inove(bodyc3l.-bodyctS,bodyc[4l)
d-wvodycf6J.4bodycflJ.bodycj7T














































draw(leg6c[9],-Ieg6cf 1 1] .344~c10]);
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H/ FILENAME: botH
// PURPOSE: defie cntUns and fiuaaom used it boLC
i/ NOTE: This s an IRIS 3D prognam vwitenu n C++// $OsOgs**.eIIOasgj***S***e*e6S~o eS*0es *~S•@S**S~S**S @S SS@S*
#iAld BBOT_H
#deflne_00TH











#define NEARCLIPPING 10.0 I/planes defined
// #define FARCLIPPING 1023.0
#define FARCLIPPING 2047.0 H changed 14MAY93, C.Schue
long maket sO;
static float rfc* reference point on in the x direction */
static float ftr/" reference point on in the y direction
static float rftV0 reference point on in the z direction
static float vx, / view point on in the x direction 0/
static float vy, / view point on in the y dirtion




void initializeO; // initializes graphics layout
void loadunitO; //a unit matrix used in rotation/translaion
void projectionandviewingmatrifloat vx, float vy, float vz,
float Trfi, float rely, float rft);
void buildnonmovingviewingnainx(float vx, float vy, float vz,
float refx, float refy, float reft);
void drswAquadouble e, double *, double', double,
double *, double *, double e);//includes all legs and body
#endif
'/FILENAME: Kinematics.C
//PURPOSE: to determine positiom(x,y,z) from the H matrix
// to read from a file the new link angle changes













HI xyz coordinates awe determined fiun the H matrix and
// return the coordinates using the Return Coordinates stucture
ReturnCoordinates FindPositions(Aquaobot~ody &body,
&legl, AquaL-g &leg2, AV-aLeg &leg,
AquaLeg
&leg4, AquaLeg &legS, AquaLeg &le%6)
ReturnCoordinates *rc,




r->bodyc[2] body~body list->vaJ(0 2);
I/body points to draw
r->bodyc(3] bodybody list->va(1 0),
rc->bodyc [41 body~body list>val(1 1),
r->bodyc[5] -body-body list->val(1,2),
rc->bodyc[6] body-body list>val(2 0)
r->bodyc[71 -body~bodylist >val(2 1),
rc-)bodyc(S] - body.body list >vai(2.2);
rc->bodyc[9] - body-body list->val(3,0);
r--'bodyc[10] body~body list >vai(3 1);
rc->bodyc[11I]J body-body~list->vaK(3,2);
rc->bodyc[12] body.body~liAt->val(4,0);








II -n out body coordinates
printf"body center O/Of , */*3f, */*3f n",rc->bodyc[0],rc-.>bodyc[l],
rc->bodycf 21);
prinff('body pt 1 W */Ot 0/@3; 3f\n",rc->bodyc[3],rc->bodyc[4],
rc->bodyc[5SD;
printf("body pt 2 0/041 0/304 /63f \n",rc->bodyc[6j~rc->bodycj7j,
c->bodyc[SJy,
printfl"body pt 3 0/634 0/34 0/63f \n",rc->bodyc[9],rc->bodyc[ 10],
c->bodyc[11]);
printf-body pt 4 "W /63t; 0/6; 3f \n-,rc->bodyc[12],rc->bodyc[13],
c->bodyc(14]);
printf("body pt 5 0/634 V.3; 0/63f \n",rc->bodyc[1SJ,rc->bodyc[16],
r->bodyc(171);
prnntf"body pt 6 0.304 /634 0/63f in%",rc-.>bodyc[18],rc->bodyc[19],
rc>bodyc[20]);




rc->k&gc 0] - eg3.linkO.>H~ma~ix->val(0,3);
rc->legdc[0] - lc#4.fnO>H _Mtrix.>val(O,3)













fl inboard joint angle info. HIP join angle







I/joint 2 x~yz coordinates (31--x (4]y [51-z


















11 joint 2 motiouý_i ikit ag
rc->motaoq-limit flag[O] - legl.linkI-)GctMotion~imftFlagO;
rc->motion-linit~fiag[3J - Ieg2.linkI->GvtMotionLbn~itFlWg;
rc-)motion lirnit flag[6J - leg3.iinkl->OetMotionLinhiFlagO;
>motion~ lii klg9 g4.linkl.>GetMotionUiMetlaQ
rc->mofion-limft-fiadf12J = IegS.linkl.)Ge(Modon~iiitFlsgO;
rc-'motion limit-flagf 131 = leg6.*lnkl.)MotionLimitFlagO;
HI inboard joint angle info. KNEEI joint angle







//joint 3 xyz coordinates [-16x[7J-y [S]=z
rc>Icglc[6] = legI.link2->H-nmatnx->val(0,3);
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II joint 3 nwtion limit flag
rc-)mo0tion limlit tlag[1 - iegimink2->GutMotionLimit~laO;
rc->mfo~ionlimnit flagj4] leS2.link2->GdtMotionUaitFla90O,
rc-)moton-limit~fiag[71 1eg3.link2-)GetMoti~oLimitFlaBQ,
rc-)mofion -lj~imitj O][1 - leg4.link2->GetMotionlbinit~g;
mc>motion-limit-flag[13] = iegS.linic2->OetMoticn~wi*IMitl ;
rC_.nnotiofalimift flag16] - leg6jinjc2->GetMotiodoiitnila9O;






rc->inbdjoin:_&nge[4][31 -eg.llink2 Celbadiit lO;
rc.>imWdjoint_&Ose[5lf3) Ieg6.lnk2.'*Gethnb~ dJoiilAn~eO;
//joint 4xyz coordinates [9]-x [10}'-y [I Jz
rc-)leglc(9J - legl.1winc->H..malrix->Val(0,3);










rc->leg6cf 10] = leg6.link3->H-matrix->val(1,3);
rc->leglc[l1]J = legl.link3->Hnmatrix->val(2,3),
rc->leg2c[I1 I]= leg2.link3->H-matrix->val(2,3);
rc.>leg3c[I I] = leg~iink3->H..maftrzx>val(2,3);
rc>leg4c[l11J = leg4.link3->H._matrix >val(2,3);
rc.>leg5c(1 1] -legS.link3->H~matrix >val(2.,3
rc.>leg6c[ 1] = leg6.link3->Hjnatnx->val(2,3);
fljoint 4motion Iimit fia
rc.>,motion-KmitiAgf2j - legl.fink3->GetMotion~imnit~a9O;
rc-)motzon limftt lag[5] = lcg2.Iink3-)OetMotion~imitFlagO;
rc->Mctionlhitnfitag[8j = leg3.link3->GetMotionLimitFlagO;
rc->motio limit kflag 1) 1] leg4.linlc3->GetMofion~i~nitlg;
rc-)motion limit fladl 41 = eg5.linlc3.>GetMotiovdimitFlagO;
rc->vwtion limiit flag[ 71 = leg6.liWk3>GetMotionLimin~g;
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HI inboadjot an&l info FOOT jojat an&l
an 111 'IleuibontJ
r->inWdjoiran&~(O](4J - leul~link3->Oeln oarWonAngie
w-nbdjoumtngie[lJ(4J le2i- ~ OtnbadotnlO




HI te f-r afmppug lop and audjtin legnappout flag
if (Wasrc.>iglcfl D] ý,- GROUNDELEVATION) L-9-egi.d-e~uPPotFias( 1);
else ieg1.SetLegOuPptFiagco);
if (falurc->legac[l 1]) >- GROUNDELEVATION) leg2.SeLe;SUPPOrtFlag(l);
elsm legZ.SelwupportiagO);
if (fWbsrc->leg3c[I I]) >- GROUNDELEVATION) icg3.SetdegSizpportFiag(1);
els ieg3Sed~eguppoulMag(O)
if (fabmrc->leg4c~l 11) >- GROUNDELEVATION) leg4.Serg~uppm~liagjl);
els ieg4.SetLegSuppoftFIagOX
if (fal~sro>iec[l 11) >- GROUNDELEVATION) keg.SOL~g~upot~Fla~l)
else legSSetdeSupportiagO)
if (fWb*rc>lg6q[1I]) >- GROUNDELEVATION) ieg6.SettcSupportFiagj);
else leg6.SetdegSupport~ag(Oy,







II - body and leg xyz coordiates
int row, cot;
PWIndle1 leg2\n"y,
for( raw =1; row,<S; row++)(
for(coi - 3; coi)0; c4i-)
printf(".4f ",rc->ieglc[3*raw - cot]);
for(col = 3; ooi>O; wtl-)
printl("%A6.4f ",rc.>lepcp * row- co1]);
printt1eg3 eg4\n");
foE(rw 1; -w<S; row++)(
for(col =3;coi>O; col-)
prinWl"O,6.4f "4r->eg3c[3 * colJ);
pfi:** "Y;
for( col '3; col>O; col-)
pritft(/A&.4,rc->leg4cp *row - -oIl);
prW"ntfyn,
PWInt("eg lg6\n~,
foe(rcw = 1; row<S; row-9+)(
for(col - 3;, coi>O; c4l-)
printf*'6.4f",rc->leg~cp 5 ro- - coil);
fof(col = 3; col>O; col-)




II PURPOSE: nsdureadd' *- leg dA-uges from a file
WPUT v nad from file: leg#. delta1, delta2, ddt&3
OIT urpur calvAdates new leIlink coordinatus (internal)
Pausingj~taa File Use(FL *ifp AquaobotBody &body,
Aqua-eg &Iegl. AquaLeg &leA2 AquaLn &ieg3,




body.Moveuume m~ s- Iil pas->deI2, pass->4e13
pas->del4, paas->delS. pas->del6);
kan~ifd* %&f%If~IT.
&pass->legnuni &pean->dell. &pass>del2, &paa->del3);
legI.MovelncemenalU4body-pM l->dellpm)elps->del3);
bmqnfPil,,%d V.mfW,
&ps->egnum, &puan-'dell, &pu->4 eM2 &p=s->del3Y,
1g2.Movelnormmta(body~pass->dell,pama>deI2paas.>del3);
ficanf(ilfa,-Ad %If~lfM",
&pas->lenurn% &pass->dell. &puPs>tde2, &pLs->del3);
leg3.Movelnramnatalbody~pss>dlI,pas->del2,pass>del3);
frcanf~ifj,"Ad M%lf%fflr,
&pas->lepmn, &pass->dell, &PassNlel2. &pas->del3);
leg4.Movchelnrenta(body~pasa->d Lps->deLVpas->del3);
hicanf~fp%-d *Alf%af~ir,
&pas->legum6 &pau->dell, &pas->4e12, &pas->del3);
Ieg.Moveb-namenenalody~pm->dell1,pa->dl,paM.u>del3);
ficanklpr-d %Vlf%Ir,
&pan->lepuw, &paas.>dell, &pass->4eM2 &pas->dei3);
le,.6.Moveln--anuata(bodypMa-'del1,pm->d2.pas. 1e3);
ficanf(*-*,, MAIoflfWl,







HI PURPOSE: places the body center and leg coordinates in a
II NeAt Motion Unztrure for pat algorthm use
Next -Motion TranfrTo~ait(RetwunCoordinates &;coord, AquarobotBody &body)
Next Motion ftean;
temp -new Next-Motion;
teinp-body center _coord[3j = coortbodyc[0J;






ternp-$bot;coordf0J - coordLieg2cf 9];
ten~p~t_2_oord[2] - coortlgc4 10;
tanp--foot3_coordj0J - coadleS3c(91;
tey-).bnt3_coord(1J - ooordleg3cj 101;
tua-p)foot_3cwonrd2)j m kgorl3cjll l;
ftmny.)foo4_0rflcoord.O - edg4cf 91;
tenV->Iboto4_cootdfl] ocrd.Ieg4cf 101;
taWy-foo(4_coord[2]- l or.eg4cf 1 1;




ten*-)foot_6_coordf2] = cocdgl6cf 1];
// got joint angle values fomn algordthn mnO&hal
for (rnt i-0; i<6; i+-) (
for (int j=-, j<4; j++) /HMP -> FOOT
twVi->inbdjointanglefiU][j o oord-inbd~joint~angle[iJiJI;
I/ cuen't body elevation
temp-,bodycenteroordflJ - -I. * body.Hntmatri~x>vaJ(2,0);
// cufrent body azmuth
Uw-body...enter..coordIOJ -asin(body.Hmatrix->vai(I,0)I
cos(temp->body_crnter_coord(1J));




temnp->joint filimt flagrOl - coortsnotion-fimnit flagd0],
temp-ŽJointilimitl_1ag[IJ - coordamotion lnm~t-flag~l);
temp-jointfimniItjag[2J - ooord~motioualimiktflag[2J;
wnmp->Joinktlmut~flag[3] coord~moin-hrit-flag31;
temnp->joint linkitfag[4J coord~nmton climit jlag4J;
wffp->joinktlimitflag[S] - ooord&motionfirnitjlag[6];
U-np-)joint limitflahI6I - ooord~nwtioafiznkIlag(7];
temp->joint limi flag[8J - coord-nmontiochimtladg)7;
tanp->jouintlinitfiag[8 - coordznoaon-limitfiag849;
temp-.>jomnt -limnitflag[101 - coord~motion linmit-Ilag[9o];
temp-> -joint limit flag[H ] coordanwtion lbmfIitjl 11J;
tenp--joint limtit fiag[l2 =1 coord~notion limit fiau~l2J1;
temp.->joint-lirnitfag[H3l - coord~motion -imkitfiag[131;



























str~ucture deupged to retur the xyz coordmines of Ui. robot
sout Retun CoordinaWe







lit mbotion -limit fllg[181;
int legApo"t flagf 6];,
double inbdjoiskanglef6]fS];











ant jojit -imit flagdlS];










bodynotion[0J 0.0; bodymotionfl -] 0-0; bodymotion[2] - 0.0;
bodymationp]3- 0.0; bodynwotio[41 0.0; bodymoction(51 = 0.0;
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legcouta4_ii..flLEGIJ - 1; le&_ooitaotfiagjLEG2j - 1;
leg~ointa4_fia[LEG3] - 1; Jeg~o@9&qt lag(LEG4] - 1;
leg.coaofiafLE~j- 1; Icg...ooa aq_&LEG6] - 1;
leqhnotaoafxJ 0.0; IqitwdnotialY 0.0; IqglniontiaZj = 0.0'.
leg2motiafX] - 0.0;, kmotiou4Y] = 0.0;, kg2motion[ZJ - 0.0;.
WqwmtianM~ - 0.0; leg3nwfionMj =-0.0; Isg3anotioalZl - 0.0;
leo4motoanXJ - 0.0; kg4motioua[Y] - 0.0; lag4awiono[Z] - 0.0;
kqDonwiOS[XJ - 0.0; lqwintio.4YJ - 0.0; WqmotiiagZj - 0.0;
kq6uhotion[X] - 0.0;, lg6mowafY]u - 0.0;, eg6motion[Z] - 0.0;
jointlinait flag[0] - 0; jointji-init flag1 - 0;
joina limitfag[2] - 0-,joistIimkitjad3] - 0;
joifktjimkitjdg4l - 0-,joiniitjlagf~j - 0;
jo*_f imit Lag6] - 0;. joint limit flqg7J - 0;
joint limit tdlag8 - 0; jowl limit f ~la9 - 0;joiot limit l 0lg10 - ; jointjnt flatiL 11] - 0;
jouimit .fL~lag2) 0- joWitzlimfiag13] -0;
joist limitflag[141 0; joint limit I&laul] -0;
joint lnimit fla 1 6)-0; join limiIladl 71 -0;
iinbjointange[LEG1IICBJ = (double)LEGP*6O.0;
inbdjoint~au&lLEGlj[HI] - Start~betal;,




























1* respect to WORLD Coordinates'!
foot_1_-coordjXM= 98.02; foot I-coord[YWJ 0.0; foot lIcoordfZWJO.0;
foot_2_cocrdIXMl 49.01; foot2_wordfY~iJ- 84.88781; foot_2,coord[ZWj-0.0;
foot_3coordPCW]=-49.01; foot_3coordfYW]- 84.88781; foot_3coord[ZW]=O.0;
fool_4_coordp(W]I-98.02; foot_4_coord[YW]- 0.0; foot_4,coord[ZW]=0.0;
foolS coard[XWj'.49.01; foot_5-.coord(YWJ-894.8S781; foolS _coord[ZW]=0.0;
foot_6_coordjX'.V3 49.01, foot-6coord(YW]-84.88781; footficoord[ZWI-O.0;
body-center _coord [01 - 0.0;
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body ceagrcacordf 1] - 0.0;
body oantecorm(2J - 0.0;
body.ceaiar..ooirdfPj - 0.0;
body csnlrm-oard[4J - 0.0;





















Return Coordinates FindPnuitiosu(Aquaobet~ody ki
AquaLq di Aquateg di, AquaLe di,
AquaLeg dAquaLeg di, AquaLeg ft)
extern
Passingjterns FileUse(FILE *, AquaobotBody di,
AquaLeg di, AquaLeg &. Aquaieg i
AquaLeg di, AquaLeg di, AquaLeg di);
extern
NextMotion TraosfrToGait(RaurCoordinates di, Aquarobot~dy ft~
#endif
I/FIENAMIE: Link0.C
ftPURPOSE: Declarations for class LinkO
#mclude "Link0.H"
Linko::LinkOO : Link( (0, 37.5, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -1.0,
-360.0,360.0)
node-list - new matzix(4,4,0.0);
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node lisI->vai0,3) -1-; noda limt.>vaklýl3) -1-;
nodas lst->-vaK2,0) -37.5; nodv list->va2,3) - I.;
T-matrix -now matrix(4,4,0.Oy
//FIENAME: LinkO.H










IILinkl::LinkIo : Link (0, 20.0, -90.0,66.4,0.0, 0,.106.6,73.4)
IIChanged by Kenji Suzuki & Chuck Sdxue
Linki:.LinkIO : Link (0, 20.0, -90.0, 35.96,0.0, 0,-106.6,73.4)
node list - new matrix4,4,0.0);
node list->val0,3) -I.;
node list->-vai(t,3) -I.;
node list->val2,0) - 20.0;
node list->val1(2,3) - I.;
T-matrix = new matrix4,4,0.0);
IfFILENAME: Linkl.H










fl FILEAME: I i-k2.C
/PURPOSE: Declarations for class Lin0
#include *Link2.H*
//I ink-2::Link2: Link ( 0, 50.0,0.0, -156.4,0.0, 1.0, -156.4, 23.6)
II Changed by YAnji Suzuki & Chuck Schue
U~nk2::Link2O) link ( 0, 50.0, 0.0, -125.26, 0.0, 1.0, -156.4, 23.6)
node-list - new inauixK44,0.OY,
node list.>Al(0,3) -I.; node list-~val(I,3) -I.;
node_lia->val2.0) -'50.; node list->val2.3) 1.;
T matrix - new maarix(4,4,0.0);
H
/FILENAME: ILink27.H








H/PURPOSE: Declarations for class LmnkO
#mnclude "Link.H"
Lbik3::Link3O: Link (0, 100.0, 0.0,0.0, 0.0, 2.0, -360.0,36.0)
node-list - new znatri4,4,0.0);
node list->vaKO0,3) =1.; node list->-vsl(l,3) =1-;
node fis->val(2,0) -100.; node lis.>va(2,3) I .;
Twmatrix - new natrix(4,4,0.0y;
//FILENAME: LUnk3.H









'iPURPOSE: imleneomm~a2c ofclams Ln*k
//CONTAINS: UpdateAMakrix Q
IIRotate (double angle)
II RotateLink (double awge)
#include "LinILH"
const int True =I1
const int False - 0;
//FUNCTION: Link
// PURPOSE: Consructorfor Link
Link:1:ink ( int inlt double 11, double ts, double ija, double ijd, double il,
double minis, double maxja)
mot0nion limtfag - mInW




inboard link = i1;
rminjoint angle =moinja;
,naxjout ~angle =mnaxja;
H-matrix = new matrix(4,4,O.0),
H -matrix->UpdWtThatr~ix(j,ta~ll~ijdy,
/FUNCTION: -Link





/PURPOSE: rotates a Link by changing the T Matrix
HI by the inboardJoint angle deafred
void Link::R1otaie (matrix *mat, double angle)
SetlnboardiointAngle(angle);
Tmautrx->UpdateTMadix(Gdnibo-rdointAngleOGetTwistAngje(j
GGetlnboardjdo A~ot l~ispc enmento);
//the "most" is the inboard link's A maktrix (or the bods
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A matri for the inmbourdjoint
H/FUNCTON: olsteLink
//PURPOSE: detuminme if the rotation is withm physical
HI join caamaim. Mfoutside the workspac the -i
HI ormaxlimitapplicableia sued
H thos Ainction, all Owe Rotate finmetio








H/PURPOSE: Declarations for clas Link














double minjoint angle; HI rotary link
double msxjoiz_angle; #1 rotary link
public:
void RotazeLi~nkmarix., double);
matrix *T_nmatix. *nod list *H nstri
Link ( int mV double 11, double ta. double ija. double ijd. double il,
double minja, double maxja y
izit GetMotioaLinMilag (return mnotion limitjllag;)
double GetLinkLentbo (return linklý_ength;)
double GetTwistAngleo (return twist angle;)
double GretloboardiintAngleo (return inboard~joink~angle;)
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double OGaloboa~indntDzaphacanatt (return inboardjoi~djislacant-A}
double OGa dbowAko (retwur wboaudle*)--
do"bl retTMamx(Wm raw, ats Mc) (return T-mx=->vakrvwcol),1
double¶ Gvhlnl C (ren mijoamangk-)
double G axozneO(return maxjoutangk)
void SetMolo tntlgint a) (mokoas limit flag- a;)
void Se~n~il~obea) (link langtb a,
void SetTwitagedouble a) (twia angl a;
void SglnboawdJoiugAngle(double a) (inboadjoiakangl
void SetlzdoamdJointfliqilacemav~double a) {inbardjoint displacernent =a;)
void Setnbord~ink~double a) (inboardlink = a;)
void STMatrix(ut raw~int ool, doubl a)
{T.,..atrix->vaIkrw,ccI) - a;)
vod SetMinloiatnL~e(double a) (minjoini an&l ,













p = new matre;
p->r - 4;
p-fl -. ne dobl[4J;
int r
for (x -0; x<4; x++)
p->rnfxj- new doubief 41);
p.>n - 1;
inlj;
for (int i-0; M<; i-s+)
for 0j-0; j<4;j-+)
P->mIiIljJ = 0.0;
mabiLmatrix(int rows = 1, int col= 1, double inata 0.)
p = new matrep
p.yr - rows;
p->c = 0cl;
p-)m - new double *[rows];
int r




for (mnt i=0; i<rows; i++)




matrix ma~ixr:pntUoe=on matrix& rva)













double & matrix: :vai(int row, int col) coast
return (P->-Inrow][0oIJ);
matrix matrix::operator*(const matrix& arg)
matrix result(rowsCarg~colsO,O.O);
for (int row=O; row'~rovsOzrow++){
int col;
double sum'=0.O;
for (int i=O; i4,olso; i++)





for Ord i=O; i<rOWSO; i+-) I
for (mt j-0O; j<colsor,j++)
double ans;
&s= iesultval(ij) a;
result vaJ(ij) = ams;
return result;
matrix matrix: :operator+-(const matrix& arg)
matrix surn(rowsO,colsO,O A));
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for (imt i-0; i<row.O; i+-)
fqr (j0;j<CoLaO~j+'+)
sun1.p-)m*i]l =p->m[i][j] + argvakiijy,
return sum
void matrix.InintO
for (int row'-0; mow<kowsoý row++){
unt ol;
for (cofrO; coi<cols~y ol 4* -)
print"/66.6f7", p->mfrow]foolj);
matrix & matruc:HomogeneousTransonn(double azimuth, double elevation,
double roll,
double x, double y, double z)
double Wsiu= sin(azimuth);
double cpsi - cos(zimuth).
double sth -sio(eievation);
double cbh - cos(elevatioc);
double sphi = sin(roll);
double qphi = cos(roll);
vai(0.0) - (CO. * Cth)
val(0,l1) = ((cpu * st * RN) - (spsi *cphi));
val(0,2) =((cpsi * th *cphi) + (spsi * sph));
v.1(0,3) r.
val(1,0) =(spsi * cth);
v.1(1,1) -((cpsi *cphi) + (spsi * Ai * sph));
val(1,3) y,
val(2,0) (-Oth);
va](2,1) (ctb * sphi);







matrix & matrix~:DHMatrixdouble cosrotate, double sinrotate,
double ooutwist, double siniwist,
double length, double translate)
val(0,0) = cosrotate,
va1(0, 1) = -I1 sittrotawe
v.1(0,2) = 0.0;
v.1(0,3) = length,
v.1(1,0) = sinrotate ostwist,
vai(1, 1) =costwist courtate;
val(1,2) =-1 4stWWist,
val(O,)=-translate * 1 *smntwist,
v.1(2,0) = sfitwist a irtt-
va1(2,l1) = sintwist *cosrotate;
va1(2,2) = coutwist,
v.1(2,3) = translate *costwist-,
val(3,3) = 1.0;
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Matrix & matrix::UpdfteTMatrixdouble a, double b~double c, double d)
a - a *deg-tp-sad;
b - b * dgLto rid;
double cowaotae cov(ay,
double uiawcat s in(&);
double costwist - cos(b);
double uintwist -sinab)
DHblatrix(cowoWae sinroWae coatwist, uintwiskc~d);
matrix & matrix::TransfbnnNodeLi*statrix WI matrix. matrix &b)
for (inti - 0; PIjb~owsO; i-t-+){
temp.val(0,O) = b.val(a,0);
teny.val(1,O) - b.val(4 1);
temp.val(2,0) - b-val(i,2);
tenip.val(3,O) -b.val(i.3);






matrix & marix-:Tranfonn~lodyList(matrir &H matix, matrix &b)
matrix temp(4,1,0.0);











/PURPOSE: To provide for a matrix elms to accomplish
so ame necesaray robotic and kinematic needs.









inatrix(onst mauix& x); I/copy initialize
-matrixo
matriXint, iKt double)
matrix operator-00uint matrix& rval;
matrix operavoe+Cos inatix& mvl);,
matrix qmoerat(couat matrix& mvl);
matrix opaw-*(double);
double & vakiad row, nit col)const,
void puizitO
int rwo~3 co"s (reur p-)rj
int 00430 coAst (mutanup.>c*);
matrix & HomogrneouTraonsumdouble~double~double~doble~doble~double);
matrx & DHMatix(double, double, doubkqdouble, double double);
matrix & UpdateTMatrix(double, double, double, double);
matrix & TransfbnnNodeU4s(matrix&, matrix&);
matrix & TranefonBodyL*Ismarix&, maiix&);
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APPENDIX D: AQUAROBOT SIMULATOR USER'S MANUAL
This appendix contains the information necessary to use the version of the
AquaRobot Simulator working at the time this thesis was written. The User's Guide was











LT John Goetz, USN
Professor Yutaka Kanayama
Mr. Charles Lombardo, Staff
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PURPOSE OF THE MANUAL
This manual provides user-specific information necessary to operate the
AquaRobot Simulator on the Silicon Graphics Personal Iris. Code modification details are
purposely excluded.
KNOWLEDGE LEVEL
Some knowledge of the Silicon Graphics workstation, the UNIX operating system,




Il. Using the Simulator
Attachment A: Flowchart and Function Descriptions
Attahcment B: Required Files Listing
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L LOGGING ON
Step 1: At the Login screen, type in the appropriate responses to the Login prompts.
Login: aquarobo
Password:
The password is available from Dr. Kanayama or Dr. McGhee. Once Login
is completed, the UNIX operating system is loaded.
Step 2: Click on the CONSOLE icon and size the CONSOLE window as desired.
Step 3: Press enter to get to the command prompt.
Step 4: Use the change directory command (cd) to change to the directory shown.
WorkSpace/thesis/arsim
Step 5: Check to ensure you are in the correct directory using the present work directory
command (pwd). The correct directory is as shown.
/n/auvsim4AvorklaquaroboiWorkSpace/thesis/arsim
Step 6: You have now completed the Login process and are positioned in the correct
working directory.
IL COMPILING
Step 7: To compile this version program, type in the make command (make) and press
enter. The make command has executed properly when the command, prompt returns.
Once the command prompt returns, the program has compiled correctly.
IM b SING THE SIMULATOR
Step 8: At the command prompt, type aqua to start the AquaRobot Simulator. Some
interaction between the user and the simulator is now required. When prompted,
determine whether you want to see the discrete (type in 0) or continuous (type in 1)
alternating tripod gaits. Then determine the desired goal point and enter its x-coordinate,
space, and y-coordinate. The positive x-axis lies lengthwise to the right on the screen and
the positive y-axis is outward towards the viewer. Next, you may be prompted to select
the footpad size for the simulation. Choosing zero (0) selects the 25 centimeter pootpad;
choosing one (1) selects the 45 centimeter footpad. The CONSOLE window shows
program status and the AQUAROBOT window shows the graphic output.
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Step 9: Four viewpoints are available to the user as a right mouse button menu: Camera:
ABOVE, Camera: LEG5-6 VIEW, Camera: LEGI VIEW, and Camera: LEG4 VIEW. To
change the viewpoint from the default Camera: LEG2-3 VIEW view, quickly press the
right mouse button after typing aqua and moving the mouse pointer into the
AQUAROBOT window.
NOTE: The menu selections FILEREAD, RESETFILE, and KEYBDREAD
should not be used.
Step 10: The RESET menu selection places AquaRobot in the default LEG2-3
VIEW.
Step 11: To repeat the aqua program, with the default Camera: LEG2-3 VIEW




type P! (this is the history/repeat sequence)
press enter
Step 12: To exit the aqua program, press the right mouse menu button and select
Exit from the choices listed.
Step 13: To exit the CONSOLE window, use the right mouse button to get Log
Out; then answer "yes".
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SET DISCRETE FLAGS SET CONTINUOUS FLAGS
DISCRETE GAIT PLANNING CONTINUOUS GAIT PLANNING
I I
DISCRETE TRIPOD MOTION CONTINUOUS TRIPOD MOTION
GRAPHICS
Figure D-1. AquaRobot Simulator Flow Chart.
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The simulator files are separated into four modules. The files that comprise the
Makefile, Graphics, and Matrix Manipulation Modules are only cursorily addressed here.
The Gait Planning Module is described in more detail.
1. Makefile
The Makefile allows the make utility to intelligently compile the program. This
file includes instructions for how and when to compile the var;ous files that comprise the
AquaRobot Simulator. The AquaRobot simulation program uses the UNIX make utility to
link together the 27 individual files with the graphics, math, and standard input-output
libraries. In this case, the Makefile generates the executable program aqua.
2. Graphics
The 3D stick-figure graphics code was originally written by Sandra Davidson
[DAV93]. The graphics files (code modules) are included in Appendix C for easier
reference. Some file names were changed to avoid software configuration management
problems. Additionally, some graphics code was modified because of the requirements of
the gait planning code. For example, the FARCLIPPING value and the CAMERA viewing
angles were changed in the bot.H file and the CB height was changed in the AbBody.C
file. Because the Graphics Module polls the Gait Planning Module, a suitable interface
between the two was constructed in the Kinematics.H and Kinematics.C files. The
graphics code consists of the following files:
• AbBody.H and AbBody. C,
* AbLeg.HandAbLeg.C;
* AbRigidH and AbRigidC;
* botH and bot. C;
* Kinematics.H and Kinematics. C;
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, LinnkH and Link C;
* LinkO.H and LinkO. C;
* Linkl.H and Linki. C;
* Link2.H and Link2. C; and
,, Link3.H and Link3. C.
3. Matrix Manipulation
The matrix manipulation code was also originally written by Sandra Davidson
[DAV93]. It provides 4 x 4 matrix multiplication capability. This code is an essential part
of the graphics code, although it is not used in the gait planning code. The Matrix
Manipulation Module includes the following files, found in Appendix C:
* MatrixMy.H and MatrixMy. C.
4. Gait Planning
The Gait Planning Module (GPM) consists of the following files:
# arconst.H;
* arfunc.H and arfunc. C; and
* artpgait.H and artpgait. C.
To support easier reference and maintenance, most constants are grouped together into
the file arconst.H (aquarobot constants).
The arfunc.H/C (aquarobot functions) files contain 13 functions. The mm and
max functions simply return the minimum or maximum of two expressions, respectively.
The ellipse function calculates the incremental foot trajectory along an elliptical path
between the current foot position and the desired foot position. The kinematics function
performs kinematics for the Gait Planning Module. Kinematics for the Graphics Module
are performed in the Graphics Kinematics.C/H files. The inv_kinematics function
performs the inverse kinematics operations. The world body function provides coordinate
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transformation from the body-fixed coordinate system to the world coordinate system.
The bodyworld function provides coordinate transformation from the world coordinate
system to the body-fixed coordinate system.
The maxdistance_25cm function determines the maximum stride for the
workspace defined by the 25 centimeter footpad. The maxdistance_45cm function
determines the maximum stride for the workspace defined by the 45 centnneter footpad.
The arcint function calculates the intersection of a directed line and an arc segment. The
segint function calculates the intersection of a directed line and a line segment. The stable
function calculates the stability of a tripod. The staparam function determines the
longitudinal stability margin and the x and y intercepts of the directional ray originating at
the CB and terminating at the point of intersection on the selected tripod.
The artpgait.H/C (aquarobot tripod gait) files 15 functions. The getgoal
function allows the user to input the desired goal point to which the AquaRobot simulation
walks. The getmenu function all- vs the user to choose between the DATG or the
CATG. The getjfootchoice function allows the user to determine whether the 25
centimeter or 45 centimeter footpad is used. The gait algorithm function executes either
the DATG or the CATG gait algorithms, as previously determined by the user. The
robotmodel function initializes the joint angles for the simulation.
The disc set flag function initializt the flags used during the DATG algorithm.
The discgaitfplanning function determines the walking parameters, such as stride length
and directions used during the DATG algorithm. The disc_tripod motion function
calculates and executes incremental joint motions necessary to move the AquaRobot
simulation using the DATG.
The contsetJlag function initializes the flags used during the CATG algorithm.
The contgaitplanning function determines the walking parameters, such as stride length
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and direction, used during the CATG algorithm. The contrinpodmotion function
calculates and executes the incremental joint motions necessary to move the AquaRobot
simulation using the CATG.
Some functions in the artpgail.C file are used only for printing out the status of
joints, feet, etc. These functions include prhntstatus, print walkpara, print gnu data,
and printjoint data.
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